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1

REBUILDING THE FUTURE
OR REVISITING THE PAST?

Introduction

The first democratic elections in South Africa during 1994 marked the
formalisation of a power shift away from the minority Afrikaner grouping.
Today, a profound dislocation is apparent in post-apartheid Afrikaner identi-
fications. Despite the fact that Afrikaner nationalism has lost its centrality
to South African politics, it remains an important political issue due to the
economic and cultural importance of Afrikaans speakers. Nonetheless, the
measure of contemporary group cohesion and the evolution of a once co-
herent collective identity, bound together by the strength and versatility of
the social coalitions of Afrikanerdom,1 are largely unremarked upon in the
scholarship.2 At the same time, it is widely acknowledged that certain
Afrikaans constituent parts, most notably an increasingly globalised middle
class and capital or business elites, are flourishing in the new South Africa.3

Typically adapting by seeking economic independence, their success is borne
out by the position of Afrikaner capital, which now ranks second only to
declining English capital on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE).4 Since
the negotiated settlement of the 1990s the ANC government under both
Presidents Mandela and Mbeki has not wavered from its commitment to
dialogue with particular elements of this disparate community in graphic
recognition of their significance.5

It would appear then that Afrikaner identity politics remains important
in post-apartheid South Africa, even whilst it varies substantially. Most
striking has been the manner in which this has had to adapt to the loss of
political power at the same time as a substantial rise in economic influence.

This chapter is based on my article: ‘Rebuilding the Future or Revisiting the Past?
Post-apartheid Afrikaner identity politics in a globalised era’ Review of African
Political Economy 2007; 112(34): 357–74.
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This incidence of identity adjustment is not unique. Quebec, Catalonia and
Scotland all provide examples of nationalist movements that have made
considerable adjustments to contemporary conditions.6 But what is unprece-
dented is the simultaneous collapse of a political economic system dedicated
to a racial means of achieving material advantage and political leverage.
From a historical standpoint, the position of the Afrikaner community
within South Africa and on the global stage has undergone major transform-
ation. Determining the extent of this change requires a consideration not merely
of the subjective definition of the phenomenon – the self-understanding
Afrikaans speakers have of their identity – but likewise its objective aspect.
That is, the characteristics of culture, descent and language (that form the
obvious structural bases for ethnic differentiation), as well as the material
context of society, economics, politics and history in which it functions.7

With the end of minority rule, many analyses painted a bleak future for
Afrikanerdom subjugated beneath a state dominated by the ANC government
and broadly aligned against Afrikaner interests. Some scholars predicted the
tendency of important groups and sectors to simply ‘opt out’ of the state,8

whilst a resurgence of rightwing militancy and the Boeremag’s thwarted
bombing campaign raised the spectre of a race war.9 None of these situations
has materialised. The once sound link between an Afrikaner nationalist
identity, regime and state which characterised the years of apartheid
government, and that sustained a delicate balance of ethnic, racial and class
forces, has been irretrievably broken. Notwithstanding the recent and marked
increase in white poverty levels,10 it is evident that this newly disempowered
minority still commands a vast material and cultural capital accrued under
the previous dispensation.11 Whilst certain of these constituent parts have
been increasingly marginalised in the new order, others have become import-
ant players in the new South Africa and upon the world stage, embracing
elements of the wider politico-economic order. It is suggested that a select
number have been able to refigure the character of the government’s hegemonic
project itself due to their position within the leading historic bloc.

There is evidence to suggest that those groupings within the ruling party
fold enjoy far greater influence than those outside it.12 From its inception as
a resistance movement to its contemporary populist manifestation, the ANC
has relied on a wide range of alliance partners and constituencies to achieve
three successive electoral victories. Indeed, it is a trend that is likely only to
strengthen with the acknowledgement that the ANC government today is:

‘leaning towards construction of a procapitalist, interventionist state
prepared to use its power, influence and divestment of assets to create
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a black bourgeoisie, expand the black middle class, and to generally
produce a seismic transfer of wealth from white to black over a ten to
twenty year period.’13

Given the centuries-old white economic and political hegemony, the
importance of these capital elites within the new order, as well as their
connections and business ideology,14 cannot be overstated. Regular meetings
with business leaders within forums including President Mbeki’s Big
Business Working Group attest to the enduring relationship between
government and capital.15 In this atmosphere business has declared itself
‘broadly satisfied’ with the government’s fiscal and monetary policies, as well
as its macro-economic policy and micro-economic programmes.16 It is a
position of considerable strength which has only intensified during Mbeki’s
presidency with its strong focus upon the transformation of the economy.17

The paradigm shift in political economic context within a post-apartheid
South Africa – where the national political and economic landscape demon-
strates compelling continuities with the old, and the present government is
‘heavily conditioned’ by the foundations of the negotiated transition18 –
received comparatively little attention until recently and remains the subject
of considerable debate.19 Moreover, the parameters of this new hegemonic
order, exhaustively detailed with regard to ANC constituencies and tripartite
alliance partners,20 remain comparatively unexplored vis-à-vis current
manifestations of Afrikaner identity politics. In order to understand the
simultaneous paradigm shift in the political economic context of identifications
among Afrikaans speakers in South Africa, it is argued that it is necessary to
understand both the subjective and objective experiences of the Afrikaner
against the prevailing structure of power relations. For whilst a pervasive
sense of ‘being Afrikaner’ exists, characteristically expressed in terms of
cultural attributes and less frequently descent, the significance attached to
this self-understanding varies considerably.

At the onset of majority rule, the new bases of Afrikaner identity politics
were judged to be fragile at best.21 Since then empirical observation appears
to suggest a simultaneous decline and acceleration in ethnic affiliations. The
range and even lack of identification among Afrikaans speakers is considerable.
A large section of the coloured community, black Afrikaans speakers and
verloopte (walked away) Afrikaners remain firmly outside of or even reject any
formal grouping. Much of the dialogue during this period has concerned the
possibility and desirability of divorcing Afrikanerness from Afrikaner
nationalism. Thus, Nash can claim that the ‘new politics of Afrikaans’ is
concerned with defending Afrikaans language and culture without regard to
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‘ethnic background’22 whilst Die Burger’s former editor Arrie Roussouw
announced that the newspaper would no longer refer to Afrikaans speakers
as Afrikaners but more inclusively as ‘Afrikaanses’.23

At the same time, however, a resurgence of group-based politics has
placed the legitimacy of minority cultural rights at the top of the agenda.24

A very small number of Afrikaners are encamped in the Northern Cape
demanding a territorial homeland, many are no longer choosing to associate
on a traditional group basis, whilst others go abroad either on a temporary
or permanent basis in search of better prospects.25 Others have gone the route
of attempting to preserve a more formal minority grouping, working within
the ambit of the 1996 Constitution, various United Nations conventions and
a globalised liberalism.26 In that sense, the electoral collapse and then
dissolution of the New National Party, historically the political home of
Afrikanerdom, during April 2004, was largely symbolic given that its tra-
ditional support base had long since ebbed away. It is suggested that
coherence within each of these movements has been influenced both by the
success of key Afrikaans constituent parts within the ANC’s hegemonic
project and on the global stage, as well as significant tensions at the local
level. To all intents and purposes then, contemporary Afrikanerdom is
experiencing a period of unprecedented change within its rank and file.

This book attempts to provide a new basis for understanding Afrikaner
identity in a post-apartheid era. It argues that a wide array of factors informs
these identifications, so that conceptions of identity politics based on reduc-
tionist frameworks inherent in both structuralist or agency-orientated
approaches do not properly capture the multilevel dynamics of identity
adjustment in an era of globalisation. Instead, it assesses the analytical tools
of global political economy and a neo-Gramscian analysis as a means of
breaking down the barriers between the global, national and local levels, as
well as between the interconnected structural and subjective dimensions of
the phenomenon. This approach forms part of a larger effort to provide a
richer, more critical framework for understanding identity politics under
conditions of increasing globalisation.

A political economy of post-apartheid Afrikaner identity

Using this framework, the principal aim of this book is to demonstrate that
transformation within the globalised political economy has served to
constrict or empower different Afrikaner constituencies by analysing their
responses to these wider structural changes on a national and sub-national
or local level. It is contended that the global character of the current world
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order has had a major effect on the political economy of post-apartheid
Afrikaner identifications as a globalised neo-liberal consensus has taken hold
on the domestic front. Here, globalisation is considered as the ongoing
transformation of power on a global scale which involves:

‘the relations – class, economic, social, gender, financial and political
– that are generated by the impulses associated with the globe-wide
diffusion of capital’s power in our current epoch.’27

Identity is both a structural and subjective condition determined by
historical forces and the prevailing structure of power relations. That is, a
balance must be struck between the agency (or subjectivity) of the
phenomenon and the structural backdrop against which it is realised.
What this means is there must be a balance between these interconnected
structural and subjective dimensions so that a proper comprehension of
post-apartheid Afrikaner identity politics may be realised. By so doing, it
is possible to locate these identifications within a historical and global
context.

Despite increasing recognition of the importance of these structural
factors, there has not been any substantive attempt to address the com-
plexities of these identifications, and the methodology and history that link
identity to context, in the scholarship.28 These flaws have been worsened by
mainstream (territorial or state-based) accounts of identity in a global era
where diasporic pluralism, cultures of hybridity and transnational solidarities
take precedence. Tooze argues that the imperative must be the identification
and assessment of the social forces that ‘orthodox analysis’ does not
recognise.29 Yet these forces have been largely overlooked in past analyses
which privilege ‘the relationship of Afrikaner culture to the state and to state
power’ as the ‘pivotal issues’ in Afrikaner group politics.30 More recently,
Giliomee has elaborated on the survival of the Afrikaners as a group without
problematising the notion of survival.31 This same ahistoricism is apparent
in earlier accounts of Afrikaner history in South African historiography
where it is contended that Afrikaners’ points of reference entered a virtuous
circle, propagating ideas of community and a collective identity that were
perpetuated by their very rise to power.32 Du Toit shattered this Calvinist
paradigm which he argued served as the root of modern Afrikaner nationalism
and apartheid ideology.33 Even where globalisation is raised, it is viewed in
the context of cultural homogenization,34 and without any thorough regard
to a globalised political economy perspective that privileges a wide spectrum
of social forces.
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Historically, the study of Afrikaner identity has been broadly dominated
by the primordial and constructionist perspectives accentuating either
cultural resilience or a materialist realpolitik whereby social identities are
realised as the products of human agency or choice.35 Yet neither of the leading
analyses of the development of the Afrikaner nationalist project fit straight-
forwardly within these respective camps. Thus, Giliomee admits that ethnic
identification ‘sought to attain political and cultural goals and meet diverse
psychological needs’,36 whilst recognising that ‘the construction of an Afrikaner
political ethnicity must be sought in broad economic and social processes
and not merely in the realm of cultural innovations.’37 Placing more stress
on the constructionist dimension, O’Meara’s broadly Marxist perspective
pays testimony to the fragmented nature of the class forces who, mobilised
by the concept of volk, entered into what was to be a fragile nationalist class
alliance that effectively subsidised mass economic empowerment by using
the savings of the majority to facilitate the elevation of Afrikaner capital.38

Important questions as to the depth and power of ethnic identifications
– external categorisation and self-understanding, objective commonality and
subjective groupness39 – the complex process by which class alignments
subvert and even supersede ethnic ideologies, as well as the advent of new
ethnic groups and identifications or scarcity thereof, have all too frequently
been missing from the scholarship. Instead, a more historicist account joins
with both agency and structure and implies that change or transformation
occurs within the ‘limits of the possible’. These limits:

‘are not fixed and immutable but exist within the dialectics of a given
social structure (comprising the inter-subjective aspect of ideas,
ideologies and theories, social institutions, and a prevailing socio-
economic system and set of power relations).’40

Both the constructivist and primordialist perspectives, to varying degrees,
fail to acknowledge the changing salience and significance of ethnic identifi-
cations within such a context. In this study it is suggested that wider struc-
tural shifts should be related to changes in identification among Afrikaans
speakers by analysing connections between social forces in South Africa and
the globalised economy. The Gramscian framework introduced below makes
it possible to analyse the openings for particular Afrikaans constituencies in
real historical conditions, and across a number of levels of analysis, by addressing
the level of hegemony (the nature of a post-apartheid consensus emerging
from the connections between local and global structures of social forces) as
an empirical question.
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By developing a theoretically informed and historically specific treatment
of power, this study examines how contemporary manifestations of Afrikaner
identity justify or challenge existing power relations. Although South Africa
remains a society characterised to a notable degree by group politics, it is
contended that whilst Afrikaans speakers exhibit a wide range of identifi-
cations not all are connected to an ethnic, language or even racial heritage.
Nonetheless, with the demise of apartheid and the decline of Afrikaner
nationalism, the issue of who or what comprises an Afrikaner is as relevant
as it has ever been. One enduring legacy of apartheid has been the resonance
of the race issue. The existence of non-white or ‘brown Afrikaners’ remains
controversial and the three-fold definition of the term Afrikaner introduced
below acknowledges the importance of race. The historical relationship
between the coloured and white Afrikaans speaking communities has been
beset by contradictions, ranging from inclusion to discrimination and racial
classification, to partial political and economic integration. Today the
position of the four million-strong Afrikaans speaking coloureds within any
wider Afrikaner community remains one of considerable ambiguity,41 with
contemporary tensions extending to land claims amongst other issues.
Determining the depth and power of these identifications is possible only by
acknowledging the dynamic and historical balance between structure and
agency. Returning to the agent-structure debate effectively fixes the logic of
power as essential to questions of identity. The definitions of ethnicity and
ethnic identity proposed here therefore build upon a broadly structuralist
interpretation that is linked to an equal attention towards the role of pur-
poseful subjects. Thus ethnicity is best viewed as a continuum, varying
widely in terms of salience, intensity and meaning.42

This study contends that there are significant inconsistencies among
Afrikaans speakers in South Africa today which are part of a distinct
historical genesis and contemporary structural change. Whilst it focuses
upon the development of post-apartheid identifications, distinctions can
thus be drawn between the different but historically linked stages of
Afrikaner nationalism, namely: group consciousness, the consciousness of
being a volk, and national consciousness.43 Indeed, the term ‘Afrikaners’ for
whites was first used early in the eighteenth century alongside other
terminology; it was not until the mid-twentieth century that the term was
set aside only for white Afrikaans speakers.44 The uneven and fractured class,
racial and ethnic awareness which characterises this grouping has fluctuated
considerably since 1652, most coherent during the years of Nationalist
government when an organisational axis of the state and the National Party
offered this minority ‘systematic access to the ear, agency and largesse of the
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state’.45 With the onset of the accumulation crisis during 1974 and the
unprecedented success of the socio-economic transformation of the group-
ing,46 the very same tensions returned to afflict this conditional unity. The
process of managed reform which followed only laid these divisions bare as
it sought to ‘rearrange the relationship between the state, race and class
interests which lie at the core of Afrikaner nationalism’.47

Despite the presence of a pervasive sense of Afrikanerness or ‘being
Afrikaans’ then, the meanings and significance attached to this subjective
groupness or self-understanding are now so varied that it is moot whether
an Afrikaner grouping exists in any formal sense. Given this diversity, and
the historical controversy that surrounds the act of classification itself,
employing one definition of the term Afrikaner is problematic. This book
introduces three different definitions in order to acknowledge the com-
plexity of the experiences of Afrikaner identity.48 In the first instance, the
ascriptive category of Afrikaner will denote everyone who has Afrikaans as
their mother tongue. Secondly, an auxiliary ascriptive definition will com-
prise all whites that boast Afrikaans as their mother tongue. Finally, a more
circumscribed experience of identity will be covered by a self-definition that
describes an Afrikaner as someone who identifies himself/herself as belonging
to a distinct group, defined in terms of (a) an identification with cultural
homogeneity converging on the Afrikaans language, and (b) in terms of a
self-consciousness at being a political minority in South Africa. Whilst the
empirical section of this study will focus primarily upon an Afrikaans
speaking white elite and middle class, this categorisation is intended to
allow a broadening of the term in order to inform a wider research agenda in
the context of global restructuring.

It is clear then that the concept of identity needs to be carefully re-
examined and framed within a new global context. Problematically, little
agreement has been reached on the relationship between identity and
globalisation. Traditional orthodoxies are being unevenly disrupted by a new
politics so that Cerny alludes to the subnational, transnational and supra-
national cleavages, tribalism and other revived or invented identities that
flourish in the wake of the uneven erosion of national identities, national
economies and national state policy capacity apparent in the contemporary
global era.49 Much of the literature is not fully cognisant of the paradox
between ‘homogenising global flows and continued cultural heterogeneity’,50

which give expression to ethnic fundamentalisms as well as new diasporic or
transnational identities. Yet closer examination demonstrates that ‘locality
has survived alongside globality’.51 Robertson defines this concern with
spatial and temporal issues as ‘glocalisation’ where globalisation represents
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the compression of the world as a whole, and involves the linking of localities,
whilst alluding to the ‘invention’ of ‘locality’ as well as its imagination.52

Thus Hall suggests that social identities now fluctuate along a spectrum
between tradition and translation, whereby those which adapt are capable of
substantive reconfiguration, revision and even renewal.53 Together these
trends suggest a paradigm shift in the political economic context of identity
politics.

It is intended that the framework introduced below will advance a new
research agenda to explore identity politics within a global context. Whilst
contemporary globalisation does provide a fundamental reconfiguration of
political space, ‘globalisation is not really global.’54 It is necessary to examine
the key structures within which this politics is practised as well as the
politics of different agents therein. The nuances of these ‘transformed social
semantics’ can be felt throughout every aspect of society, informing the
(re)constitution and/or creation of identities.55 Whilst this new global
equation does provide openings and opportunities, these are fundamentally
uneven so that the implications of such profound structural change for the
economic, territorial and cultural resources that give meaning to a distinct
identity politics should not be underplayed. Globalisation is considered here
as one of the foremost explanations for the structural realignment and
possible reconfiguration of Afrikaner identity.

Theorising identity in a global era

The concept of power is clearly fundamental to an analysis of identity under
conditions of globalisation. Recent scholarship has confirmed that a
‘historical-structural’ analysis of the transition (including the strength of the
meta-discourse of neoliberal global capitalism) is a sine qua non of any under-
standing of post-apartheid South Africa. Taylor and Vale are emphatic that:

‘the realisation by the minority elite that a continuation of their
privileged position within society rested on a renegotiated political
understanding was derivative of, if not dependent upon, the thrust of
what was increasingly called “globalisation.”’56

Although a global political economy analysis highlights only certain aspects
of the transition, it is contended that it draws attention to a sphere that has
been largely overlooked in the study of identity politics. And this is nowhere
more apparent than vis-à-vis prominent constituent parts such as capital
elites, a globalised middle class and cultural intelligentsia who have partici-
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pated to very different extents in the neo-liberal revolution, and in measures
to protect their material position and manufacture a new cultural commentary.
For it is this transformation which provides the backdrop to the structural
shifts in South Africa that have impacted upon the process of identity
adjustment and the reconfiguration of Afrikaner identifications.

At the same time, the local or sub-national level of analysis must take
equal precedence in representing the variety in the observable behaviour of
Afrikaans speakers. These non-elite actors also respond to the same global
and hegemonic forces which have shaped the transition, as their identifi-
cations are in turn shaped by local circumstances. The ‘local orientation’ of
the ‘new nationalist movement’ has been remarked upon,57 and the concerns
of this politics have indeed taken a more markedly provincial turn in recent
years.58 This slant should also be reconciled with other levels of analysis to
show how identification with Afrikaans is similarly affected by the global
and national logics of the neo-liberal hegemonic consensus and the ANC’s
hegemonic project respectively. The so-called local logics of geographic
location, generation and provincial politics help to account for this variety.
More specifically, this analytical frame allows a focus on the manner in which
certain Afrikaans speakers have disconnected entirely from any notion of a
formal grouping, but remain connected to a pervasive if subjective
understanding of Afrikanerness. Indeed, each of these constituent parts is
grounded within the more sophisticated categorisation of Afrikaners raised
above.

It is a central contention of this study that an assessment of these
structural factors and social forces is best represented within a Gramscian
analysis. The strength of the dynamic historical analytic framework that
Antonio Gramsci promotes lies in its richer formulation of these phenomena,
and their deeper connection to particular historical junctures.59 It operates
on different (local, national, regional and global) levels of analysis simul-
taneously, assigning each equal analytical weight. It offers a non-reductionist
and non-essentialist means of examining the negotiated and contextual
properties of social identities. His reading goes far beyond a simple
economism to include political, ethnical and ideological components within
an autonomous political dynamic. With the introduction of the crucial
concept of hegemony he in effect loosens the notion of power – hegemony
represents one form of power – from a tie to historically specific social classes
and, in one fell swoop, gives it a broad applicability to all relations of
domination and subordination.60 His dialectic comprehension of history
offers a simultaneous attention to both structures and agents so that identity
is exposed as a structural and contested condition, punctuated by systemic
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transactions and moulded by agents. Moreover, Gramsci’s analysis of
hegemony:

‘necessarily draws our attention to regional, religious, ethnic and
national – as well as class – lines of cleavage and connection [which]
are the subject of a common analytic frame.’61

Overall, certain of these concepts and this new ‘sociology of power’ are
exceptionally relevant to an understanding of how consent – measured in all
the cultural, ideological, political and economic spheres of the prevailing
global hegemonic project – is currently being reproduced in post-apartheid
South Africa, and thus how wider structures of power impact upon the
transformation of social identities.

Despite the ‘continued vitality’ of Gramsci’s legacy in international relations
and political theory,62 there is a substantial lacuna within the neo-Gramscian
perspectives which has emerged in global political economy in regard to culture
and identity politics. Yet, a Gramscian approach is a novel starting point for a
rethinking of some of the most fundamental and potentially divisive issues in
the recent scholarship concerned with these identifications. To begin with, it
supports an awareness of power relations that is necessary in the study of
ethnicities and related social phenomena. Further, it concentrates on both the
global nature of these phenomena and their local variances and influences by
placing them within a global context that is sensitive to historicity and path-
dependence. As Hall reasons, the point is not to apply Gramscian theory
‘literally or mechanically but to use his insights to unravel the changing
complexities [that] historical transformation has brought about’.63 This study
attempts to answer how consensus has been empowered both by linkages with
a variety of domestic partners, and connections with the transnational
hegemonic order. It is contended that connecting the domestic and global
hegemonic orders explains the structural shifts underway in South African
society, and thereafter the changing composition of identifications among
Afrikaans speakers in South Africa today. Moreover, this process of adjustment
is framed within the more complex three-fold categorisation introduced above.

At the centre of this configuration rests the Gramscian concept of historic
bloc. It prescribes a complex conception of how different social forces can be
joined so as to create a set of alliances and promote common interests or a
new historic order. As Rupert suggests:

‘For Gramsci, an historic bloc is more than a simple alliance of classes
or class fractions. It encompasses political, cultural, and economic
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aspects of a particular social formation, uniting these in historically
specific ways to form a complex, politically contestable and dynamic
ensemble of social relations. An historic bloc articulates a world view,
grounded in historically specific socio-political conditions and
production relations, which lends substance and ideological coherence
to its social power.’64

To succeed, the bloc must devise a worldview that appeals to different
communities and to reasonably claim that the interests of the bloc emulate
those of the wider society it professes to represent. Thus, in post-apartheid
South Africa it is argued that the formation of a historic bloc is underway
that, whilst preferring the interests of capital, also favours other constituent
parts including the middle classes, the African petite bourgeoisie and, to a
lesser degree, the organised working classes.65 In recent years, growing
disillusionment in the tripartite alliance over imbalances in the partnership
with the private sector has led to a ‘GEAR shift’ whereby:

‘The principles of macroeconomic stability remain. But because such
stability has essentially been attained, there is more space for massive
social and economic interventions by the government. In that sense,
we are in a post-stabilisation phase, a post-GEAR period.’66

Nonetheless, a precarious but workable equilibrium remains whereby these
divergent interests are joined within a broad development strategy, and are
broadly aligned with a transnational historic bloc of social forces fashioned
by the ideological dominance of neo-liberalism.

Only by acknowledging both the ideological composition of the ANC’s
hegemonic project then, as well as the dynamics whereby a consensus is
manufactured around this ideology, can the nature of contemporary Afrikaans
identifications be properly demonstrated. Likewise, only by linking this
notion to a transnational historic bloc that demarcates a particular, neo-
liberal developmental paradigm can any analysis of the nature of relations
between the government and various Afrikaans speaking constituent parts
be attempted.67 The comprehensive social revolution initially prescribed by
the ANC liberation movement and later government has irretrievably
faltered. Indeed, the task of building a new order distinguishable from and
inimical to the former dispensation has been uneven. It has been suggested
that contemporary globalisation discourse has projected certain elements of
‘common sense’ onto the transformation process and transition in post-
apartheid South Africa.68 The so-called ‘ideology’ of globalisation is con-
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stituted within a neo-liberal historic bloc where the ideological, institutional
and material elements of neo-liberalism have attained hegemonic status
amongst a transnational elite, among which a number of ANC and other
domestic elites include themselves. For the time being neoliberal economic
ideas remain hegemonic ideologically and in terms of policy.69 This is despite
changes to industrial policy and the widely mooted emergence of a new
developmental path,70 as well as a vicious leadership succession which is
assuming an ideological edge on important policy issues.71

The ‘new’ South Africa is not so much the fêted break with the past as
the outcome of a sequence of compromises and consensus building. Instead,
Marais contends that this transition should:

‘be understood less as a miraculous historical rupture than as the (as
yet inconclusive) outcome of a convergence of far-reaching attempts to
resolve an ensemble of political, ideological and economic contra-
dictions that had accumulated steadily since the 1970s.’72

In the economic sphere in particular, little is distinguishable from the later
years of the former dispensation. It would appear then that the antecedents
of Afrikaner nationalism and its communal ethos have changed as the
liberalisation of the domestic economy has kept pace with global develop-
ments. Thus, the 1970s saw the beginnings of change as, for Afrikaner
capital elites, the ‘virtues of economic growth and participation in the
international economy began to conflict with the virtues of nationalist
identity’.73 The upshot of this ‘broad coincidence of business and government
over economic policy’ was that, with the National Party employing neo-
liberal economic policies by the late 1980s, the government and ‘its allies in
capital worked hard to circumscribe efforts by the ANC to forge a different
economic path’, embarking on the transition with ‘considerable confidence’.74

Indeed, today, despite striking ambiguities at the heart of government
thinking on globalisation and macro-economic policies, there is likewise a
dominant ‘ideological posture’ in the inner sanctum of ANC government
which is reflected among Afrikaans speaking capital elites. Bond argues that
the ideological variant that has won out, at least for the time being, is a
‘techno-economic’ perspective on globalisation which stresses that there is
no alternative to capitalism in the present global context.75 The government’s
stance on this issue, echoing the neo-liberal line on market liberalisation and
deregulation even whilst overtly pushing a redistributive agenda, has seen
macro-economic policy making become ever more circumscribed within the
narrow confines of ministerial and business circles.
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Nowhere has this been more evident than the paradigm shift between the
Keynesian focus of the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP)
of 1994, and the market-orientated Growth, Employment and Redistribution
(GEAR) strategy which was adopted in 1996. This radical change of
direction was born of the clout of both domestic – including Afrikaans
capital elites – and international capital, forces within the ANC’s leadership,
and the global balance of social forces as opposed to the concerns of its
tripartite alliance partners.76 Indeed, Mbeki and his allies promoted GEAR
with persistent assertions that South Africa ‘had no choice but to play by the
rules of the globalised economy’.77 While it is widely acknowledged that an
‘elite compromise’ permeated the entire settlement resulting in significant
shifts in the ANC’s economic policy during the pre- and post-1994 election
period,78 this spirit of compromise has only strengthened during Mbeki’s
presidency. Over time he has consolidated considerable power in the pre-
sidency where his ‘technocratic style of policy-making’ and reforms have
tended to come from above:

‘Mbeki is not one for the big hall meeting. He excels at formulating
policy in small, bilateral groups, and resolves conflict by talking to the
parties concerned individually and securing separate agreements.
Official policy is increasingly the product of bilateral meetings.’79

Indeed, the lack of deliberation outside these narrow circles which
characterised the presentation of GEAR has continued with the government
still motivated by the belief that it must send ‘strong signals to the
international financial community about its determination to pursue a
“responsible” fiscal stance’.80

It is now more than a decade since the ANC government assumed power.
As the political axis of the settlement, it remains sandwiched between
several conflicting prerogatives; indulging capital forces has done little to
placate its marginalised constituencies, whilst the Africanist turn of nation-
building initiatives has not assuaged increasingly vociferous minority group
demands. Indeed, the historical development of the ANC and its hegemonic
project has ensured that existent ideological discrepancies on the level of
ideas and material forces have become ever more pronounced with the advent
of government and the demands of transformation. Today there are many
signs of genuine cracks in this settlement as crises at the local level suggest
that the ruling ANC is now facing a ‘growing credibility crisis’,81 and
allegations of corruption within leadership circles have accumulated.82

Recent years have proved that there are substantial qualifications to the
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loyalty of the hegemon’s junior if more progressive alliance partners, the
South African Communist Party (SACP) and Congress of South African
Trade Unions (COSATU).83 Later chapters will elaborate further on these
rifts; it is now apparent that the tripartite alliance is troubled and the
divisions worsening.84 Although the neo-liberal agenda continues to domi-
nate the economic policy agenda, it is clear that capital elites retain concerns
about the government’s ambitions for socioeconomic transformation, most
prominently Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) legislation. And that
these are concerns that the government takes seriously.85

Hegemony then supplies a methodology for the study of change. As a
consequence, it is possible to monitor the openings for groups in real
historical conditions – the possibilities for action, innovation and manoeuvre
– with the level of hegemony to be addressed as an empirical question. These
spaces are constituted not only by ideas but also material and institutional
factors, stretching across the sub-national, national, regional and global
spectra to provide opportunities for a reconfiguration of Afrikaner identity.
It has become apparent that only certain Afrikaans speaking constituent
parts have taken advantage of these openings. Because of this it is suggested
what is emerging is a plurality of subjective meanings of Afrikanerness
which are derived from structural conditions, and which intersect most
prominently with identities such as race and class, as well as others including
generation and gender.

This study examines the dynamics of identity adjustment more closely by
illuminating how key groups behave in real historical conditions. Empirical
evidence is presented demonstrating the manner in which capital elites have
bolstered their position by endorsing the neo-liberal macroeconomic policies
of the ANC government whilst paying lip service to the associated agenda
of social transformation and its opportunities. The engagement of elements
of an increasingly globalised middle class with the global division of labour
and power is also evaluated. Thereafter, on the level of ideas, the emergence
and nature of a cultural politics involved in the defence of the Afrikaans
language and culture forms the focus of discussion. Finally, by examining
how the responses of non-elite actors differ under local circumstances, the
development of local forms of community, identification and disengagement
is considered.

Evaluating these dynamics requires a deeper, structural understanding of
how compliance in all the symbolic, institutional and material bases of the
ANC’s hegemonic project and interconnected ideology of globalisation is
being manufactured. Exactly how this agenda has come to be so widely
accepted and an exploration of the global and domestic constraints upon the
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shape and depth of the ANC’s hegemonic project is unravelled in the next
chapters. Both the nature of the transition and the ongoing if uneven
consolidation of liberal democracy ‘increasingly resembles a corporatist pact
between state, labour and business, which implies that the [ANC government]
has to play to two audiences at the same time, with different sets of
expectations’.86 Thus the national consensus rests, at least in the economic
realm, upon familiar territory. As a consequence, this work will attempt to
resolve whether the development of a neo-liberal consensus in domestic
circles has eroded the ethnic slant of communal solidarity and sentiments
once espoused by a synergy of the National Party government, state and
Afrikaner nationalist elites. More simply, in fostering a domestic variant of
the transnational ideological hegemony, have these class coalitions shattered
the terms of the ethnic bargain? The value of a Gramscian frame here lies in
its attention to difference and historical context. Within this frame, the
complexity of the economic, social, cultural and political formation of any
population – and among both popular and elite actors – can be assessed.

In this setting the choices for Afrikanerdom are legion and an evaluation
of the divisions and connections within this diverse grouping is long
overdue. Certainly, history suggests that these same social coalitions were
more or less constantly reformed over time so as to enhance Afrikaner
material and cultural interests in chorus. More philosophical and intellectual
disputes concerned with perceptions of marginalisation, entitlement and
belonging, together with pragmatic quarrels regarding institutional and
symbolic power, have become increasingly prominent.87 A concentration
upon the status of the Afrikaans language and associated contention of
cultural space has bestowed an agenda beset by contradictions. On the one
hand, an influential number among the intelligentsia are wholly committed
to a narrow, linguistic and local focus that retains some ethnic undertones in
spite of protestations to the contrary. At the same time, this is countered by
another, patently more progressive, framework. What is impossible to ignore
is that both share an uncritical understanding of the current milieu. Neither
grouping properly acknowledges the highly salient fact that any community
today represents a minority that still retains a sizeable material and cultural
inheritance, an aspect of apartheid’s historical legacy that has been reinforced
by contemporary global restructuring.

Although South Africa remains a society characterised to a notable degree
by group politics, this book asserts that Afrikaans speakers exhibit a wide
range of identifications, not all of which are connected to an Afrikaans ethnic
or language heritage. Indeed, Chapter two examines the historical develop-
ment of an Afrikaner identity and nationalist project. It does not suggest
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that ethnicity as a form of identification among the Afrikaans populace is
disappearing but rather that the attributes which previously assumed great
significance are being eroded as other, different distinctions are seizing
centre stage. In his study of ethnic identity among white Americans, Alba
suggests such a trend pre-empts the on-going formation of a new ethnic
group based on ancestry from anywhere on the European continent.88 Set
against the shape of the post-apartheid order explored in Chapter three, it is
too early to say whether a similar transformation is proceeding among
Afrikaans speakers. Nonetheless, providing a broad overview of the dynamics
of identity adjustment, Chapters four and five demonstrate that a meta-
morphosis of sorts is occurring. Regarded in this way, it is contended that
post-apartheid identifications suggest a loosely bound grouping apparently
in the process of both retrenching and rebuilding under a new regime
ambivalent towards the fortunes of this population as a whole, and within
an increasingly hospitable global context in which important constituent
components of Afrikanerdom are now functioning.
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2

THE AFRIKANER
NATIONALIST PROJECT

A distinctive Afrikaner social identity was deliberately cultivated by the
regime, state and other organisations that permeated both the public and
private spheres during the apartheid era. The task of building what became
the Afrikaner nationalist project and Afrikanerdom itself fell to this
heterogeneous range of actors who increasingly cemented the nationalist
ethos with distinctive ethnic overtones. Yet beneath the surface of this osten-
sibly monolithic community was a grouping beset by regional variations,
increasing class stratification and other, compelling divisions that no deft
manipulation could entirely conceal. With electoral victory during May
1948 a somewhat nebulous nationalist movement reached a new stage of
maturity. Exactly how a diverse coterie of nationalists with fundamentally
disparate concerns and agendas managed to transform and sustain the
meaning of volk within the auspices of a popular nationalist project will thus
occupy a large part of this chapter.

Whilst this book focuses upon the development of post-apartheid
identity politics, a number of observations are held to be consistent through-
out the development, reproduction and adjustment of Afrikaner identifi-
cations. The dynamics of identity adjustment are conceived as historically
rooted so that a clear distinction can be drawn between the earlier stages of
identity formation, and during the apartheid era when a pronounced group-
ing became readily apparent. Any one definition of an Afrikaner during the
formative years covered in this chapter is problematic. For that reason, an
Afrikaner will be defined both ascriptively – whites who have Afrikaans as
their mother tongue – and in terms of a self-definition which comprises a
process of group identification. In line with these assumptions, a distinction
will be drawn between the different but historically linked stages of
nationalism manifested at various stages of Afrikaner political thought,
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namely: group consciousness, the consciousness of being a volk, and national
consciousness.1 Essentially, this chapter aims to demonstrate the importance
of both historical context and the changing balance of social forces in any
proper analysis of this nationalist project.

Appropriating the past:
The development of an Afrikaner identity

For a long period, any understanding of Afrikaner nationalism was shrouded
in myth so that its development was established as nothing less than
inherently nationalistic: the behaviours of a fully-fledged and conscious group-
ing. In this sense, Afrikaners’ points of reference entered a virtuous circle,
propagating ideas of community and a collective identity that were perpetu-
ated by their very rise to power.2 Thus the realities of the past were effectively
distorted and embellished as the dislocations wrought by the racial-capitalist
path of modernisation became increasingly evident.3 Yet neither of the
contending approaches to the development of Afrikaner identity comes fully
to terms with the reality of identity as a historical process that assumes shape
within the context of a particular political, economic and social system. Leaning
towards a primordialist approach, Giliomee admits that ethnic identification:

‘sought to attain political and cultural goals and meet diverse psycho-
logical needs. It was more than a struggle for material rewards, but the
outcome of the Afrikaners’ struggle in the economic field would be
decisive in determining whether they would see themselves primarily
as an ethnic group or as a class.’4

During the 1930s, therefore, Afrikaner cultural and business elites con-
structed a scheme with both materialist and ethnic appeal to raise an ethnic
mobilisation capable of improving and securing the economic position of an
Afrikaner grouping. In order to do so, a programme of political and ideo-
logical engineering stirred up nationalist sentiments to fix conceptions of
group interests, whilst simultaneously acquiring material rewards for this
same grouping. Although Afrikaner capital and the middle class stood to
benefit the most, at the heart of this movement lay the conviction that only
a combination of ethnic mobilisation and volkskapitalisme could improve the
lot of the economically and politically marginalised Afrikaner.5 Giliomee’s
analysis is appreciative of the material sensibilities of Afrikaner nationalism,
accepting the constructed nature of the movement and consequently its
readiness for transformation.

THE AFRIKANER NATIONALIST PROJECT 19
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In both his iconoclastic earlier work Volkskapitalisme and later Forty Lost
Years, O’Meara’s broadly Marxist perspective analyses Afrikaner nationalism
by introducing the imperatives of political economy and mode of produc-
tion. In his analysis, the central protagonists were the economic entre-
preneurs contained largely within the ranks of the Broederbond. These
entrepreneurs systematically won over large sections of nascent Afrikaner
business and workers to the nationalist project using not so much the
complexities of Christian nationalism, as much as concrete, everyday issues
within a network of overlapping social, economic and cultural organisations.6

In this picture, the Afrikaner Economic Movement, begun with the Economic
Volkskongres and the Reddingsdaad (Rescue Action) of 1939, is perhaps the
most important piece of the nationalist puzzle, responsible for the platform
which led to the later election victory during 1948.

O’Meara’s account is sensible of the fractious elements within this class
alliance – organised around Transvaal, Cape and Orange Free State (OFS)
farmers, specific categories of white labour, the Afrikaner petty bourgeoisie
and the emerging capitalists of the reddingsdaad movement7 – each of which
had their own, often divergent interests that were pulled together by a form
of racial protectionism which offered welfare, subsidies and job reservation.
His concentration upon the relations between particular class forces and the
capitalist economy ultimately affords the ideology of Afrikaner capital
central stage within the nationalist ideology.8 And his resonant and nuanced
account of capital, classes and the state itself is a useful depiction of the early
politics of the Afrikaner nationalist project.

Nonetheless, the approach is not without flaws. In the main, critics have
emphasised the materialist or class reductionism that hinders many Marxist
approaches and, more specifically, the economic determinism inherent in
O’Meara’s answer to the motive of support for Afrikaner nationalism. For
example, Posel directs attention to the contested and non-hegemonic version
of apartheid expounded by Afrikaner capital within the nationalist alliance.9

Giliomee refers to the wheat farmers in the Cape who he alleges could not
have supported Malan over Hertzog within this class scenario given the fact
that there was no particular economic policy to reward such a move.10

However, O’Meara’s account retains considerable power due to the cogent
and organic record it provides of the constructed and contextual nature of
Afrikaner identity. What is most useful about his analysis is the manner in
which it can be utilised to address the early tensions and splits, as well as
the unravelling of the Afrikaner nationalist alliance during the post-
apartheid years. Indeed, this account is fully cognisant of the power relations
inherent in the formation and thereafter reproduction of Afrikaner identities.
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It is beyond the scope of this book to provide more than a concise
overview of this formative period. By briefly reintroducing the complexities
of these years during the remainder of this section, it will adhere to Butler’s
four-fold periodisation of South African history prior to 1990: South Africa
before minerals (pre-1870); the age of mineral revolutions and unification
(1870–1910); the age of established segregation and early apartheid (1910–
60); and, the age of high apartheid (1960–90).11 Indeed, the notion of an
ethnic awareness was first given substance in nationalist ideology prior to
1870. Giliomee suggests that by this stage a distinct grouping had emerged,
all of whom spoke Dutch, had a common religion and managed a certain
racial endogamy.12 In short, the somewhat diluted ingredients of what would
later become Afrikanerdom could be discerned.

Racial hierarchies were present from the beginnings of the colony. These
represented not so much an ideology as an inherent ethnocentrism that,
during the Dutch period, was transformed into a hierarchy of legal status
groups that established the basis for a racial order which survived even
through the upheavals of the 1820s and 1830s.13 There was also concern and
resentment over British control’s being extended over the Cape Colony
begun in 1795, and made permanent during 1805. Imperial hegemony was
increasingly felt in many quarters with the prohibition of the slave trade
during 1807 and, more significantly, a battery of legislation from 1833
onwards that served to weaken the colonialists’ authority over their native
workers. The situation in the colony was complicated further by the incom-
plete incorporation of the settlement into the British Empire during the
1850s, stepping up what was perceived by many Dutch settlers to be hostile
interference.

Although imperial intervention expanded significantly during this pre-
minerals stage, relations between the British and Dutch settlers, as well as
those between the Dutch and native inhabitants, were governed largely by a
form of pragmatism. Indeed:

‘Precapitalist and capitalist modes of production existed side by side,
as did state forms of varying size with their own ruling groups and
systems of exploitation.’14

Prior to the closing of the frontier, Guelke contends that the trekboers were
far from being subsistence farmers, instead nurturing trade and other
economic relations with the Cape in order to market their produce and buy
supplies. He distinguishes between two distinct frontier communities: the
first ‘orthodox’ or trekboer communities dedicated to maintaining an
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exclusivist ‘European’ way of life; and, the second, ‘pluralist’ community
that involved the blending of cultures and peoples within an informal social
framework.15 Indeed, Butler suggests that the Great Trek, later to become
the seminal event of this period and the focus of many claims for Afrikaner
political self-determination, was no more than a series of episodic migrations
of around 12 000 migrants who left the Cape between 1836 and 1840.16 For
the most part, the different colonies and semi-autonomous republics
subsisted, if uneasily at times, side by side. Following Du Toit, it is proposed
that this interval comprised the prenationalist phase of Afrikaner history,17 a
stage prior to the subsequent refinement of a genuine group consciousness.

Between 1870 to 1910, however, what had been no more than a wavering
sense of solidarity evolved into a group awareness even whilst the boundaries
of this group remained a matter of dispute. With the discovery of diamonds
and gold in 1867 and 1886 respectively, the advent of modern capitalism in
South Africa ushered in an era leading to the establishment of the
contemporary South African state which was characterised by tumultuous,
deep-seated change. Butler outlines four processes that indelibly marked the
country during this period and thereafter, namely: the Anglo-Boer War,
unification, economic development and quasi-proletarianisation.18 As the
piecemeal capitalist transformation of early settlement was entirely super-
seded so a new politics took hold in each of the three regional Afrikaner
groupings. Urbanisation and migration proceeded at an unprecedented rate
accompanied by a bona fide policy of segregation that catered to the
vociferous demands of the increasingly omnipotent mining industry: the
modern South Africa was being born.

In these few short years, the comparative stability of social relations in the
preceding decades had disappeared entirely. Development progressed at
vastly different rates through different sectors and regions, effectively
contributing to the fractured class and ethnic awareness upon which an
Afrikaner nationalist identity would be founded. Any group consciousness
was thus slow to develop. Whilst the Jameson Raid of 1895–96 irrevocably
harmed the integration promised during the late nineteenth century, it
provided the term ‘Afrikaner’ with anti-British and anti-imperialistic
undertones.19 Elsewhere uneven economic development aggravated regional
and class differentiation among Afrikaans-speakers, injuring hopes of unity.
Conversely, this same process shaped perceptions among Dutch-Afrikaner
professionals that a significant section of their group was faced with
economic and cultural degeneration.20 Thus, in 1875 the Genootskap van Regte
Afrikaners (Fellowship of True Afrikaners) was established in Paarl to
champion the cause of the Afrikaans language and thus build a culturally
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based means of ethnic recognition. It was the first of an increasingly number
of such associations that were to follow.

It was, however, the outbreak of war that broke the bitter stalemate and
heralded a vital progression in Afrikaner nationalist history. Schutte captures
the importance of this event:

‘The old themes of purification through suffering reappear. The
British were seen to be sent as a scourge. Their colonial expansionist
tendencies were understood to be part of a larger plan that fitted the
Afrikaner ethnic eschatology. God had a purpose with the humiliation
of his people, namely to purify and sanctify them more than ever
before. God’s standards were set very high for His elect. The materialism
and selfishness of the mineral- and money-grabbing British were
contrasted with the righteous suffering of the Afrikaners, who were
the designated holders of the land. Among all this suffering and
humiliation the Afrikaners believed in the divine promise of justice
through the restitution of their land.’21

Defeat demanded a high price of the Boer forces, inflicting a policy of
Anglicisation as well as laying the foundations of Milner’s race-based,
modern South African state. As whites, and thus the principal beneficiaries
of the new political structure, the Afrikaners were forced to accept the
permanent position of the victorious British enemy in this state. Thus, a
period that had begun with the pragmatic coexistence of the region’s diverse
populations had ended with nascent racial hierarchies securely in place;
republicanism, language policy and white poverty inscribed firmly upon the
nationalist agenda; and, a previously resentful if fragmented grouping
having conceived a tangible and separate culture.

The ensuing three decades were perhaps the most critical in the formation
of the Afrikaner nationalist project. At the time of electoral victory in 1948,
the nationalist alliance could celebrate the unexpected success of a
programme of cultural and economic engineering that had borne fruit with
the maturity of Afrikaner nationalism as a cross-class and nationally
supported enterprise. No small achievement, this process of unification had
been hard won from the plethora of divisions that had periodically managed
to derail progress towards unity. Indeed, the successes of this period can be
broadly located within the material and social dislocations evident during
the inter-war years.

Cohabitation in the aftermath of defeat reconciled little around the
Afrikaner-English split. Although political power was essentially shared,
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and a succession of supportive governments lent financial backing to
Afrikaans speakers with subsidies and job reservation schemes, even middle
class Afrikaners failed to compete equally with English speakers or to
capture all-important civil service positions. The Depression of the early
1930s and late Afrikaner urbanisation took their toll so that even with the
deepening of segregation, the blue collar and other manual workers and
struggling farmers who comprised nearly two-thirds of the Afrikaner
grouping by 1948 required state support to maintain some sort of parity
within the dominant white grouping.22 Even the second industrial
revolution wrought by the gold and export boom of the mid-1930s failed to
make real inroads, unable to wholly erase the militancy apparent as mining
capital and white workers clashed over the inequalities of this form of racial
capitalism.

Circumstances did not improve with the advent of World War Two,
despite the fact that it excised the lingering aftermath of the Depression and
substantially enlarged the country’s industrial base and production. Instead,
the relaxation of segregation and concomitant influx of blacks to the cities
ostensibly served further to threaten the position of the largely Afrikaans
speaking unskilled and semi-skilled workers. Accompanied by the
revitalisation of the African National Congress (ANC) into a mass populist
movement with far more conspicuous and militant democratic demands,23

these immense social changes effectively collapsed the final pillars of the
then ‘Native Policy’, shattering the ruling ‘South Africanist’ consensus and
its definition of the interests and project of white South Africa.24

If the poor white problem had been established as a genuine concern by the
1932 Carnegie Commission – which had concluded that, out of approximately
300 000 poor whites, the majority were Afrikaans speakers – by the end of the
war it had become a compelling political issue. Deliberately accorded a
platform during the centenary celebrations of the Great Trek in 1938,25

capitalism, traditionally viewed as the domain of the imperial power, was
imbued with a distinctly anti-Afrikaner character. Accompanied by the Fusion
Pact of 1934 between Hertzog’s NP and Smuts’ South Africa Party which
formed the United Party, an act seen by many Afrikaners as a betrayal, the
politicisation of the Afrikaner culture began in earnest.

Since its inception in 1918, the Afrikaner Broederbond had been at the
centre of this process. Utilising a network of overlapping cultural and
economic organisations, the

‘belief-system which characterised the traditional Afrikaner was
propagated both in theory and practice during this period, so that
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Afrikaners could identify themselves on all levels with Afrikaner
cultural values,’26

and a unitary Afrikaner nationalism. Forceful strategies of cultural assertion
centring upon the Afrikaans language, recognised as an official language
with parity beside English in 1925,27 were formulated by the middle class
and urban-orientated elite who made up the majority of Bond members.
Gradually a reworking of Afrikaner nationalist ideology along Christian-
nationalist lines was fixed. It represented a genuine break from earlier
manifestations and, translated into a concern with tangible issues, was far
better equipped to tackle the traumatic social transition and economic
inequalities that had so profoundly affected the Afrikaner grouping.28 Most
importantly, this new political ideology overturned the anti-capitalism
evident in the ranks of Afrikanerdom as it set Afrikaner capital to work for
the Afrikaner. Allied with the NP, the Broederbond had effectively ensured the
survival, for a time at least, of a distinctive Afrikaner grouping.

Moving towards consensus

The legacy of the formative decades between 1910 and 1948, and endeavours
to build consensus among a disjointed and divided grouping, were later to
cast a long shadow over the nationalist alliance. In the years immediately
following the electoral breakthrough it was difficult to disguise the less than
fortuitous rise to power. Only latterly did the election year become the
watershed it has remained to this day. Butler contends that:

‘Three factors in combination – the electoral win of the National
Party, the later importance that the term apartheid adopted and the
moral repugnancy and seeming triviality of early NP legislation –
made 1948 a year of seemingly unprecedented importance.’29

Indeed, NP policy at the time was little more than a ‘pragmatic continu-
ation’ and ‘reactive’ intensification of the existing government policy of
segregation: a series of ‘ad hoc attempts’ to resolve enduring issues.30 That
said, the influential alliance between the NP and Broederbond would
effectively shore up support for the nationalist project which was emerging,
legitimated by the simple expediency of electoral victory. Elsewhere within
the nationalist edifice, and even more markedly within the ranks of these
two pivotal organisations, divisions and conflict festered which had signifi-
cant bearing upon the nationalist project itself. The recommendations of the
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Sauer Report of 1947 – allegedly the precursor to full-blown apartheid –
itself only:

‘manifested an unresolved conflict between disparate sets of policy
proposals, rather than a single, consistent plan. The newly elected
Nationalist government therefore lacked a compelling, unambiguous,
and uncontested blueprint from which state policies could simply be
read off, step by step. Instead, after 1948 the contest between the
opposing factions within the Nationalist alliance was transposed into
the state itself.’31

In the meantime, however, little attempt was made to rectify these
contradictions.

The negotiated character of the nationalist project can be surmised from
the necessity of subduing these contradictions within an expanding
hegemonic project. Consensus became the name of the game so that first and
foremost the hegemonic project served to draw the disparate constituent
forces of Afrikanerdom together. In order to do so the Christian-national
ideology associated with the 1930s and 1940s was to be made more
pertinent to existing political realities. In short, ‘vigorous’ political and
ideological engineering had to provide:

‘a legitimating philosophical basis for the draconian structures of
white political power that was group-based, historically grounded,
and modern.’32

This ideology was to be elaborated in the shape of policies to protect and
advance the Afrikaans language alongside the encroachment of the state into
the economic realm to overturn both real and perceived sources of
disadvantage and grievance within the wider Afrikaner population. If the
volkseenheid (unity of the volk) and its survival were to be secured, the
character of this ideology was crucial. Indeed, a prominent characteristic of
the apartheid era was the:

‘almost desperate attempts made by successive NP heads of state to
crystallise a new ideology which would legitimise (or mystify) the
continuation of white supremacy and the structures of racial
exploitation.’33

Unity and legitimacy were to prove problems that never entirely went away.
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These political manoeuvrings bore considerable fruit in the shape of a
nationalist alliance of Afrikaner farmers, labour, the petty bourgeoisie and
embryonic Afrikaner financial and commercial capital, first conceived in the
decades before electoral victory.34 The challenge for the regime thereafter was
to retain some measure of stability and consistency within this vital alliance
even as its social base altered conspicuously. During the 1970s the white
middle classes and capital were at its core. By the mid-1980s it was
constituted by:

‘a multi-racial co-opted elite, consisting of the upper echelon of the
National Party; large sections of the Afrikaner and English-speaking
business communities (with close patronage relations with government);
key securocrats in the State Security Council; and co-opted African,
coloured and Asian leaders.’35

Even whilst the alliance was broadened, the centre could only hold whilst
the common ideology held firm and its adherents could appreciate a tangible
return. The lowest common denominator was initially white authority and
the integrity of the white race. Apartheid ideology nurtured ‘incompatible
conceptions’ from the start, essentially over the basic issue of the relationship
between political segregation and the economic integration of Africans in
white (urban) areas.36 Most tellingly, the fundamentally irreconcilable needs
of different factions of capital could not be overcome:

‘It was precisely because the Afrikaner nationalist alliance comprised
an alliance of class groupings that consensus was not reached over the
meaning of apartheid.’37

And these divergent interpretations of apartheid were to plague the
nationalist establishment throughout the apartheid era.

Worsening tensions within the nationalist project were initially papered
over, encouraged by the highly successful and rapid socio-economic trans-
formation of the status of the majority of Afrikaners. If the fundamental
political issue was survival, then consensus was to be achieved through a
balance of class, racial and ethnic forces within Afrikanerdom itself, and the
success of the nationalist project. With growing confidence, the social
coalition that had sustained the rise to power was continually refashioned so
as to advance Afrikaner material and cultural interests simultaneously.
Uniformity of a sort was secured about an organisational axis comprising the
state and NP, with the nationalist project itself constructed on two main
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pillars, namely: racial domination that affirmed the power of whites to
determine the political meanings of self-determination and citizenship; and,
the Afrikaner group’s ‘systematic access to the ear, agency and largesse of the
state’.38 Both were born of ‘deprivation and necessity’, and both were
intended to elevate the Afrikaner minority over a protracted period. The
former was as a corrective to marginalisation and an intervention to legiti-
mate racial difference and integrity in everyday life. The latter was to supply
the necessary ‘cohesiveness’, bought of ‘a pervasive confidence among
Afrikaners that the state would recognise and promote their particular
interests’.39 Race and an activist state thereby supplied the foundations of a
readily adaptable nationalist ethos and project.

Perhaps the most definitive feature of this project of social engineering
was the volksbeweging (national movement) of organised Afrikaner nationalism,
charged with creating consensus and cementing unity across the broad
stretch of Afrikaner and later white society. This mechanism:

‘was composed of a gamut of political, cultural, economic, religious,
labour and educational organisations. Sharing many of the same
leaders, this interlocking organisational network generated a broad
consensus and common notion of the particularity of Afrikaner
identity and Afrikaner culture. Whatever their often ferocious
internecine conflicts, all Afrikaner nationalist groups came to share
the view that the real purpose of the South African state was to
advance Afrikaner interests and realise Afrikaner destiny (volkseie).
This conception of the state as the vehicle for Afrikaner advance meant
that once the NP arrived in office, each of the constituent elements of
the volksbeweging had a legitimate claim on the new administration.
The social forces and organisations comprising the Afrikaner
nationalist social movement each demanded a unique access to the NP
government. Each played a role in the definition of the government
agenda. Each expected its own conception of ‘its particular interests
to be defended in the NP Cabinet and guaranteed by the NP
government as an essential element of the interest of the volk as a
whole.’40

Entrusted with both the practical justifications of apartheid and promoting
Afrikaner interests, this increasingly unwieldy mix of organisations sank its
tentacles into every aspect of Afrikaner existence. Yet the consequences of
this ‘bureaucratisation’ were manifold, introducing integrated leadership at
the apex of Afrikaner organisations; organisational independence into
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everyday routines; collective goals for Afrikaner organisations and a unity of
purpose into corporate Afrikaner action; and, finally, presenting the ordinary
Afrikaner with his or her own ‘establishment’.41 In order to achieve this
solidarity, all manner of organisations were accommodated even whilst each
zealously guarded its own allegiances. Despite such diversity, this organ-
isational union was nonetheless to furnish a bona fide measure of consensus
throughout Afrikaner civil society for a considerable and critical period.

Any popular and enduring nationalist project requires more than a simple
organisational ethos. In addition, it demands an ideological axis which must
bear the brunt of changing historical context and modifications to features
of the project itself. The regime’s very own ‘ideological coup d’état’
apartheid – literally separateness – was to perform this ideological duty with
considerable success. Indeed, the initial vagueness of the doctrine worked to
the nationalist alliance’s considerable advantage. Not only did it eloquently
express the belief of inundation (oorstroming) of the cities by the black
population that it was widely believed would endanger the majority of
Afrikaners and their various interests, but it also thereby condensed into a
‘symbolic whole’ all the divergent interests within the auspices of the
nationalist alliance.42 Apartheid provided the ideological glue for and
justification of a nationalist order that merged elements of race, ethnicity
and class within a remarkably cohesive system.

For the duration of Afrikanerdom’s nationalist project, apartheid retained
considerable appeal to all elements of this broad social coalition. In the early
years of rule the implementation of this ideology was staggered and at times
even leisurely. The period 1948–60, so-called ‘low apartheid’, represented an
extension of extant segregationary practices. It did, however, witness the
elaboration of a three-fold programme that essentially supplied the
foundations of the later season of ‘high’ or ‘grand plan apartheid’. This
centred upon new discriminatory laws, enlarged bureaucratic and parastatal
sectors, and a range of welfare programmes. The first element focused on
African labour regulation, principally influx control and the pass law system,
which preserved strict control over the movement and use of this labour,
fortified by a battery of petty but nevertheless damaging apartheid
legislation. By the close of the 1950s, racial segregation had been effectively
guaranteed. These same policies of exclusion and privilege were carried over
into the state itself where departments and employment were progressively
politicised and expanded to benefit the Afrikaner grouping. Providing a
welfare state for this constituency in the shape of increased employment
opportunities, white job reservation and a sprawling bureaucracy became an
indelible fixture of the apartheid regime.
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By the early 1960s, however, separate development or ‘formal equality’
between ethnic groups became ascendant. For the first time there was a
‘genuine departure’ from the decades-old segregationist policies and an
emphasis instead on a ‘retribalisation’ of the African political sphere. Despite
compelling continuities, and facilitated by:

‘important political realignments within Afrikanerdom, [this] second
phase of apartheid inaugurated a series of new premises, objectives,
and ideological tenets, in an attempt to remedy the perceived failures
of existing urban policies.’43

Not only did the rise of overt statism guide this distinct policy shift, so too
did revolutionary elements – the abandoning of white supremacy for self-
government; the self determination doctrine and associated policy of
industrial decentralisation; and, the inauguration of mass forced removals
and the deliberate creation of tribalism in the African population44 –
evidenced in a sea change in apartheid ideology.

What this brief summary of these critical decades has demonstrated is an
unmistakable tendency to shift both the direction and gear of the nationalist
project in order to maintain cohesion. Price maintains that:

‘as the historical context facing the ruling group changed over time,
the mix of consummatory and instrumental significance attached by
the governing elite to the apartheid project could be and was modified
. . . [so that] apartheid’s instrumental purpose incorporated a number
of components whose relative salience for policymakers shifted as the
historical context changed and the governing elite’s perception of key
challenges and threats was consequently refashioned.’45

If apartheid served as the ideological premise of unification, there was no
illusion that apartheid meant anything otherwise than ‘different things to
different groups of Afrikaners’.46 No less a scion of the establishment than Piet
Cillié would proclaim apartheid as a ‘pragmatic and tortuous’ process of
consolidation.47 The real issue lay, however, not so much with the nationalist
project per se but with the ideology that accompanied it. Even whilst
separate the two were chronologically and conceptually joined so that
apartheid represented a social and political programme advanced by an
already modern and modernising Afrikaner elite.48 Indeed, fractures within
the alliance were to converge initially upon economic development to a
greater degree than the ideological system apartheid itself elaborated.
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These internal differences mattered less during the earlier decades of
pragmatic ‘low’ apartheid. Right until the structural crisis of the mid-1970s
the NP was able to steer the nationalist alliance within:

‘a broader programme which intensified the rate of exploitation and
profit in South Africa and which ensured that the benefits were
dispersed intensively within the white community.’49

Earlier and contentious conceptions of apartheid were coupled with differing
opinions of economic development that were, for the most part, buried by
the ‘successful match’ between the prevailing accumulation strategy and the
project of Verwoerdian apartheid.50 Later dissension claimed a heavier cost
of the populist coalition because, at its core, it reflected deep-rooted tensions
over the true nature of the volk and exactly which interests within the
alliance should be privileged. As volkskapitalisme proceeded apace, the
stratification of Afrikaner interests visible in an antecedent fractured group
awareness rapidly deepened. Indeed, disturbing and divisive tendencies
threatened to undo the hard-won cohesion of the nationalist alliance.

A volk in retreat?

With the onset of the accumulation crisis during 1974, the honeymoon was
over and with it the ideological hegemony that characterised the wider
Afrikaner community during the 1960s. The nationalist alliance began to
flounder and lost a momentum it was never to recover. Reaping the benefits
of apartheid – the much fêted achievement of the republic during May 1961
and the unprecedented socio-economic transformation of the Afrikaner
minority into a largely urbanised middle class – left Afrikanerdom in
uncharted territory. The very different task now confronting the NP required
the provision of:

‘political cohesion to a changing class alliance in a period of apparent
prosperity for all its elements – when the early demands of its original
constituents had been largely met. The conditions which had first
given rise to the nationalist alliance no longer existed, and its burning
sense of political and economic mission was dissipated precisely by the
NP government’s achievements.’51

With the economic crisis paralleled by a similar predicament in the political
sphere, Botha’s infamous injunction to ‘adapt or die’ set the tone for a
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prolonged attempt by the nationalist establishment to rejuvenate an ailing
nationalist project via a broadening and deracialisation of its support base
and concerns.

Unsurprisingly this was less easily achieved in practice. The depth of the
economic emergency was unprecedented. The postwar accumulation strategy
had comprised a form of racially-based capitalism lodged in historically
specific foundations, namely: an industrialisation strategy based on import-
substitution and an ongoing dependency on cheap African labour.52 A
number of structural weaknesses and other obstacles troubled this exploitative
partnership between racial domination and capitalism. In essence, boom and
bust alike had been engineered by the same perverse racial qualifications on
economic growth. Apartheid had engendered ‘racial restrictions on the
Fordist link between mass production and mass consumption’53 so that
economic capacity was overwhelmingly geared to the small white domestic
market. This unhealthy liaison manifested itself in many quarters of the
economy, not least the persistent skills shortage, foreign exchange con-
straints, poor domestic markets and high productivity costs.54

Not only was this deep-rooted malaise compounded by the variant of
capitalism promoted through the period of volkskapitalisme and apartheid, but
likewise by the peculiar character of South Africa’s industrialisation which
centred almost completely upon the export of gold and other minerals. The
strength of the mining sector within the economy was premised on the inflow
of investment capital and a distinctive regime of labour relations. Moreover,
these demands impacted on the very nature of state-capital relations ensuring
that South African mining corporations have been ‘entities as much political
as economic’.55 In this equation, and given the political clout still exhibited
by these mineral conglomerates that has only begun to taper off in recent
decades – as late as 1987 Anglo American accounted for 60 per cent of the
JSE’s market capitalisation – the wants of mining capital were increasingly
favoured by the apartheid state over and above the subsidy and protectionist
demands of agricultural and other industrial capital. First apparent in this
economic realm, the structural crisis was pre-empted by the oil emergency of
1973. In reality it derived from the simple fact that racial Fordism and its
associated handicaps were not capable of substantive adjustment. These
internal pressures were further accentuated by external pressures from the
‘developing international crisis’ of Fordism.56 At this particular juncture, the
dynamics of apartheid capitalism could no longer conceal labour instability
and the profound alienation of the African majority.

Outside the nationalist establishment and beyond the scope of this book,
political resistance was being resurrected following the post-1960 period of
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repression and relative quiescence. The racial perversions and structural
impediments of the economy only compounded the domestic crisis which
soon became a fully-fledged recession, casting into doubt the very foundations
of the country’s economic order. The implications were potentially severe
given the uneven assimilation of different capital factions and classes within
the NP’s nationalist project. Indeed, O’Meara portrays ‘mutually reinforcing’
crises that afflicted the regime: a crisis of accumulation, of domestic and
regional hegemony, and of international relations. Together these precipi-
tated a wholesale rejection of the old order by key constituent parts and from
within the body of white politics, inaugurating both a ‘crisis of represen-
tation within the power bloc’, a well as ‘a crisis of political organisation and
political culture within the hitherto relatively cohesive Afrikaner nationalist
movement’.57 The time of even a conditional unity was emphatically over.

Resolving these tensions would require a renewal of the consensus that
underpinned the basis of apartheid rule. However, instead of confronting the
issue, capital and the state treated the crisis merely as a socio-economic
problem.58 Reinvention or renewal of the nationalist project was neglected
as, left more or less intact, it lurched from one legitimacy crisis to the next.
What was needed was a new system of legitimation beyond the discredited
orthodoxy of separate development. But, as the new concord would show,
efforts at reform served only to expose the immorality of the methods with
which the state had subdued the non-white populace, and the highly
questionable foundations upon which the entire nationalist edifice rested.

Begun in 1977 and lasting roughly until 1989, the process of modernising
apartheid or managed reform was tentative at best. Laid out in various
White Papers the so-called ‘total national strategy’ was born of the threat of
‘total onslaught’ and promised:

‘a comprehensive plan to utilise all the means available to the state
according to an integrated pattern in order to achieve the national
aims within the framework of specific policies.’59

It signalled a critical shift in the relationship between the state and NP
which had been a long time coming. Indeed, celebrated as the ‘custodian of
the Afrikaner’s group interests and cultural aspirations’,60 the NP had from
necessity started life as a ‘highly mobilised mass political party’:

‘Its populist origins and traditions, its tight structure of branch
committees, local organisers, regional structures and provincial and
federal congresses, all worked to generate lively and sharply contested
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internal politics. Until the 1980s, the NP leadership generally
remained in touch with, and responsive to, its large and active
membership, which itself enjoyed some policy input.’61

However, sharp deviations from this style of government were initiated with
the inauguration of Vorster in 1966. Lacking a provisional or institutional
power base, he rapidly propelled the government to the centre of what had
previously been party-based struggles. In so doing, he transformed the NP
from ‘the political embodiment of a volksbeweging in the service of the volk,
into a party of pluralist power centres held together by patronage and insider
access’.62 It was a trend that reached a high point during the administrations
of Botha and De Klerk as a heavily centralised state replaced the populist
machinations of the party, and critical constituent parts such as capital elites
were brought closer within the fold.

These incremental but definitive power shifts underlined a similar trans-
formation in the legitimatory ideology of the nationalist project. Henceforth,
the racial idealism of separate development was jettisoned for the dynamics
of survival. Whilst white supremacy remained critical, it was to be deftly
hidden by the premise of the Total Strategy. Alongside a more obtrusive
regional policy and blinding obsession with security:

‘Overt official racism gave way to a discourse of economic growth and
the wonders of supply-side economics. Blacks would be given access
to the system and its benefits . . . Now the old Verwoerdian maxim of
‘better poor and white than rich and mixed’ was replaced by a vision
of ‘power-sharing’ and rapid economic growth by private initiative
freed of the interventionist shackles of the past. Economic growth
would guarantee living standards and make it possible to raise those
of blacks.’63

The Total Strategy represented a cynical and expedient attempt to create a
new national basis of consent, as well as an increasingly ‘aberrant mix of
repression and reforms’ aimed at restructuring the social and economic basis
for capital accumulation.64 The problem was, with the NP effectively
alienated from its social base, the regime was unprepared to deal with the
unravelling social cohesion of Afrikanerdom itself. Farmers in particular bore
the brunt of reform efforts aimed at economic liberalisation. Elsewhere, a
burgeoning and autonomous African labour movement was causing concern
to the Afrikaner working class. In short, certain political alliances of
Afrikanerdom were ‘critically at odds with reform’.65
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At the crux of this new strategy, the reform package sought to realise a
new system of domination without completely dismantling the old and:

‘followed a classic pattern of cautious liberalisation, which aimed
neither to relinquish any significant trappings of power nor to
abandon the political alliances that lay at the base of Afrikaner
nationalism. Nevertheless, it did propose to rearrange the relationship
between the state, race and class interests which lay at the core of Afrikaner
nationalism.’66

This expansion of the volk or nation had been initiated by Verwoerd’s
insistence on white or racial unity, and was continued during the reign of
Vorster, who was concerned to relocate the greater white establishment
within the political confines of the NP. These profound ideological
transformations were given extra impetus after the mid-1970s, and as the
NP espoused a more ‘defensive nationalism’67 seeking allies beyond the
racial partition. Hardly a new direction then, it was swiftly cemented by
the overall thrust of the reform agenda that followed three dominant
motifs: firstly, a stronger commitment to the market abetted by a
depoliticisation of the social order so that the market, and not the state,
became the focus of social conflict; secondly, the principle of exclusive
white access to the state was abandoned; and, finally, power was pro-
gressively centralised within the state or, more accurately, the National
Security Council.68 All in all, it was a last ditch venture to preserve white
control on the basis of an expanded consensus and in vastly altered socio-
economic conditions.

Each stage of reform was characterised by an inherent logic dedicated to
a realigned nationalist project and emphasised three goals: the re-establish-
ment of domestic security, the attainment of international legitimacy, and
the return to a trajectory of rapid economic growth.69 The first phase centred
upon the somewhat piecemeal reform of discriminatory labour and
urbanisation policies. The Total Strategy dictated a renegotiation of these
relations with various population groups in order that a non-white middle
class be included within the prevailing nationalist regime. Thus, capital’s
demands for more skilled labour to fill the crippling shortages were
accommodated at the same time as the cooperation of particular elements of
the black populace was sought. With the end of influx control and limited
attempts at democratisation in the shape of the Tricameral Parliament and
1984 Constitution, concerted efforts to build and co-opt a black, urbanised
elite heralded an end to the aspirations of apartheid. By the final years of
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reform apartheid, the high stakes game of enlarging consent across racial
boundaries was at an end. Democratisation was halted and security once
again took precedence. However, the abortive reform process continued,
sheltered within a security-orientated framework, in order to ‘combine
reforms and repression in ways that could alter the balance of forces’.70

Playing this reformist tune, the apartheid regime sought to head off the
rising tide of discontent both from within its own ranks and among other
constituent parts. The instrument of this process of legitimation was to be
a popular nationalist project and the reform initiative contained therein.
If large tracts of the previous ideological consensus were unceremoniously
dumped, it was because the most profound aspects of the reform package
were concerned chiefly with sustaining a successful accumulation strategy.
Resolution of the national question came a poor second, proceeding along
familiar racial lines by promising to satisfy certain (class) interests.
Without conforming to a concrete ideological outlook, the regime was to
stretch itself far too thinly trying to cover these bases as well as the
priorities of big business. In a indictment of the years of reform, O’Meara
suggests that:

‘Through the Total Strategy the apartheid regime effectively conceded
the moral, ideological and cultural initiative. It sought to replace its
abandoned ideology with a technocratic modernising discourse. This
would work only should it be able to live up to its own ideological
claims and deliver social stability and general prosperity while it
slowly did away with the petty inequities of the past. By clinging to
its modernised version of neo-apartheid, the Botha government held
on to a policy which its own expressed ideology now clearly labelled
as illegitimate. Here was the central contradiction of all its reformist
pretensions – because it refused to abandon the central elements of
Grand Apartheid theory, it could not legitimate its own reforms.
Because its analysis failed to grasp that the central problem was the
theory and practice of apartheid itself, its solutions were doomed to
failure.’71

For all the hand-wringing and ideological conflict that had consumed
Afrikanerdom’s response to the economic crisis, it was patently obvious that
changes to the white elite – a modification of the power basis from race to
class – without any significant and corresponding redistribution of this
power were merely cosmetic gestures to preserve white privilege. Reform of
the nationalist project from above had proved to be an abject failure.
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The nationalist project unravels

The internal discord that precipitated some of this reform process
materialised most prominently during the late 1960s and early 1980s, in the
form of the bitter battles between verkrampte (conservative) and verligte
(enlightened) factions within the regime. A history of the nationalist alliance
demonstrates a record of friction between disparate constituents. Indeed, the
much vaunted monolithic character of Afrikanerdom was little but a fiction
held together by a potent mix of respect for both ideological dogma and
material interests. For a long period political domination and the apartheid
dividend cloaked any dissent. But, by the close of the 1960s, real differences
were apparent in the policy arena between the line supported by Afrikaner
business and that backed by the NP’s populist base.

There remains considerable debate over the character of these quarrels.
Giliomee contends that until 1982 the NP was a ‘purely ethnic party’,72 so
that the splits reflected ‘symbolic and status issues [more] than economic
conflicts’.73 In contrast, O’Meara’s account points to the divergent class
interests – particularly within different capital camps – which matured
within the nationalist alliance of 1948. Growing pains emerged between
these more established interests and ‘those who sought to adapt the ideology
and policies of Afrikaner nationalism to the changing social composition of
the volk’.74 The latter represents a more substantive explanation, privileging
material concerns over ethnic interests alongside an acknowledgement of the
salience of these latter sentiments.

The repercussions of these so-called broedertwis (divisions between
brothers) within both the party and government were to become ever more
pronounced as the coalition matured. Untried alliances hardened as the
stakes were raised in a deteriorating political and economic climate. At the
heart of this struggle for ascendancy between verligte and verkrampte elements
lay the pivotal issues of the very character of the volk itself: the ‘proper’
composition of the nationalist alliance, and the best means of ensuring its
survival. The problem was:

‘the achievement of both the political and economic aims of Afrikaner
nationalism meant the disappearance of a single symbolic target
against which all classes of Afrikaners could be mobilised with the
promise of the good life once these demons were replaced by an
authentic Afrikaner government. Given the increased economic and
social stratification of Afrikaans speaking whites, by the mid-1960s it
was very difficult to identify the common, collective interest of this
highly differentiated Afrikaner volk. The only feasible way of doing
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so was to claim that the interests were those of this or that social class
– or, in a more radical verligte way, those of the broader white
nation.’75

Earlier divisions had been less pronounced and certainly less bitter. With the
achievement of the republic this intra-group conflict assumed more of an
internecine character. Indeed, political power had ensured there was far more
to fight over and far higher political costs to the discord.

The inauspicious beginnings of this hostility occurred with the departure
of Verwoerd, and centred upon Vorster’s support for a white nation and
broader South African nationalism to the detriment of an exclusively ethnic
Afrikaner representation. Lesser issues including the easing of apartheid in
the sporting arena and lowering the colour bar in certain areas only added to
the acrimony. But the crux of the debate revolved about the changing
composition of the volk and the social transformation taking place within
the ranks of Afrikanerdom. Giliomee concurs that it had become clear that
‘large numbers of Afrikaner workers, farmers and civil servants in the lower-
income groups had become disaffected.’76 From now on, the class tensions
which had progressively pervaded the nationalist bond now beset the NP
itself. Those Afrikaners who had profited least from redistribution policies
sided with Albert Hertzog and his Herstigte (Reconstituted) National Party
(HNP), as economic favouritism lost the NP its crown as the ‘sole authentic
representative of the volk’. This split signalled the beginning of the end for
the nationalist alliance and popular nationalist project inaugurated during
1948.

As a precursor to the final, irredeemable political split of 1982, these
earlier clashes had demonstrated a NP far from immune to the disparate
material concerns and changing political culture of its wider electorate.
The final nail in the coffin of any genuine volk unity appeared within the
arena of NP nationalism. The NP had been drifting gradually towards a
class-based political programme. It had progressively abandoned a bias
toward identity politics and appeals to ethnic sentiments in a ‘major
realignment’77 of white politics as its new constituent parts became busi-
ness and the white urban middle class. The familiar strains between the
beneficiaries of the embourgeoisement of the Afrikaner nationalist pact
surfaced to endanger and ultimately destroy the populist collaboration that
had dominated since 1948. This time, there was to be no renewal of the
hard-won volkseenheid (unity of the volk). Instead, the NP split of March
1982 – Andries Treurnicht’s verkramptes left to form the Conservative Party
(CP) – for ever:
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‘destroyed Afrikaner political unity, [representing] the culminating
moment of the process begun after shattering in the 1960s of the
myth of the classless volk united by a common ethnic project.’78

Political pragmatism had won out over symbolic politics.
This second set of broedertwis rent Afrikanerdom and the ideological

cohesion of its nationalist project to its very core. All the organisations of
Afrikaner nationalism were involved, from the grass roots through to the
seemingly inviolate Dutch Reformed Churches and Broederbond. These later
schisms represented a more mature version of past conflicts. The NP was
caught on the one hand between those white groupings that depended on the
generosity of the state and, on the other, those with more flexible political
needs capable of operating beyond the orbit of the state.79 In many respects the
old volksbeweging political style had become surplus to the requirements of the
latter, and the increasingly prominent capital elites and professional middle
classes. By the time of Botha, the verligte reformists and their appreciation of
the necessity of realigning the nationalist project had triumphed: the reforms
that characterised his administration were the result. Winning consensus had
been no small victory but preserving it within the nexus of party, government
and state, and across an ever-expanding Afrikaner grouping had proved beyond
the limits of the possible for the existing nationalist project.

A class apart: The maturation of Afrikaner capital

Within the popular project of Afrikaner nationalism, a distinctive
accumulation strategy premised upon racial Fordism was pivotal. Alongside
it a number of key strategic alliances comprised what became a scheme for
the material upliftment of Afrikanerdom as a whole. This economic project
or reddingsdaad was an exceptional achievement mirroring similar develop-
ments in the ideological and institutional realms. But, whereas prior to the
economic movement the wider Afrikaner populace had exhibited a notable
lack of class stratification, the very success of the scheme increasingly came
to weaken this homogeneity. For the first time during the 1960s, a pro-
gressively deeper separation between the economic, ideological and cultural
bases of the nationalist project forced a number of confrontations between
capital and other constituent parts within the nationalist alliance. For the
remainder of this section, the changing nature of the NP’s constituency
represented within this capital class will be examined.

After barely two decades of nationalist rule these differences had become
too pronounced to ignore. Economic favouritism assisted albeit very
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differently all the Afrikaner constituent parts within the NP’s social base.
Within the occupational structure of the economy, a triad of breakthroughs
transpired: firstly, Afrikaners moved rapidly into the higher income sectors
of the economy alongside their English speaking counterparts; secondly, the
proportion of Afrikaner males in lower occupational categories fell
drastically; and, thirdly and most significantly, the closing gap between the
English and Afrikaans speaking populations underlined the growing
stratification of the latter group.80 Moving up the class ladder, the majority
of Afrikaners settled into white collar positions – by 1977 this had reached
65.2 per cent of the community after a low of 29 per cent during 194681 –
predominantly in the professional, administrative and skilled employment
arenas. Most marked were the massive rise of an urbanised managerial
middle class and the growth of an extensive base of Afrikaner entrepreneurs.
These shifts pushed up the Afrikaner grouping’s share in the private sector
of the economy, and were paralleled by a similar and substantial increase in
per capita income that approached parity with the English speaking
grouping by 1976.

Availed of these remarkable economic developments, a confident and
relatively independent strata of Afrikaner capitalists began to emerge on the
national stage. Whereas previously the economic interests of the NP’s
electorate had been overwhelmingly agricultural and linked with the petty
bourgeoisie, socio-economic transformation gave a prominent voice to a
growing coterie of Afrikaner capitalists within the commercial and financial
sectors, and the demands of geldmag (finance power). Most significant was the
loosening of the economic dependence between these figures and the
Afrikaner farmers and workers as ‘their interests became less tied to the
economic well-being of these social forces’.82 As this earlier solidarity faded,
and the realities of a class alliance welded together with an ethnic glue made
themselves ever more clearly felt, so the ambitions of these capital elites
became more overt. The maturation of Afrikaner capital was echoed by an
increasing intra-group interpretation of themselves as ‘a politically based
class with vested interests’.83 Many among this ‘emergent and entrepre-
neurial’ elite began to side with their white class counterparts ‘across the
ethnic divide’ as much as with their fellow Afrikaners further down the
ladder.84 They demanded the liberalisation of the state-controlled areas of the
economy and aligned themselves squarely with free-market tendencies very
much against the nationalist tradition.

With these developments the order that had characterised Afrikaner
nationalism thus far began to give. Stability was shaken in all the ideo-
logical, material and institutional arenas of the hegemonic project as, with
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the ascent of the Botha administration, large-scale Afrikaner capital fixed
itself as the principal element in Afrikaner nationalism.85 This seminal shift
reflected a process of acclimatisation and negotiation initiated by the Vorster
era’s levelling of the restrictions between Afrikaner and English business
cooperation which was strengthened by the recessional tendencies towards
conglomeration in capital that mitigated in part the ‘linguistic and political
tensions’ between the two capital camps.86

Following close behind the structural crisis, the real changes in the
capital-state equation arrived during the years of the Botha administration.
Botha was especially keen to paint his government as the partner of capital.
Yet the political cost of opening the door to capital as an equal partner in
the reform project left Botha increasingly exposed to the requirements of a
grouping that had little allegiance beyond the profit margin. What began
as a satisfactory association for both parties, solidified during a round of
conferences where Botha urged business to cooperate in the economic
development of the region, soon soured. Initially the regime had played its
part, loosening the restrictions on labour and urbanisation policies and
proceeding with a liberalisation of the economy. However, the after-shocks
of the organic crisis were still being felt, and the government’s piecemeal and
circuitous reforms were soon to prove a case of too little too late.

Botha’s reforms essentially gave free rein to the vagaries of capital which
meant that capital elites were able to engage with the state on a far more
equal footing. It was, in many respects, a complete change of tack:

‘Capital traditionally engaged the South African state through discreet
channels, mostly through engagements performed by business organ-
isations grouped according to sector and even language. Its input into
political and social policy tended, therefore, to be hide-bound and
parochial. Concentrated pressure and coherent macro-reform proposals
did not materialise. Instead capitalist organisations generally preferred
to slipstream behind state policies, intervening when specific interests
were at stake. The result was a political distance between state and
capital, despite the state’s attempts during the 1980s to rationalise the
political input of capital by organising consultative conferences and
channels.’87

However, the old rifts had not been entirely overcome and cooperation
between Afrikaner and non-Afrikaner capital should not be overemphasised.
The height of this expedient collaboration between different business cliques
lay ahead in the post-1990 negotiations process. For the time being, capital
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recognised that the NP government and its rapidly changing economic
agenda was the best option it had, and it was sticking to this economic straw
man.

Although the nadir of this relationship was most probably Botha’s
infamous Rubicon speech of August 198588 – the ‘Manifesto for a new South
Africa’ that was anything but – that witnessed the most critical business
opposition to date and initiated the rush to Lusaka, in reality the coherence
of capital had long been lacking. Corrupted by ‘linguistic and organisational
divisions’ a divided capitalist class was more or less crippled in the political
realm. And these rifts were compounded by further divisions:

‘overlaying but also cutting across the historical divide between
English and Afrikaner capital, between a more internationally oriented
bourgeoisie and one which [was] more domestically oriented.’89

Due in no small part to this incoherence, capital’s short-lived renaissance in
the political sphere left it with no real option, even had it so wished, of
anything but a grinding down of apartheid orthodoxies. Lacking the support
of a programme of political reform acceptable to the black population or a
credible political vehicle,90 an agonised debate over reconstituting the
accumulation strategy was about as far as the business community was
prepared or able to go.

There were of course a number of moot exceptions. During 1977, Andreas
Wassenaar, the then chairman of SANLAM, launched a stinging if highly
expedient assault on the government’s economic policy.91 During January
1985, the AHI and Chamber of Mines amongst other organisations outlined
their limited opposition to some fundamental tenets of apartheid in a
memorandum presented to a visiting overseas delegation. And Anton
Rupert was pivotal in founding the South Africa Foundation during the
early 1960s to bolster the country’s faltering image abroad. But, for the most
part, censure was distinctly underwhelming and echoed only an obsession
with a normalisation of the domestic economic system in order to ward off
further popular resistance or instability. Established during 1976 the Urban
Foundation was perhaps the pre-eminent player in this field. Touted as an
‘alliance-builder’ it sought to win black allies by pressurising the govern-
ment into allowing the development of a pro-capitalist black middle class,
thereby intending to wean this group away from any revolutionary alliances
with the working class.92 Despite massive investment in housing and
education projects, the influence of the Foundation faded with the deteriorating
relationship between government and business during the mid-1980s.
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What did emerge in the decades leading up to the negotiated political
transition was an unprecedented breakdown in the coherency of the
nationalist alliance and hegemonic project. At the heart of this degeneration
lay the issue of the NP government’s priorities: the irreconcilable tension
between an accumulation (economic growth) imperative and a legitimation
(wealth and power redistribution) imperative that afflicts all modern
governments.93 Failings in the nationalist project translated easily into the
nationalist alliance and vice versa. Stretched too far the regime was unable
to build upon the consensus and legacy of the project’s formative decades.
The strategic alliances that propped up the nationalist edifice could only
hold as long as the ideological consensus articulated by the nationalist
project held. When this began to fail, the wheels fell off the entire project
and most tellingly Afrikaner capital revealed itself to be driven by the same
motives as its English speaking counterpart.

At the close of the apartheid era, Afrikanerdom was not so much coming
apart at the seams as embarking on a fundamental process of restructuring.
In the remainder of this study, attention will be directed towards the
‘genuine conceptual revolution in Nationalist thinking’94 that proved a
factor in the onset of negotiations during De Klerk’s administration, and
thereafter influenced the role of particular Afrikaner constituent parts within
this process. The proceeding chapter will show that the political sea-change
was not matched by any real ‘realignment in the structural underpinning’
that sustained capital accumulation,95 leaving the door very much ajar for
certain constituent parts to exploit opportunities within both the transition
and the hegemonic project which followed. Ultimately, Afrikanerdom’s
nationalist project failed because successive apartheid governments were
unable to settle upon a credible project of reform. And just as rival interpre-
tations of Afrikaner nationalism and identity dogged the nationalist project
during the apartheid years, so the grouping today remains subject to a
divergent ideological, economic and political consensus represented within
the body of the ANC’s hegemonic project and against the wider structural
backdrop of the globalised political economy.
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3

THE NATURE OF CONSENSUS IN
THE ‘NEW’ SOUTH AFRICA

Both this and the subsequent chapter provide an analysis of the ANC’s
hegemonic project and global regime with particular regard to contem-
porary Afrikaner identifications. Preceding chapters have explored the
changing social composition of the Afrikaner grouping initiated under the
ancien régime. Using Gramsci’s concept of hegemony as a point of departure,
the shape of the profound political, ideological and less marked economic
transformation currently underway in South Africa will be sought. On the
empirical front a Gramscian frame focuses attention upon the ambiguities
which go to the heart of the ANC hegemonic project. Essentially, this
framework provides a structural understanding of how consensus (in all the
political, economic and ideological aspects of the ANC’s hegemonic project)
is being manufactured, and thus how wider structural shifts impact upon the
character of contemporary Afrikaner identifications.

In order to explore the broader structural context and character of this
hegemony, this chapter will focus upon two central claims. Firstly, it is
suggested that the consensus building that coloured the negotiated transition
also dictated the shape of the ANC hegemonic project so that the political
settlement deferred any fundamental economic transformation. Thus the
structural shifts in South African society (and thereafter the changing
composition of Afrikaner identifications) should likewise be analysed within
the wider context of the globalised political economy. Secondly, from its roots
as a resistance movement to its contemporary populist appearance, the ANC
hegemon cooperates with a range of constituent parts to maintain a semblance
of unity. That is, the historical development of the ANC and its hegemonic
project has ensured that existent ideological discrepancies on the level of ideas
and material forces have become more pronounced with the advent of
government and onerous demands of transformation.
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It is beyond the reach of this study to disclose the implications of these
openings for the majority of the ANC’s electorate. But for the Afrikaans
speaking grouping it will be contended that the dirigiste direction of old-
style Afrikanerdom has been replaced among important constituent parts by
a hegemonical common sense understanding of the role South Africa is
supposed to play in the new global order and political economy. Emboldened
by the nature of the transition and particular policies, certain constituent
parts have been dealt a far better hand than others. Whilst some have settled
for a truce with the ANC hegemon,1 it is asserted that a significant few have
been able to recast the character of this hegemonic project because of their
position within the leading historic bloc. In order to trace the evolution of
an Afrikaner identity project within the uncertain consolidation of the
liberal project in contemporary South Africa, this chapter proceeds in three
sections. The first offers a broad overview of the shape and depth of the
hegemonic project. The second reviews the nature of the consensus that has
marked the economic settlement. Here the strategies of both international
and domestic capital during the transition are touched upon. Finally, the
third section summarises nation-building tactics in order to examine how
the liberation promise of a non-racial nation has progressed since 1994. As a
consequence, it is possible to analyse the openings for particular constituent
parts by addressing the level of hegemony (the nature of a post-apartheid
consensus emerging from the connections between local and global
structures of social forces) as an empirical question.

Consolidating dominance? The shape of the new hegemonic order

The comprehensive social revolution initially prescribed by the ANC
liberation movement and later government has faltered. Indeed, the task of
building and maintaining a new political economic order has been uneven.
There has been no radical split with the apartheid past nor with the
inequalities promoted by earlier, racially driven economic policies. The post-
apartheid growth path and distributional regime has ensured that overall
levels of inequality have changed only slightly so that whilst interracial
income inequality has continued to decline, intraracial inequality is
growing.2 Instead it is contended that the impact of ‘collusive illiberal
capitalism in South Africa is to reproduce and reward racialism’.3 Under-
standing these continuities requires an investigation of both the global and
domestic constraints upon the shape and depth of the ANC hegemonic
project. For the divisions that continue to plague the articulation of ANC
hegemony are multiple and profound, relating as much to delivery problems
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and policy choices as to the wider structural environment, prevailing neo-
liberal economic consensus and the character of its historic bloc.

During the negotiations process and the uneven consolidation of the
liberal project that has followed, the transformation scenario promised by
ANC elites has been systematically dismembered via a process of com-
promise which was begun in the later years of the struggle. It was the ANC’s
stress on emancipatory rhetoric and populism whilst addressing several
audiences simultaneously that initially brought:

‘the party into confrontation both at the domestic front with formerly
sympathetic groups such as liberal whites and on the international front
with global actors such as the international banking community that
regards profligate spending to redress socio-economic injustices as bad
economic policy. The party is thereby forced to act like Janus – it placates
its internal constituent parts with promises of betterment and Africanist
or socialist slogans but plays quite a different tune when confronting
international bankers and political leaders from the G-7 countries.’4

This same emphasis ensured that neo-liberalism became the new orthodoxy.
It is a logic that favours the free market and the ‘relentless discourse of com-
petitiveness’, driven by policies including wage restraint, the deregulation
of labour markets, tariff reduction and privatisation.5 As an ideology it
espouses a distinctive position for the state so that the market takes pre-
cedence: the delicate balance between state and market rests with a state’s
ability and/or choice to regulate particular components of the international
economy.6 With the relatively vulnerable position of the domestic economy,
an urgent undertaking for the then Government of National Unity (GNU)
was the support of capital in order that business confidence and thereafter
investment should intensify to fund economic growth. Against this back-
drop the interdependence of global and national capital diverted a globalised
neo-liberal agenda down to the very grass roots. Privileging this economic
orthodoxy has effectively divided the ANC’s electorate. The customary
alliance between the state and domestic capital promised in early ANC
economic policy has faded. Restraint on expenditure and the pressure to
attract investment, coupled with demands for low levels of inflation and
taxation, backed the government into a corner whilst simultaneously affording
domestic capital elites (and their global counterparts) considerable and
enduring leverage.

The terms of engagement after 1990 actively pitched the forces for status
quo (and economic orthodoxy) against the ANC’s decades-old redistributive
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economic ambitions.7 Yet the ANC’s leadership was not simply stifled by the
ambitions of capital. The vagueness of the Freedom Charter on economic
matters and the lack of any sound economic blueprint prior to the nego-
tiations, in tandem with the end of the Cold War and the ideological defeat
of the socialist economic strategy, meant that the writing was on the wall
for the left-leaning elements within the ANC virtually from the start. The
NP government came to the negotiating table having reached an informal
‘triple alliance’ with private local capital and international financial
institutions,8 and wielding considerable clout given the parlous state of
investor certainty. Moreover, the shift of the economic debate from the
ideological to the technical terrain further stunted the ANC’s transformative
ambitions,9 with the years of exile hindering the search for eligible policy
initiatives.

Each of these issues has taken its toll upon the coherence of a new historic
bloc. The success of such a union resides not only in the economic sphere but
similarly with a persuasive ideological and political mandate. The leaders of
a historic bloc must develop a worldview that appeals to a wide range of
other groups in order that their agenda represents wider social interests.10

And the strategic alliances that support hegemony must be continually fine-
tuned. Thus whilst ANC hegemony has advanced in some spheres, the
consolidation of the project has proved uneven. From the beginning, the
inclusive consensus-building of the settlement was costly to once definitive
populist promises of transformation. The process began prior to 1990 in the
stalemate that existed between a regime that could govern only through
coercion, and an opposition that fell short of the coercive capacity necessary
to surmount the state.11 Subsequently, transformative ambitions were
sharply curtailed by the manoeuvrings of particular constituencies, an onus
that has come to bear heavily on the condition of an ANC hegemony.

Many of these contradictions have been buried beneath the rhetoric of
non-racial unity and reconciliation. Indeed, this discourse has come to
represent an attempt to forge a new basis for the social consent pivotal to the
quest for social restructuring.12 By stressing inclusivity – equality, recon-
struction and societal development take precedence – ANC claims mark a
notable first in South African history.13 Yet beneath this meta-discourse the
hegemonic project rests on two central tenets that, whilst competing for the
backing of dissimilar populations, are themselves fundamentally opposed on
a number of issues. Both tenets have evolved from the necessity of appeasing
the demands of different constituent parts within the historic bloc. The first
economic pillar advances an export-orientated growth path that entails
economic restructuring chiefly through market mechanisms. The following
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section will explore the implications of this neo-liberal macro-economic
strategy in the development of ANC hegemony. It will demonstrate that the
terms of a strong and often acrimonious economic debate in South Africa
since the early 1990s have revolved around whether growth should precede
redistribution or vice versa.14 The government’s stance, imitating the line of
business on market liberalisation and deregulation even whilst pushing a
redistributive agenda, has seen macro-economic policy making become
increasingly circumscribed within the narrow confines of ministerial and
business circles during Mbeki’s administration,15 affording international and
domestic capital elites genuine sway.

The second ideological pillar represents an attempt to maintain older
allegiances and quiet the fears of a privileged and largely white minority. It
will be contended below that the ANC government’s reliance upon the
construction of this ideological project is becoming increasingly pronounced
as disillusionment among traditional constituent parts mounts. There has
been significant improvisation in this field, with an opportune and timely
oscillation between reiterations of non-racialism and the two nations thesis
– black and poor against white and prosperous – amongst other racialised
themes.16 This exploitation of the race card may go some way towards
silencing some of the ANC’s traditional electorate, but in the longer term it
risks dissolving the myth of national unity that was at one time the
ideological cornerstone of the ANC’s hegemonic vision.

The ambiguities of the popular hegemonic project are readily apparent in
the fragmentary and often dissentious roots of the ANC hegemon itself. That
is, in the different components and agendas of the organisations that con-
stitute the governing tripartite alliance that was first convened as a formal
collaboration during 1990, although the association stretches back far longer.
Policy positions have shifted considerably within the alliance since its con-
ception. Initially, COSATU took the upper hand in economic matters whilst
the bulk of the ANC leadership involved itself with negotiating the
transition.17 COSATU’s adoption of the Freedom Charter in 1987 – viewed
as little more than a set of ‘minimum democratic demands’ – was accompanied
by an announcement of its continued commitment to looking beyond the
initial stage of national liberation to economic transformation based on its
working class constituency.18 The institutional premise of the transition,
however, channelled these inclinations into what was to become a historic
class compromise between government, organised labour, business and civic
organisations.

Since the onset of democratic rule, the ANC has served as the senior
partner and political axis of the ruling alliance, whilst the SACP and
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COSATU have undeniably proved the junior players. Although organised
labour has capitulated to government and business pressure in key areas
including labour legislation,19 the divisions which surround the succession
crisis may well signal a new phase in the alliance. Indeed, despite reser-
vations on the left, there are signs that the government is beginning to
clamp down on ‘ANC inc’ and switch its focus from internal division to
building the party and improving service delivery.20 Mounting opposition to
privatisation in the form of national strikes and bluntness against the
government’s developmental priorities has been orchestrated by these
increasingly vociferous partners.21 Nevertheless, the alliance was not intended
to be a concrete arrangement. The ‘veneer of unity’ that oversees the broad
partnership has been consistently overstretched as the ANC has vacillated
between business and its older political allies.22

Whilst recent years have demonstrated genuine qualifications to the
loyalty of the hegemon’s junior if more progressive partners, there is little
probability of a total collapse of the coalition. Instead these machinations
demonstrate the precarious nature of ANC hegemony in crucial policy areas
and a ruling party vulnerable to a number of internal as well as external
influences. Preserving unity through internal diversity as an organisational
ethos is a clear historical spillover. Within the ANC an activist and popular
democratic culture coalesced about a ‘common strategic outlook’: the
eradication of the apartheid system, the full-scale transfer of political power
from the white minority to the black majority, and the redress of
grievances.23 Liberation politics was characterised by several stages during
the later decades of the struggle, building various ideologies that were
eventually accommodated beneath the ANC’s broad canopy in the form of
an essentially non-racial and multi-class coalition. Yet these inclusive
tendencies camouflaged deeper class divisions that were for the most part
outflanked by nationalist dogma. Even the working class and their organis-
ations found it hard to resist the nationalist pull.24 With the advent of
negotiations, and in efforts to present a united front, avoidance of economic
discussion was in ebullient form in the ANC’s privileging of the political
over the economic sphere,25 and its inability to build a viable economic con-
sensus. During the years of exile and even after its unbanning in 1990, the
ANC necessarily relied upon the administrative ingenuity of these partners
and their disparate support bases.

History then has indelibly tempered the long march of ANC hegemony
and healthy remnants of these pluralist tendencies remain. There has been a
marked decline in the democratic organisational culture which marked the
grass roots of the ANC and labour movement.26 One reason may be the
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uncomfortable fit between ‘the ANC’s tradition as a liberation movement
and the organisational requirements of effective parties in a liberal demo-
cracy’.27 Another may rest with its readiness to discipline members and
attitudes to democratic participation that are marked by a preference for
‘intra-elite level’ decision-making.28 Either way the drift towards oligarchic
and technocratic government apparently heralds a newly anti-democratic
tradition with an emphasis on popular unity at all costs which may well have
critical implications for the consolidation of the liberal project. Until the late
1990s, a ‘methodological convergence’ within the ANC, apartheid state and
capital upon the requirement of redrawing political and ideological bases of
state power effectively silenced much of this argument and ensured remark-
able continuity in the economic sphere.29 However, debate has continued to
fester within the ranks of the alliance, in more recent years bearing upon
even the leadership succession itself.

Solving the political emergency likewise hindered progress on economic
and social transformation. Michie and Padayachee contend that during the
negotiation process:

‘certain concessions were made by the ANC in respect of economic
issues which, however important they may have been to the political
settlement, did serve to blunt the movement’s economic weapons,
close down certain policy options, and slow down the process of
transforming the institutions, structures and personnel so crucial to a
successful economic transition. Some of these [stemmed] from the
constitution itself, others from what may be termed the “culture of
compromise and reconciliation” which characterised political
negotiations.’30

This has been most apparent in the steady repositioning between the
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) which was introduced
by COSATU for the market-orientated strategy promoted by the Growth,
Employment and Redistribution strategy (GEAR). The ANC government’s
track record has only cemented this trend, typified as it is by ‘the ease and
the speed with which numerous ideological “holy cows” have been led off to
the slaughterhouse’.31 Nonetheless, reworking a political hegemony without
systematic economic restructuring has not served to create the necessary
foundations for a new national-popular collective will. The consensus-
building of the transition was begun largely outside the ANC caucus, as
certain elements sought to pacify the demands and adept manoeuvring of the
NP camp and its powerful business backers. These high level compromises
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in effect watered-down not only the ANC’s populist emphasis, but also the
making of an entirely new hegemonic order. Indeed, their impact amongst
key constituent parts and interest groups, many of whom are represented
within the historic bloc itself, is maturing in an economic climate still
dominated by racially skewed inequalities. In effect, the ANC government
is caught between external dissent and mounting suspicions of a neo-liberal
sell-out from both its alliance partners and core constituent parts.

The crux of the problem lies in the continued delivery failures and
deteriorating social infrastructure that have been brought into sharper focus
by the government’s neo-liberal development path. Not only has it failed to
substantially alleviate poverty among key constituent parts, but these neo-
liberal imperatives are acknowledged to be a source of massive job losses,
increased income inequalities and marginalisation despite the dramatic
growth of a black middle class.32 Moreover state capacity has fallen con-
spicuously, most evidently in its ability to fulfil social, economic, health and
housing needs where the state is ‘struggling to re-establish governance after
apartheid’.33 These failings have not been experienced evenly so that those
who have the most to gain from poverty reduction projects and state service
provision have benefited least, even as an elite band of politicians, bureaucrats
and businessmen have made significant material gains. It is not merely the
shape of the ANC’s hegemonic project which is important then, but more
specifically its depth, the nature of consensus and the manner of the societal
transformation it has initiated. The broad constellation of partners and the
conditions of the negotiated settlement might yet prove to be its undoing.
The ANC’s dominance of each of the political, economic and social arenas
depends to a significant extent upon the support of social forces over which
it exercises comparatively little control. In attempting to win the consent of
these diverse social forces the ANC government began by formulating two
hegemonic projects: the first represented the confluence of both global and
modernising forces, whilst the second constituted a popular transformation
project.34 Over a decade later, however, what it has wrought is the uncertain
consolidation of the liberal project in a country riven by serious political,
economic and social divisions.

Neo-liberal orthodoxy and the capital transition

Within the parameters of this project an economic hegemony initially
premised on orthodox foundations and a faith in the ‘magic of the market’,35

and which is now apparently shifting towards a ‘post-stabilisation’ or ‘post-
GEAR phase’36 is considered more advanced than that in the politico-
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ideological sphere. In the period since 1994 a predominant economic
hegemony emerged that indulged the imperatives of local and global capital,
similarly resting on:

‘measures that are hospitable and beneficial to a range of other layers
– among them the broad middle classes, the African petite bourgeoisie
and, to lesser extents, the organised working classes and sections of the
African poor. Crucially, this “balance” has not been unilaterally and
coercively imposed: it is made possible by the resolute cultivation of
consent.’37

What has emerged is a relatively mature, class-orientated and apparently
non-racial economic coalition broadly adjusted to the prerogatives of
neoliberal global capitalism with the potential of adaptation to embrace
‘massive social interventions’ by the government.38 The Gramscian concept
of hegemony most accurately captures this dynamic process of marshalling
popular support, giving rise to what has been termed the tendency to ‘talk
left and act right’,39 most recently evidenced by Mbeki’s warning against the
worship of material wealth.40 Similarly, this focus exposes the wider
structural context as well as the strategic decisions of various leadership and
capital elites apparent in the process of macroeconomic compromise and
more contemporary adjustments. The ‘pragmatism’ of these policy
adaptations was invoked by the pre-emptive economic reforms of the NP
government, the growing connectedness of domestic and global capital and,
most significantly, the increasing globalisation of the world economy
coupled with the comparative openness of the South African economy.

The ANC government’s reliance upon neo-liberal orthodoxy to foster
economic growth and thereafter wider societal transformation has afforded
capital elites considerable leverage in policy-making circles. Nonetheless, in
historical terms, the maturity of South Africa’s capitalist class, and the
tremendous amount of political influence it wields, is widely acknowledged.41

What has received little attention is the contention that these capital elites
– Afrikaner business alongside its English counterpart – have played a
substantial role in fostering a neo-liberal economic hegemony under the
aegis of an ANC government. Rather than the exclusion of the ‘great
majority of businessmen’42 from decision-making under ANC rule, many
Afrikaans speaking capital elites are pursuing opportunities that have taken
them outside the borders of any clearly delineated ethnic business group or
class. Marais contends that both black and white business leaders have come
to broadly share a set of ideological principles – the need for austere fiscal
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policies, lower company taxes, capital account liberalisation and a flexible
labour market.43 Business leaders and government officials meet regularly
within a variety of forums including Mbeki’s Big Business Working Group,44

whilst an ‘inner core’ of leading Afrikaner businessmen and academics have
maintained a relationship with the president stretching back to discussions
with ANC exiles in 1990.45 The well-trodden path between ministerial posts
and the private sector is perhaps indicative of the salience of this tacit
consensus.46 Despite disagreements over some issues,47 in this atmosphere both
government and business can be magnanimous in their support of each other’s
efforts. It is this constructive engagement with the hegemonic project that has
furnished capital with considerable scope for manoeuvre, and cemented a
globalist and neo-liberal ideology within the post-apartheid historic bloc.

The shift in economic policy from the ANC’s socialist foundations to a
wholesale purchase of neoliberal orthodoxy, and what has been termed a
voluntarily imposed and self-styled Structural Adjustment Program (SAP),48

was nothing short of profound. The narrowness of the debate that preceded
this paradigm change was equally marked. Neo-liberal, market-orientated
growth and development strategies held the upper ground, together with
the realisation that the old power apparatus within South Africa was not
threatened with a substantial likelihood of collapse.49 From the outset the
challenge was to develop a strategy capable of reconciling the needs of a
historically disadvantaged majority with the imperatives of a predominant
neo-liberal development paradigm. Indeed, of the considerations believed
central to socio-economic transformation, building a stable environment for
economic growth and the confidence from both local and international
capital that this required was foremost.50 In pursuit of the so-called economic
‘holy grail’51 – the securing of growth and redistribution – ANC policy-
makers were pushed into a series of social pacts that have collectively been
termed ‘social contract capitalism’.52 In this equation, both domestic and
international actors (in particular the business community and banking
sector) were able to influence the terms of a limited policy debate away from
alleviating socio-economic injustice and redistribution to a discussion of
economic policy and the mechanisms of growth.53

A series of compromises effectively derailed the ANC’s transformation
scenario. From the start, capital treated the political and economic settle-
ments as one even whilst they were pursued as distinct arrangements. Marais
suggests that:

‘A negotiated political settlement . . . could serve as the gateway for
an ongoing bid to revitalise South African capitalism. For the
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democratic forces, a settlement could usher in a transition that
heralded – but did not guarantee – far-reaching adjustments aimed at
undoing the patterns for the allocation of power, privilege and
opportunities.’54

Buoyed up by a favourable global balance of forces, capital was willing to
take something of a back seat on the political front. Business leaders were
broadly content that the ANC serve as the political axis of the new ruling
bloc, and it was hoped that the terms of a preferential political settlement
would restrict radical economic posturing.55 For their part, the ANC was
more than willing to salvage the terms of a political compact that might
enable it to preserve the upper hand. The ploy was so successful that far from
the transformation liberation rhetoric had promised, the transition has come
to represent nothing less than ‘an almost imperceptible realignment in the
structural underpinnings that sustain capital accumulation . . . intertwined
with a sea-change in surface appearances on the terrain of politics’.56

On the economic front, the ANC had been lax in building viable
initiatives and subsequently was never to regain the high ground it retained
in the political arena. Just prior to his release from prison in 1990, Mandela
had affirmed the ANC’s unchanged commitment to nationalisation and
other tenets of a broadly socialist development path, insistent that any
moderation of these views was simply ‘inconceivable’. Early policy-making
only served to underline this assertion. For example, the 1990 ‘Discussion
Document on Economic Policy’ unveiled in Harare displayed COSATU’s
signature in its pursuit of a ‘sustainable and progressive economic policy’,
and the ‘irresistible’ theme of growth through redistribution facilitated by
investment principally from domestic savings with a minimal level of FDI.57

Nonetheless, policy shifts were not long in coming. During 1992 the
official line was already changing to embrace macroeconomic stability, the
result of ‘defensive adjustments’ to business, government and foreign
pressures,58 combined with an increasing awareness of the so-called realities
of the global economy. The vastly altered perceptions of FDI and the role of
international financial institutions in reconstruction and development
policies were to become ever more apparent.59 Indeed, Mandela himself
subscribed to the investment imperative during a speech to the United
Nations during September 1993. To all intents and purposes then,
surrendering the decades-old socialist mantra had appeared relatively
painless.

Capital was able to trace its influence back to the assimilation of the
South African state into the globalised political economy under a faltering
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NP regime. The foundations of a development path that comprise a
‘modernised class project of considerable sophistication and likely
longevity’60 were laid in the last decade of the apartheid era by an NP
government that, dedicated to promoting the cause of Afrikaner business,
had simultaneously created a policy climate favourable towards rapid capital
accumulation in all sectors.61 The real volte-face came during De Klerk’s
presidency, and the unveiling of the explicitly neo-liberal agenda of the 1993
Normative Economic Model (NEM).62 The apartheid government mounted
an outright challenge to ANC ascendancy within the economic policy-
making field, careful to attack and disparage any of the latter’s ideas that ran
counter to neo-liberal orthodoxy. The then administration threw its
considerable weight behind the concerns of the majority of South Africa’s big
business sector, as well as the tools of macroeconomic orthodoxy to iron out
the decades-old economic decline. In this way:

‘the NP [became] the organising and structuring political mechanism
for capital, posing a resolution of the national question totally out of
character with Afrikanerdom’s ideological and political past and
certainly at odds with apartheid.’63

The NP had effectively set itself up as the party of business, relying on ‘the
rhetoric of disinvestment and White flight’ to boost this negotiating
position.64 At the same time, it pursued a series of strategic alliances with
all manner of allies outside its traditional constituent parts. Even before the
start of negotiations, the legacy of these reforms was effectively to anchor the
ANC to a neo-liberal paradigm, thereby sidelining social inequalities and
establishing a ‘working compromise’ that would serve to maintain ‘the
ongoing economic system within South Africa whilst de-racialising and
deconstructing the more odious aspects of apartheid’.65

The ability of the informal government-business coalition to take
advantage of its opponent’s weaknesses was most apparent during the nego-
tiations process. From visibly opposing starting positions both parties were
able to form a broad consensus. On the part of the ANC it stemmed from
the ‘strategic perspectives’ that developed in the aftermath of the signing of
the Record of Understanding in September 1992, and the bloody violence
that prefigured it. Thereafter the overriding necessity to promote tactical
compromises and a new consensus took precedence, even if the ANC itself
believed this to be an interim measure only. Thus, the ‘political/ideological
project of nation-building became paramount and supplanted – or at least
overshadowed – the socio-economic features of the crisis’.66 It broke the back
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of the ANC’s hopes of forging an entirely new hegemonic project in the
economic sphere and, together with the climate of consensus which oversaw
the development of the interim constitution, ended the likelihood of
anything but a compromise between economic growth and genuine
transformation.

Even as economic policy-making progressively leaned towards neo-liberal
orthodoxy, the capitulation of the ANC and its more progressive allies was
incomplete. Nonetheless the pressure from all directions, including from
within its own ranks, as internal power shifts took hold was intense. The
demands of technical as opposed to ideological policy-making drew a heavy
toll, especially of the organisation’s activist wing and in the light of the
failure of socialist development models in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe. At no one point, however, did the balance tip definitively towards
global or national capital or the apartheid government itself. Instead, the
negotiations and transition process were distinguished by a process of
cumulative drift. The period between the first and second democratic
elections, when the dearth of macroeconomic policy debate signalled just
how far the ANC’s neo-liberal economic course had come to be accepted as
‘common sense’,67 constituted the crux of this process.

Only in the last few years has Mbeki started to address some of the
extensive disquiet concerning the government’s economic and development
paradigm.68 It is not yet clear how substantial this focus on rebuilding the
party and improving service delivery will prove to be. Certainly antagonisms
continue to fester between the government and a more progressive alliance
of labour interests. No one factor can explain the improbable attraction of
the dominant economic discourse to the ANC’s leadership. But as the
government has continued on this trajectory, the bargain struck by the old-
guard which traded exclusive political power for ‘continued economic
advantage’69 has witnessed different interest groups and classes mired within
a compact where the distinction between the economic winners and losers is
becoming ever more readily apparent.

Connecting with the global consensus

The alliance between local and international capital has proved crucial in this
fundamental detour in economic policy. Since the 1990s the influence of
international institutions and western governments in South Africa’s
domestic economic debate has been profound, ensuring that the government
is now increasingly ‘obliged to weigh carefully their welfare, fiscal and
monetary policies against the interests of investors’, an ideological line which
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has significant policy implications.70 The uneven consolidation of the
globalised liberal project within South Africa has narrowed policy alter-
natives, preserved shameful apartheid inequalities and nullified transform-
ation initiatives. Thus key figures including Reserve Bank governor Tito
Mboweni have repeatedly warned against not ‘staying the course’ with
market-friendly economic policies, at the same time chastising other African
countries to ‘put in place appropriate policies to improve macroeconomic
fundamentals and financial market operations’.71 This alignment between
important economic actors in government and international and domestic
market actors has led to the emergence of what has been termed ‘predatory
liberalism’ in contemporary South Africa whereby ‘neo-liberal restructuring
of the economy is combined with an increasing willingness by government
to assert its authority, to marginalise and delegitimise those critical of its
abandonment of inclusive governance’.72

Nowhere is the position of Africa in the global economy better illustrated
than by the levels of FDI that reach the continent.73 Economic liberalism
here has proved to be as much a curse as a blessing. For South Africa, the
most economically advanced country on the continent, integration within
the globalised economy has been a long-term process barely interrupted by
patchy financial isolation in the later years of apartheid. It has proceeded on
three narrow pillars, namely: as a primary product exporter, an importer of
capital goods and technology, and a net recipient of indirect portfolio
investment and direct foreign investment by multinational corporations.74

Subsequent to the mid-1980s debt crisis the country became an exporter of
capital. This volatility has lingered under the present administration with
continued capital outflows placing pressure on reserves, inflation and future
interest rate hikes.75 Indeed, coupled with a crippling dependency on key
imports and appetite for foreign goods, it has ensured that South Africa has
continued to exhibit considerable impotence in the face of international
financial flows.

The arrival of genuine multi-racial democracy placed South Africa firmly
in the international spotlight and with the occasion for a redrafting of the
conditions of its incorporation into the global economy. It represented an
incomparable opportunity to buck the more unfavourable elements of global
orthodoxy, an advantage that was rapidly squandered by the new government.
Instead, the ANC was to fall victim to this same orthodoxy utilised by
business and certain sections within the government itself that ‘casually
connected liberalisation to increased foreign investment and, consequently,
economic growth’.76 As soon as the new regime had undone the shackles of
apartheid it was thrust into a policy matrix informed by ‘disciplinary
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neoliberalism’, associated with policies of market monetarism and a ‘new
constitutionalism’ that delivers considerable economic dominion to a raft of
international institutions.77 The custodians of this particular ideology are
international financial institutions including the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank who have a long if checkered history of
involvement on the continent since a new era of structural adjustment
programmes was initiated by the World Bank’s Berg Report during 1981.78

The political, economic and social consequences of this restructuring
process across the continent are well known. Conditionality has come to
define the neo-liberal regime whereby:

‘both individual states and multilateral institutions attach formal,
specific, and institutionalised sets of conditions to the distribution of
economic benefits in order to press (mostly) developing countries to
adopt particular kinds of domestic policy.’79

Coupled with a propensity to economic openness, South Africa’s substantial
investment requirements mean the purported link between liberalisation
and economic growth has implications for the entrenching and even deepening
of the apartheid era’s racialised inequalities.80 These requirements have
artificially inflated the standing of capital in macroeconomic policy-making,
handing hopes of overcoming endemic marginalisation a massive blow. That
said, the Washington Consensus does not automatically condemn its
adherents to a fixed development path.81 Nonetheless, a strict adherence was
apparent as:

‘between 1990 and 1995 ANC international financial policy and
strategy was systematically stripped of all commitments, or even
significant reference, to the regulation or shaping of the nature and
character of South Africa’s relations with the international financial
institutions and foreign investors of all kinds, as part of its national
development strategy of reconstruction and development in the wake
of the political victory over apartheid.’82

Even the social objectives set out by the RDP, the most progressive of the
government’s policy instruments, demonstrated clear signs of this consensus
prior to its sustained modification by a series of sectoral White Papers and
budgetary shifts over the last decade.83

The IMF and World Bank have remained influential in domestic policy-
making since the negotiations process when they were invited in by
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‘powerful bourgeois forces’.84 At the outset of the transition process, however,
the World Bank offered a unique mix of ‘restrained neo-liberal directives that
were offset by incorporating aspects of progressive thinking’85 even whilst
the IMF persisted with more conventional prescriptions. But it is
questionable whether by the mid-1990s the IMF or World Bank had any
real, direct leverage over the government,86 although their influence has
made itself increasingly felt thereafter in the spectre of high-level endorse-
ments of the country’s economic programmes,87 and the presence of senior
ANC figures in high ranking positions within these forums.88 Exceptionally
for a developing country, South Africa has a ‘formal economy equipped to
participate in global economic competition’.89 Regardless of these advantages,
the post-apartheid, neo-liberal turn of macro-economic policy-making has
witnessed the ANC government succumb to economic dogma, seeking the
approbation a rapprochement with this orthodoxy would bring from the
global capital regime and its national adherents.

Compromise on the domestic front

If the reach of global capital and international financial institutions is readily
apparent, the interests of its domestic counterpart have been no less pivotal.
The ANC’s evident sensitivity to the dynamics of the global economy has
contrived openings for local capital elites that, given the historical longevity
of a monopoly capitalism dominated by six conglomerate groupings,90 have
easily been turned to their advantage. Southall claimed that big business was
never unaware of the ‘intimate connections between South Africa’s external
linkages and the character of its internal political arrangements’.91 Indeed,
long before the negotiation process proper got underway, the trek to Lusaka
indicated the ‘political reawakening’92 and thereafter willingness of capital
to take the resistance movement seriously.

Nonetheless, throughout the negotiations process, South African business
clung to the salience of neo-liberal orthodoxy. Never shy about expressing
their concerns including most prominently a market economy, social and
political stability, continuity in state institutions and restraint from ‘radical’
redistributive programmes,93 capital whipped up support for its game-plan,
pursuing black businessmen, intellectuals and politicians – cannily offering
them directorships and shareholdings – whilst at the same time contracting
ANC leaders into a set of scenario-planning exercises and workshops.94 In so
doing, it was able to ‘exert influence over the thinking of important leaders
while simultaneously facilitating their entry into the ranks of the bourgeoisie’.95

The success of these strategies was so marked that one scholar has contended
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that the ‘highly concentrated corporate sector’96 became the major obstacle
to the achievement of economic transformation.

Anchored by a flourishing détente between ANC elites, multilateral
institutions and international capital, domestic business leaders were able to
manage much of the rightward progression of macroeconomic policy. The
process of building this elite compromise was begun in the adroit series of
corporate scenario-planning procedures which attempted to identify an
enduring social pact between all the major players, thus derailing ANC
economic policy planning and sidelining the more progressive voices of
dissent. The whole exercise was nurtured through a kind of ‘coerced
harmony’ in order to promote what was labelled a rearranging of the
deckchairs on the SA Titanic.97

Nonetheless, as the remit of the major corporate scenarios demonstrated,
capital elites were not entirely in agreement on many of the smaller details
of their policy proposals. However, on key scores – that economic policy had
to become grounded in relations of ‘trust, negotiation and consensus-
building’ and macroeconomic stability; and, that future macroeconomic
policy must be laid in a ‘mutually reinforcing dynamic of growth and
redistribution’98 – there was unanimity. Thus, Nedcor/Old Mutual’s ‘Prospects
for a Successful Transition’ was somewhat less doctrinaire, whilst SANLAM’s
‘Platform for Investment’ and ‘Mont Fleur’ scenarios were more unequivocal
in their recommendations. Later documents, including the South African
Chamber of Business’ (SACOB) ‘Economic Options for South Africa’, and
the then South Africa Foundation’s ‘Growth For All’ veered more strongly
to the right of the spectrum. In practice, the scenarios were floated with two
audiences in mind:

‘The first was White opinion-followers whose fight-or-flight reflexes
were equally to be discouraged. Their superstitions – the potential
collapse of public order and the coming worthlessness of the Rand –
were given starring roles in most scenarios. The second audience was
a hypothetical one in the ranks of the ANC: rabid populists with an
ideological commitment to nationalisation were imagined by many
businessmen to dominate the exile movement, and White political
leaders saw them as genuine threats to the country’s future.’99

To varying degrees, each of these ‘games of chicken’100 employed florid
language and smacked of alarmism in order to plug the message of capital,
signalling the ‘evolution of the scenario plan from corporate survival strategy
to social contract parable’.101
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Certain aspects of these scenarios, for example the feasibility of combining
a social welfare state in the developmental sphere with neo-liberalism in the
economic sphere,102 have survived in current policy instruments. Indeed, a
social contract capitalism has taken precedence with social compacts
virtually an inescapable prelude to development initiatives. Significantly
‘compromise rather than consensus’ was cited as the hallmark of the RDP.103

From the start the ANC was all too aware of the ambitions of its electoral
promises, and funding issues were to confound initiatives including the
1994 RDP White Paper itself.104 This is a fact reflected in the strict fiscal
and monetary policies that characterise both the RDP and GEAR. Far from
the original intent of the RDP, a manifesto that had its roots in the Freedom
Charter itself, the symbolism of this shift has not been lost on either the
ANC or its alliance partners. As early as 1999, Max Sisulu (formerly the
ANC’s chief whip) needed to insist that the RDP remained ‘a very popular
concept and still exists in the hearts and minds of the people’.105 Likewise
the ANC’s election manifesto of the same year was declaring it to be ‘the
only relevant detailed programme to carry South Africa to freedom and social
justice’. The plan has long suffered from what has been whimsically termed
the ‘ignominy of suffocating love from newfound friends’.106 Introduced as
official ANC policy in January 1994, on the face of things the programme
offered a comprehensive and sweeping transformation of South African
society. Its ambitious goals included the provision of basic needs or
alleviation of poverty and the reconstruction of the economy, both of which
relied upon the realisation of substantial economic growth.

Whilst it was sold as ‘an integrated, coherent socio-economic policy
framework’,107 in reality the RDP represented a partnership between the
state and private sector in targeting and redressing particular social develop-
ment issues. Indeed, the RDP document was explicit that the ‘democratic
government cannot fund the RDP without support from the private
sector’.108 The problems had begun with the vagueness of the RDP White
Paper, adopted in September 1994 as the central policy blueprint. Winning
an electoral mandate necessitated cooperating closely with a wide array of
players, and the programme was redesigned to broaden the ANC’s appeal
outside its tripartite alliance, and in particular with business.109 Thus,
Padayachee argues that:

‘As a vision document the RDP largely succeeded in integrating and
blending an emphasis on meeting basic needs and a state-led infra-
structural investment programme and restructuring of financial,
labour, land and external relations and institutions with the need to
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be globally competitive, especially in manufacturing production in
the context of a technology-driven world economy.’110

These ambiguities, together with the vagueness of the RDP White Paper,
effectively left it open to politicking from the emerging corporatist alliance
between state, labour and capital.

Whether or not the real failure of the RDP rested with the government’s
failure to adopt its more progressive sections,111 there were certainly signifi-
cant implementation and delivery failures even whilst there has been
progress in many sectors.112 Ironically the RDP has become an emblem of
the ANC’s hegemonic project where the ‘variegated interests of capital and
of the subaltern classes are not only blurred, but made to appear contingent on
each other’.113 At the heart of this shift rests the uneven consolidation of the
liberal project whereby the government’s main partners have opposing views
on ‘desirable’ macroeconomic scenarios which has entailed ministers
pitching to different audiences simultaneously.114 Whilst the introduction of
GEAR on 14 June 1996 was presented as an ‘integrated’ strategy for
‘rebuilding and restructuring the economy’ and ‘implementing the RDP in
all its facets’,115 it could be distilled to a logic which dictated that ‘promoting
the interests of capital (in the sense of creating an “investor-friendly”
environment) is necessary for growth, and ultimately also good for the poor
and unemployed – and hence will promote equity in the long run’.116 Indeed,
whilst the original objectives of the RDP have been in part superseded:

‘Clearly there is a complex process of new packing of old promises;
housing, water and sanitation live on in the commitments of the social
cluster of the government’s programme of action, although timelines
on basic services taken over from the RDP are either dropped or
extended forwards. The executive can be seen to be capitalising on its
service-delivery strengths and relying heavily on continued
performance by the more efficient national institutions. Inputs and
strategies are highlighted, and when there is a reference to outcomes,
there has to be good reason for confidence around achieving the
outcome.’117

A far cry then from early, heady promises of fundamental societal
restructuring.

The hapless progression of GEAR – annual GDP growth, the rate of
private sector investment, savings, exports, the current account deficit, and
formal sector job gains have all been substantially below projected targets –
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has doubtless contributed to this shift.118 This has been most evident as the
ambitious social objectives established in the RDP were replaced by the neo-
liberal proclivities of GEAR and then, more recently overtaken by a new set
of expanded priorities; these new goals are now part of a much larger
schema.119 Government rhetoric continues to insist that the RDP retains
primacy even whilst some key targets vis-à-vis housing for all by 2003 and
expanded public works programmes have sunk without trace. In the first
decade of democracy, the ANC’s fixation with the correctness of economic
fundamentals saw the formation of a concord that handed capital significant
and potentially deleterious sway over economic thinking in government
circles. Until only very recently it appeared that the consensus that charac-
terises the ANC’s hegemonic project had succeeded in consecrating the
growth and investment imperative whilst simultaneously reversing a
sacrosanct and long-term objective of redistribution. Nevertheless, the most
recent indications from the highest circles of government that the country
is leaning towards ‘a procapitalist, interventionist state’120 signal that
GEAR’s position as the ANC’s principal macroeconomic charter may well
be under threat. What this means for the role of the state and recent
initiatives such as the Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South
Africa (Asgi-SA) which was launched by Mbeki during the 2006 State of the
Nation address remains thus far unclear.

An African Renaissance?

The development of consensus has not been relegated solely to the economic
sphere, and a similar if no less important and as yet unfinished project was
begun simultaneously in the political arena. This project too has undergone
significant change during the years of ANC government. The nature of this
consensus was to be constituted by the overriding imperative of non-
racialism and nurtured by a political project of nation-building intended to
include all South Africans. Over a decade later, these sentiments have faded
as a racially-tinged class project and new cultural nationalism have become
visible, most prominently in the rise of Black Economic Empowerment
(BEE) and a sizeable and growing black middle class. It has been contended
that with the failure to undertake fundamental societal transformation the
ANC government has become constrained by the lack of tangible delivery
accomplishments. In order to retain at least some of the higher ground in an
increasingly vociferous debate about the direction of the government and the
lack of political economic enfranchisement, it is coming to rely upon various
cultural rights and initiatives that imply a revision of these principles of
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non-racialism and inclusion in what has been termed a ‘convulsive attempt’
at nation-building.121 At the centre of the political system of this post-
apartheid society rests ‘an explosive mixture of liberal and non-liberal
politics’.122 Paradoxically, it means that today, the basis of consent vacillates
between the dictates of a liberal democratic politics and traditional cultural
and group rights which may well prove contrary to the development of the
liberal democratic project.

In the immediate aftermath of the apartheid era, the parameters of this
accord were founded in the themes of unity, reconciliation and commonality.
With the very real threat of ethnic and racial discord, the project of nation-
building was indispensable to this new compact so that:

‘The settlement and the launch of the transition depended on an
activated awareness of “common interests” between the old order and
the popular movement – on an acknowledgement that friend and foe
have to pass through a gateway of concessions and compromises in
order to avert disaster for their respective agendas. This principle of
inclusion became the central ideological tenet of the new South
Africa.’123

Using the juridical instruments rendered by the political settlement, it was
intended that the narrow consent base of the former dispensation was to be
replaced with a nation-building project which would serve as the basis of a
similar transformation in the socio-economic sphere. That said, any
‘historically effective’ hegemonic project is multi-dimensional and advances
on a variety of fronts simultaneously.124 But, as in the economic sphere, the
ANC’s conceptions of a post-apartheid society were ‘rudimentary’ and
‘impressionistic’.125

The ‘fundamental political realignment’ that followed echoed the
compromises drawn in the economic realm,126 but was more even-handed
comprising a liberal democratic system and an interim Constitution that
encompassed a wide-ranging Bill of Rights with a stress upon minority and
property rights. Early in the negotiations the ANC had understood that
garnering any consensus would involve a number of strategic concessions.
Thereafter, a short-termism surfaced in their tactics that embraced
compromise and the prioritising of a politico-ideological nation-building
project over socio-economic restructuring.127 With the ANC quick to
emphasise its Charterist traditions, the very nature of its concessions –
amnesty for human rights violators, no catharsis of the civil service, a
qualified support for minority rights in the shape of local government seats,
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and language and education freedoms – all spoke to the transition myth of a
one-nation coalition. Indeed, the rise of unity through diversity in the guise
of the globally celebrated rainbow nation remains the success story of the
transition even as it appeared but a ‘romanticised representation of the
Charterist interpretation of the South African nation’.128

At the forefront of the instruments intended to assist in the building of
this scenario were the Constitution and the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC). Formally adopted in 1996, the Constitution partners
the introduction of universal suffrage with a simultaneous protection of the
liberal model of individual rights over collective claims. Nonetheless, the
principle of equality before the law is exalted in the same document. These
blatant ambiguities and the refusal of the Constitution to grant absolute
rights in any direction stems from the extensive deliberation concerning
minority rights and vetoes that dogged the drafting of the earlier, interim
Constitution. In spite of this, the Constitution Bill was launched with much
fanfare before Parliament during 1996, with the then Deputy President
Mbeki’s ‘I Am An African’ speech providing the obligatory rainbow rhetoric.
True both to the letter of the Constitution and the Freedom Charter itself,
Mbeki affirmed the non-racial ideology which buttressed the ANC’s
hegemonic project, declaring that:

‘The Constitution, whose adoption we celebrate, constitutes an
unequivocal statement that we refuse to accept that our Africanness
shall be defined by our race, our colour, our gender or our historical
origins. It is a firm assertion made by us that South Africa belongs to
all who live in it, black and white.’129

His speech was to effectively mark the first high point of this particular
conception of non-racialism.130

In turn, the TRC was tasked with serving as the arbiter of this discourse.
It sought ‘to extend into the social sphere the consensual (or, at least,
conciliatory) dynamics nurtured in the political sphere’ and was ‘burdened
with the hope that the exposure of truths can reinforce a basis for recon-
ciliation and, ultimately, help forge a united nation’.131 A product of the
negotiated settlement, the Commission was part of the same discourse that
endeavoured to foster consensus across the political spectrum.132 Most
problematically, the accent on the individual perpetrators of crimes as
opposed to the countless beneficiaries, as well as the failure to properly
address historical and continued structural inequalities, perhaps critically
compromised the reconciliation process. Perhaps the most significant
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omission was the role of business in apartheid despite a special three day
hearing, and recommendations in the TRC’s final report that government
impose a once-off wealth tax on business and industry because voluntary
contributions to the Business Trust had totalled a mere R800m.133

Praiseworthy though it was, the whole exercise smacked of the sacrifice of
justice in favour of reconciliation so that any public discussion of apartheid
as a system was neatly circumvented.134 Indeed, in its aftermath, enormous
variability remains in terms of the levels of reconciliation across the country’s
various racial and ethnic/linguistic groups.135

Whilst the TRC’s mission to build a genuine and wide-ranging pro-
cess of reconciliation floundered, former President Mandela maintained
overwhelming support for this cause which he sought to make the
overriding objective of his presidency.136 The status of Mandela remains
roughly comparable across the populace, and especially positive among
Afrikaans speaking capital elites.137 This mandate effectively enabled
him to create:

‘a temporary recess in which a sense of unity or nationhood could sink
a few tenuous roots. Mandela’s historic feat was not only to steer South
Africa away from the brink of catastrophe but to have carved out a
breathing space where pulses could settle, enmities subdue and
affinities become recast. The grand authority and mythic stature
attained by Mandela enabled him to “float above politics” largely
unencumbered by the realpolitik of his party and the attendant need
to shore up power bases and juggle trade-offs.’138

The so-called Mandela factor has offered profound incalculable support for a
rainbow nation and its spectre of a shared and inclusive future. Nowhere was
this more evident than in his gestures towards Afrikaans speakers –
appearing in a Springbok shirt during the 1995 Rugby World Cup, taking
tea with Verwoerd’s widow – and his broader assurances as to the grouping’s
position and cultural rights in the new South Africa.

Nevertheless, by late 1996 these overtures to non-racialism were
weakening to be replaced with a somewhat ambivalent Africanist discourse
which climaxed with Mbeki’s famous speech on reconciliation and nation
building during May 1998.139 Since the late 1990s, the multiracial pact
has been steadily if unevenly dissolved in favour of the so-called ‘two
nations’ thesis and a blossoming attachment to the politics of race in ANC
rhetoric. Situated in the enduring friction between non-racial and race-
conscious discourse so prominent in both the ANC liberation movement
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and government, this Africanism has historically bisected every other
ideological confrontation.140 Yet it resurfaced as the government’s failure
to significantly ameliorate the marginalisation which continues to define
the post-apartheid polity opened the economic aspect of the hegemonic
project to widespread popular and continued dissatisfaction so that race
has come to matter once again as a means of political mobilisation and
redistributing power and wealth. In such a climate, the inclusion promised
by the political settlement and interpretation of citizenship have become
the most obvious victims.

Under the previous dispensation, a profound instability was apparent in
the nation-state whereby the relationship of the individual to the com-
munity was set by two different criteria, namely: citizenship in the state and
membership in the nation. The first formulation dictates an equal and
formal participation in the political nation whereas the second, more
complex construction depicts a particularistic belonging in the cultural
nation. These inherently incompatible interpretations of citizenship have
been effectively renewed under the terms of the post-apartheid democracy.
In fact, there are at least three distinct types of liberal projects in play,
namely: a minimalist liberalism aimed primarily at the establishment of the
rule of law and minimalist government; a juridical liberalism concerned
with rights, justice and obligations; and, a communitarian liberalism con-
cerned with cultural pluralism, communal values and group rights.141 Amid
these competing liberalisms, the government treads a careful line claiming
equal citizenship rights for all citizens whilst at the same time defining the
nation in cultural terms so as to give priority of some kind to those
possessing the attributes of cultural nationhood.

This new cultural nationalism and the ‘strategies of exclusion’ necessary
to promote it emerged as a more conciliatory ethos was replaced with a
firmer oratory, just prior to the change in ANC leadership during 1999.
Around the same time, an ANC discussion document entitled ‘Nation-
Formation and Nation Building’ was released.142 It was one of the first
documents to directly raise the nationality question and, in a departure from
earlier rhetoric, it spoke of a ‘continuing battle to assert African hegemony
in the context of a multi-cultural and non-racial society’. Whilst the old
euphemisms concerning a ‘new Patriotism’ were still apparent, the rising
momentum of Africanism and its definition of nationhood handed the
government a useful political tool. In this sense, it has been argued that the
ANC is being pushed towards culturalism and black embourgeoisement by
entrenched economic power so that the ‘virtue of culturalism (or racialism:
the two are the same in South Africa) is that it exaggerates the good of
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burgeoning elites, provides ways of dealing with the ensuing political and
ideological challenges and serves the ANC’s purposes’.143 Henceforth, a
nationalist stance was promoted as providing a ‘better political potential to
the ANC than non-racialism, whether based on class solidarity or on
“rainbow” all-inclusive nationhood.’144 In sum, repercussions from the
economic sphere and the ANC’s ideological traditions were making
themselves felt.

From the start, this conversion bore the inestimable stamp of the new
regime and would have been inconceivable under Mandela’s presidency.
Mbeki’s standing is intimately connected to his popularisation of the
idealistic notion of an ‘African Renaissance’ to which this shift has been
neatly equated.145 In truth, these continuities have offered Mbeki space for
manoeuvre and a mandate that, unlike Mandela, he conspicuously lacked.
The challenge for the remainder of his presidency will not only be to
reconcile these divergent currents, but also to refine the Africanist debate
within the ranks of the tripartite alliance and the wider system of hegemonic
alliances with the growing realisation that black embourgeoisement has
singularly failed to address wider poverty and inequality. No less a figure
than Mandela himself has expressed his outrage at the increasing polarisation
between racial groups.146 One of the historic strengths of the ANC has been
the Freedom Charter that compromises an ‘ideological bedrock’ and key
‘hegemonic instrument’.147 Even whilst maintaining a tight rein, the ANC
has thus afforded itself considerable ideological breadth and latitude whilst
safeguarding a heterogeneous range of interests. Nevertheless, it would
appear that the symbolic resonance and legitimacy afforded by this one
document and its ideal of non-racialism has not provided the government
with a sufficient mandate to address the shortcomings of structural changes
within society.

Confronted by international and domestic constraints, the Africanist
discourse has allowed the ANC government to answer a number of issues,
functioning as a:

‘local response to domestic as well as international conditions and
fundamental dislocations. It represents a local strategy to cope with
profound domestic and global change, with constraints on the process
of transformation, and with the process of dealing with South Africa’s
past. It is also a debate concerning present conditions and the future.
Emancipation as defined by the ANC takes place not only in the
social, political and economic arenas but also in the cultural and
psychological fields. While the constitution provides equal human
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rights, guarantees of equality of opportunity, education and training,
housing, affirmative action, and labour laws to protect dignity and
income, it is clear that the playing field is still far from level. The
communist challenge is not a viable one to the neoliberal global and
local paradigm, but the Africanist response certainly is.’148

Whilst Mbeki’s willingness to assume the populist mantle is increasing,
dependence on this rhetoric as burying conflicting interests beneath the
broad church of reconciliation is becoming ever more complicated, the
policies of his government are leading to the deracialisation of the first
nation, whilst the second marginalised, poor and overwhelming black nation
is effectively stranded.149 As a result, the ahistoricity of Ubuntu is paired
with the dehistoricisation of its counterpart Western materialism:

‘Public discourse in post-apartheid South Africa is marked by the
taboo that has been placed on racism, while at the same time racism
has been separated from the cultural nationalist and ethicist discourses
that were always closely connected with it. In this way, cultural
nationalism has been liberated from the racist connections it had
during the apartheid era, and has become available once again. Social
problems in the ‘new’ South Africa are, increasingly, viewed through
a nationalist lens.’150

This new mandate then has become prized as a means of transforming the
dangers of rising inequality and class struggle into cultural and ethnocentric
differentiation.

Nowhere has this politicking been more evident than in how capitalist
globalisation is wheeled out time and again by the ANC leadership as a
justification for redistributive and other shortcomings.151 The Africanist
treatise and the African Renaissance with which it is equated have been
linked to a grandiose diversion from serious domestic issues. On this stage,
it is viewed as an ‘updating’ of the African-nationalism variant conspicuous
during the middle of last century to conform with contemporary South
Africa’s racial divisions and the inequalities of the global capitalist order.152

In many respects the African Renaissance represents an ‘empty policy vessel’
promoted by a government that faces a number of domestic and international
challenges.153 Yet it is a genuine if certainly ambitious and romanticised
attempt to build a new, progressive and modernised Africa at the centre of
the globalised political economy,154 and to redress the conceptual basis of the
continent’s relations with a non-African world.
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The point is that the meaning of the Africanist discourse is vague and
thus inherently flexible, managing ‘to nod in numerous directions at once’
so that:

‘the circle of inclusion drawn is tensile, offering entry to others as well.
It offers a pliant ideological framework for inclusion and tolerance but
at the same time contains a basis for censure and exclusion.’155

It is perhaps then best conceived as an ideological device, a method of
improvisation with which to obscure the worsening discord between the
government and a disaffected majority. Mbeki has repeatedly demonstrated
his political deftness on this issue, balancing signals to the business com-
munity with grassroots interests, which reflects certain hegemonic ambitions
without placing too deleterious an emphasis on the ongoing and serious
problem of racism.156 The harder direction on race and attendant tactical
alignments is pliant enough still to reproduce the necessary measure of
consent from critical constituent parts, even as it deliberately scores a line
about certain racially defined groupings. Nonetheless, and in the longer
term, the continued omission to substantially convert the social and
economic condition of the majority of South Africans poses a serious risk to
the long-term success of the hegemonic project as it currently stands.
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4

CONTEMPORARY
MANIFESTATIONS OF AFRIKANER

IDENTITY IN AN ERA OF
INCREASING GLOBALISATION

It has been contended above that a profound paradigm shift has dominated
the Afrikaner grouping since the 1994 constitutional settlement and the
formal loss of political power. Prior to that, Afrikanerdom was able to shift
the direction and gear of its nationalist project to preserve the necessary
measure of cohesion. Today the grouping is in transition; whilst the material
gains of the apartheid era remain and have been consolidated, the foun-
dations of any revised nationalist or group ethos, or ideological, political or
programmatic axis, are in flux. During this chapter, the dynamics of identity
adjustment will be examined more closely by illuminating how key
constituent parts (capital elites and a cultural intelligentsia) behave in real
historical conditions. Whether these constituent parts are able to compre-
hend the wider connections and prospects between national and global
structures, and thereafter to discern new spaces or openings (whether
economic, cultural or political) in which to act and rearticulate a new
identity or identities, will comprise a particular focus.

To this end, the extent to which certain constituent parts are initiating a
politico-cultural dialogue and thus rejuvenating a community (and the terms
of inclusion therein) will be evaluated. Given that leading constituent parts
including capital elites and to a lesser degree elements of a cultural intelli-
gentsia have lent their support to the government’s neo-liberal agenda, these
openings must be outlined from within the parameters of the post-apartheid
consensus. The chapter focuses firstly on the parameters of the constitutional
settlement and the implications of transformation for the nature of contem-
porary South African citizenship, and thereafter a new cultural agenda. A
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specific focus will highlight the new discourse of minority group and
consequently language rights. The second part explores the manner in which
an increasingly globalised Afrikaans speaking middle class and capital elites
are linked to the globalised political economy. Thus, the chapter investigates
whether the development of a new cultural agenda exhibits the potential to
overcome the ideological and material consensus compiled by the ANC, its
hegemonic allies and connected global social forces, and even to find common
ground with a wider range of social partners and issues.

Rethinking the cultural: The future of the Afrikaner past

Afrikaner cultural activists are today faced with a very different task from
that which confronted their predecessors. Long past the apogee of a cohesive
ethnic identity, cultural politics has become the new battleground and the
yardstick by which the success of any post-apartheid grouping is to be
measured. That said, the terms of the debate have altered paradigmatically
and the challenge is formidable. The crisis of cultural politics stretches not
only to minority rights and nation-building, but also the global hegemonic
consensus itself: the triumph of a neo-liberal economic regime and its
adjunct liberal democracy. Notable divisions are evident in the multi-
dimensional nature of contemporary Afrikaner identifications. On the
economic front, these have been interrupted by the success of Afrikaner
capital and the continued rise of an increasingly globalised middle class
under the new dispensation.1 By contrast, in the cultural arena, the old
foundations of cultural identity are no longer credible and consideration of
an ‘Afrikaner problem’ remains disputed if it is considered as a problem at
all.2 Even a ‘more liberal Afrikanerbond with a new approach’ is battling to
find a suitable niche.3 Nonetheless, among white Afrikaans speakers,
stronger ethnic identification is associated with active involvement in
cultural organisations and activities that involve mostly in-group members,4

suggesting cultural politics could perhaps represent the base of a new
programmatic axis for an Afrikaans grouping.5

A new round of Afrikaner identity politics then looms large. With the
issue of material resources or entitlement virtually obsolete despite rising
white poverty levels,6 there is an increasing focus on more abstract and
intellectual disputes concerned with perceptions of marginalisation, entitle-
ment and belonging, as well as clashes over institutional and symbolic
power. The basis of both inclusion and exclusion is now concerned with the
drawing of cultural boundaries although these boundaries remain the subject
of considerable debate, most especially with regard to race. The groundwork
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has been laid for a broad and inclusive national consensus that enshrines the
communal rights that could potentially undermine this very consensus.7 In
terms of global cultural politics this divergence between group and
individual rights traditions is similarly pronounced.8 Just as the ANC’s
hegemonic project and its global counterpart has supplied openings for
components of Afrikaans capital and an increasingly globalised middle class,
so a repositioning of cultural politics has the potential to supply space for
elements of Afrikaans intellectual and cultural capital. That said, the terms
of any new cultural dialogue remains far from settled. Whether these
constituent parts can secure an identity receptive to other minority groups
and aligned with new global hierarchies, or whether a retreat to a more
exclusive and parochial vision transpires, remains to be seen.

As both a system of meaning and a basis of social identity, culture is
integral to any understanding of the dynamics of identity politics. In
processes of identity adjustment a new cultural basis for the community, a
means of redefining boundaries and even the identity project itself, must be
authenticated. The explicitly political dimension of culture has come to the
fore during an era of increasing globalisation that has forced a recon-
sideration of the relationship between culture, identity and national or
territorial solidarity. Cultural globalisation is ‘transforming the context in
which and the means through which national cultures are produced and
reproduced’.9 Contemporary globalisation has stimulated cultural reinvention
through the production of localities and a new Other which is most apparent
where economic and social turbulence has implications for a redefinition of
citizenship.10 It offers a fertile ground for the reproduction of communal
identities. Indeed, contemporary identity movements must be capable of
adapting to this new globalised order, and the dislocation of previously solid
relations between identity, place and meaning.

Certain group interests have been well served by this overt politicisation
of the cultural domain and the multidimensional redrawing of global
space,11 and the revitalised relationship between the local and the global has
sponsored a voice for localities. The concept of community has become far
more complex in this new geography and hybrid identities often rooted in
post- or non-national traditions have flourished. Hall anticipates a shift in
the cultural politics of minorities to a ‘politics of the relations of represen-
tation’. Not only does contemporary globalisation then contest national
cultural boundaries, but it also has:

‘a pluralising impact on identities, producing a variety of possibilities
and new positions of identification . . . making identities more
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positional, more political, more plural and diverse; less fixed, unified
or trans-historical.’12

Thus, external linkages and a commitment to the globalised political
economy can serve as a springboard for particular minority group aims.13

Nonetheless, the impact of globalisation on communal identities in terms
of cultural resources is ambiguous. For a once highly territorialised and
culturally distinctive Afrikaner identity, the implications of this restruc-
turing are as yet unclear. Language has become a focal point, and whilst the
spectre of race remains new components are likewise evident.

The politics of transformation

Post-apartheid South Africa is perhaps an unlikely site for the con-
solidation of liberal democracy. The key remains the constitutional
settlement and the paradigm shift delivered by way of an inclusive
accommodation of disparate communal identities. Yet the ANC’s quest for
a ‘national democracy’ that ‘equalled procedural democracy plus economic
egalitarianism’14 was crudely stymied by a mix of global and domestic
factors. International financial institutions including the IMF and World
Bank tied loans and debt repayment agreements to a set of political values
and principles that advanced a set of ‘procedural democratic political
arrangements’.15 In negotiating circles, the then NP government was
resolute in its support of this particular vision of democracy, albeit with
significant consociational adjustments including minority protection
clauses. This same ideology remains the source of a fundamental ambiguity
within the ANC’s leadership circle where globalisation is both ‘accepted
but also resisted’.16 But by the close of negotiations and the adoption of
the interim constitution in late 1993, a new model of consensus democracy
had been established.

The nature of the constitutional settlement and the majoritarian demo-
cratic system it enshrined is a significant achievement. As with any liberal
democracy, the protection of property and political rights – historically in
the hands of a privileged few within South Africa – figured highly. The
instruments of the new democratic regime were broadly majoritarian with
universal suffrage for a unitary South Africa at the heart of the settlement.
At the same time, the 1996 constitution included a number of instruments
to counter this trend including a federalist structure, a proportional
representation electoral system, and a selection of watchdog institutions to
monitor the power of the executive.17  Nonetheless, South Africa’s con-
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stitutional liberal democracy betrays certain ambiguities. Most importantly,
there is a fundamental rift between the principles of equality and diversity
which have been given equal billing in the constitution, and to varying
degrees in ANC rhetoric.

A tension between a Western-orientated mode of democracy – a
commitment to capitalist modes of production, a particular set of norms
concerning the rights of individuals, and a neo-liberal position on the role
of the state18 – and an Africanist tradition of communal group rights and
duties has prevailed within the constitution itself. Indeed, the preamble
proclaims that the country ‘belongs to all who live in it, united in our
diversity’,19 fêting the two principles of equality and diversity as the
‘central axis’ of political and social relations. During the negotiations
process, recalcitrance on the part of the apartheid government concerning
property and education (single-medium schools) confronted the ANC’s
determination that certain socio-economic rights were vital to the
rectification of apartheid-era inequalities. What followed was a
considerable climb-down on the part of the ANC and its coalition partners
in the face of some very cynical politicking from De Klerk’s admini-
stration.20

In the months that followed this brinkmanship a new national consensus
stressing unity and inclusivity was nurtured. Yet the ambiguity of the
constitutional definition of civil society comprised both of individuals and
communities has never been reconciled. Community is at the core of the
state’s interactions with civil society but even this interpretation is fraught
with ambiguities, alluding to both traditional and indigenous categories as
well as those defined by self-determination or the right to seek economic,
social and cultural development.21 At the heart of the government’s
liberatory legitimacy lies its claim to act as the representative of all
communities, regardless of ethnicity or race. Treading the fine line between
populism and a genuine, inclusionary citizenship project means that a
tension between race-conscious and non-racial perspectives, what has been
termed a dual connotation of citizenship as moral conception and a legal
category, is explicit.22 The racialised distinction between citizen and subject
that bedevilled the apartheid era is held by a vocal minority to be
omnipresent today, in the spectre of a nation-building project and dual
citizenship philosophy that promises a single hegemonic culture. The
concern is that the persistence of populist sentiments might mean that
solidarities to the group or nation will overwhelm the wider citizenship
project, so that the struggle to achieve unity from diversity will be sacrificed
for political expediency.
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The new discourse of minority rights

Citizenship has historically been the signifier of membership within a
national and sovereign collectivity. Previously, class was understood as the
‘principal axis of inequality’ over and above other dimensions including
gender, race and ethnicity. Until recently, this same basis of exclusion was
practised throughout liberal democracies despite a concession to individual
rights. The practice of a universal and national programme of citizenship was
instigated largely in the West during the postwar years, and was con-
solidated by national assimilation and the introduction of the welfare state
as an instrument for building equity among citizens. More recently this
model has given way to a new citizenship that draws upon categorical equity
and privileges differences in order to grant a set of rights. It is a shift that
signals the birth of what has been termed the ‘cultural politics of
citizenship’.23

Citizenship thus has come to be regarded more as a matter of cultural
distinctions or rights rather than similarities. It represents part of a trend
towards the globalisation of liberalism, paralleled by the rise of various
supranational citizenship options and protections that have had con-
sequences for popular meanings of citizenship.24 However, Kymlicka
promotes the significance of cultural membership within this liberal
tradition of rights – the accommodation of ethnocultural diversity – by
drawing a crucial distinction between national minorities including
indigenous peoples (distinct and potentially self-governing societies
incorporated into a larger state), and other minority ethnic, cultural and
social groups (immigrants who have left their national community to enter
another society).25 The importance of Kymlicka’s variety of multiculturalism
is that it provides for differing rights for different minority groups. As a
riposte to the assimilationist model of citizenship, it has become a well-
accepted solution to culturally differentiated claims which has the kudos of
the global liberal establishment firmly behind it.26

Whilst the South African constitution does not affirm a policy of
multiculturalism per se, it does preserve significant equality for various
cultural, linguistic and religious communities. This recognition is strengthened
by particular passages in the constitution that allow for nothing less than the
‘constitutionalisation of ethnic politics’.27 The stakes here are inordinately
high despite the increasing codification of these rights in international law,28

and considerable ‘concessions to Afrikaner chauvinism and conservative
African traditionalist forces’ have been held guilty of prolonging the
‘lifespan of politicised ethnicity’.29 Nonetheless, since the fall of the
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apartheid regime, the majority of Afrikaans speakers have hesitated to label
themselves in a minoritarian style, even whilst a vocal and largely self-
appointed cultural intelligentsia are keen to ‘work within certain [formal]
registers’,30 perceiving there to be a ‘merit in appealing to the constitution’31

in order to protect certain of these rights.
The advocacy of minority rights and a culturally differentiated citizenship

was intended to provide protection for vulnerable minorities vis-à-vis the
dominant majority. Yet, in the case of the former leading minority grouping
in South Africa, several sections including the Federasie Afrikaanse
Kultuurvereiniginge (FAK), the revamped Afrikanerbond and other cultural
organisations play the minority card.32 Former President De Klerk put the
minorities case at an Afrikanerbond conference to mark Human Rights day
in 2001,33 and continues to champion this ‘national accord’ via the FW de
Klerk Foundation.34 It is a point that has been similarly and consistently
argued by other scions of the former Afrikaner establishment. But it is
contended that this marginalisation rhetoric is all too frequently not
matched in reality. Instead, it has progressed unevenly among different
constituent parts amid the multiple and often contending cultural agendas
open to Afrikaans speakers today including the propagation of genuinely
liberal, postmodern, non-hegemonic and multiple forms of identity.

Defining majorities and minorities within electoral and legislative politics
as well as constitutional principles was a critical factor in the negotiations
process. Here a number of sections of the constitution and Bill of Rights are
particularly significant including articles 181(c), 185, 186 and 235. Each of
these stem from the constitution-making processes both prior to the 1994
election, and the later deliberations within the Constitutional Assembly that
included key clauses relating to education and a general freedom to one’s
culture and language.35 South Africa’s rights system is secured both within the
constitution and a comprehensive and extremely progressive Bill of Rights.
Thus, article 30 of chapter two expressly states that all persons have the right
to ‘use their language and participate in the cultural life of their choice’.
Expanding on this proposition, the following article declares:

(i) Persons belonging to a cultural, religious or linguistic community
may not be denied the right, with other members of that
community –
a. to enjoy their culture, practise their religion and use their

language; and,
b. to form, join and maintain cultural, religious and linguistic

associations and other organisations of civil society.
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(ii) The rights in subsection (i) may not be exercised in a manner
inconsistent with any provision of the Bill of Rights.

The constitution also provides an equal footing for 11 official languages and
the first official recognition for a number of indigenous languages. All the
same, agreement on this new conceptual framework required hefty con-
cessions, and shaped an uneven equilibrium between the imperatives of
minority and majority rights, diversity and equality.

Chief among the concessions won by the outgoing administration was the
inauguration of a Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the
Rights of Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Communities. It was a highly
politic development on the part of the Constitutional Committee who
agreed to the formation of the body during April 1996 in order to placate
highly vocal and fractious elements of the Afrikaner right wing, as well as
elements of the apartheid establishment. Effectively it represented a
corollary of the 34th constitutional principle that first ceded concessions to
the right wing in order to secure its participation in the 1994 elections. This
manoeuvring was revealed in the alterations to the Commission’s mandate
which, as expressed in the 1996 constitution, lost any prerogative to
promote either self-determination for cultural communities, or supply any
significant or instrumental meaning to the group rights project. Indeed, the
primary objectives of the Commission include the promotion of respect for
and between those communities on the basis of national unity and equality.
Further, those responsibilities only stretch as far as those ‘necessary to achieve
its primary objects, including the power to monitor, investigate, research,
educate, lobby, advise and report on issues concerning the rights of cultural,
religious and linguistic communities’.36

Despite these final adjustments the Commission is named as one of the
state institutions charged with strengthening constitutional democracy in
the new republic,37 and is not easily defined as a sop to minority interests.
In fact, the ambit of the Commission extends far beyond self-determination
for self-styled ethnic or linguistic communities. Instead, as part of the new
constitutional ethos, it has sought to revise the cultural debate to address all
groups seeking ‘cultural expression’, to create an officially-sanctioned
framework for the resolution of related disputes, and therein to guard the
integrity of the democratic transition. Indeed, the Commission was expected
to take the ‘major responsibility to manage diversity as part of the nation-
building process’.38 It proved an onerous task, complicated by the phrasing
of its powers as well as a general distrust of its mandate. However, the Act
was passed during July 2002 and 18 commissioners were appointed by the
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government after public nominations the following year.39 Most recently,
alongside other Chapter 9 institutions, the Commission was the subject of
the country’s self-assessment report which was handed to the African Peer
Review Mechanism secretariat during July 2006.

This same politic dexterity was apparent in the reinvention of Afrikaner
cultural or territorial self-determination, a creation both vindicated and
emasculated by the constitution. Prior to the 1994 elections, self-deter-
mination had proved a highly emotive issue advanced by direct negotiations
between the ANC and prominent figures from within the ranks of
Afrikanerdom in the body of an ‘unsigned agreement’ during December 1993.
This was followed by the ‘Accord on Afrikaner Self-Determination’ signed by
General Constand Viljoen, Mbeki (in his capacity as National Chairman of the
ANC), and Roelf Meyer on behalf of the then government and NP on 23 April
1994. It comprised the backdrop for an ambiguous recognition of cultural-
national autonomy and conceivably an independent Afrikaner volkstaat
initially agreed upon in the Interim Constitution of 1993, and later enshrined
in section 235 of the 1996 constitution.40 A number of mechanisms including
a volkstaat council were established to support the constitutional principle. Yet
the First Interim Report of the Volkstaat Council only highlighted the
polarities of the various organisations pursuing the volkstaat dream. Former
Council chairman Hendrik Robbertze identified a further impediment to
separate statehood as ‘the growing number of Afrikaners’ who are ‘willing to
accept a form of cultural autonomy which falls short of independent
statehood’.41 It was a trend that Viljoen anticipated in his later repackaging of
self-determination as akin to a cultural crusade.

Consensus on self-determination was steadily watered down both by the
right wing’s entry into constitutional negotiations and legitimate electoral
politics. Moreover, it faded because, as Viljoen himself surmised, after 1996
‘most Afrikaners didn’t experience the new South Africa that negatively’.42

Successive democratic elections have levelled the playing field further and
made any genuine ethnic politics a far harder proposition. At the national
level and in intellectual circles the emphasis has largely been on toeing the
narrow line on communities advocated in the constitution, even as a new set
of challenges has surfaced in the uneven consolidation of the liberal project,
rising inequality and Mbeki’s enthusiastic courting of the Afrikaans business
constituency. The volkstaat issue has been forced onto the backburner,
countenanced largely as a local issue as evinced by the municipal-level
bickering over Orania’s boundaries.

If the old model of self-determination has been abandoned in the political
mainstream, minority rights remain conspicuous within the constitution
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itself. Even the most avowed of minority parties the Freedom Front Plus is
careful to exploit these constitutional safeguards, as evidenced by the debate
over the name change of Potchefstroom to Tlokwe during 2006.43 Using this
same idiom the government has been more or less able to direct the debate
via the constitutional rights protocol. It has continued to deflect deliberation
into rigid channels tackling orthodoxies including language and schooling,
whilst at the same time preserving relations with select constituencies from
within the Afrikaner old guard.

This shrewd political footwork was perhaps most evident during the
special parliamentary debate regarding Afrikaners on 24 March 1999. The
debate marked the culmination of months of discussions between both
ordinary and elite Afrikaners and the then Deputy President Thabo Mbeki,
Mangosuthu Buthelezi, Essop Pahad and Matthews Phosa amongst others.
As it unfolded:

‘Mbeki’s initial strategy was to neutralise and win over the Afrikaner
establishment by acknowledging its power and sympathising with the
“predicament” created by its reliance on racial domination. In the new
South Africa, this strategy could only be continued by re-consolidating
that establishment. But this had the effect of fixing Afrikaner identity
in the patterns of the past, and marginalising once again the dissident
Afrikaners who had never defended apartheid power, nor shared the
predicaments of its apologists . . . [Instead] Mbeki now sought to
block this salvation, by making the defeat of apartheid acceptable to
the establishment which had grown up to defend it. In the process,
this re-consolidation of the Afrikaner establishment threatened to end
the challenge of those Afrikaners who had struggled to free Afrikaner
culture and the Afrikaans language from the matrix of apartheid.’44

Indeed, the proclamations contained in the government’s final report on
euphemistically titled ‘Afrikaner question’ essentially went no further than
the raft of protective measures established by the Constitution. It concluded
that: ‘[The government] therefore commits itself continuously to address
their concerns, as it must address the concerns of all communities.’45 In
retrospect, the report has come to represent the virtual exhaustion of the
minority rights regime in government circles.

With the political endgame reached, dialogue between elements of the
former Afrikaner establishment and government has continued. During the
ANC’s National General Council during mid-2005 it was evident that the
so-called ‘national question’ remains to some extent on the government
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agenda.46 Much of the early impetus came from within the ranks of the ANC
itself. Prior to and during the transition period both Mandela and Mbeki
relentlessly courted key figures from different Afrikaner constituent parts.47

The trend has continued with President Mbeki regularly meeting certain
Afrikaans constituencies for ‘quiet exchanges of views’.48 Elsewhere, a new
wave of cultural dissent somewhat less avowed of constitutional norms is
discernible. Unlike that of the old guard, this politics has little to do with
protecting a sullied ethnic hierarchy, and everything to do with the so-called
‘interests’ of Afrikaans speakers. It is this contest between a traditionally
drawn and bounded minority, and a new if somewhat looser association that
chooses not to emphasise structural means of redress, as well as the multiple
and often contradictory agendas represented therein, that will be elaborated
below.

The culture industry

Large tracts of the intellectual realm then are currently embroiled in a long-
running internecine dispute over not only institutional, but to a lesser extent
symbolic and material power. Perceptions of insecurity and marginalisation
are paramount because sovereignty is understood only in terms of power and
territory, and not currently in terms of other impulses such as artistic or
charitable deeds.49 As a result, this often regressive and insular dialogue has
been termed ‘an Afrikaner debate among Afrikaners’,50 akin perhaps to a new
cultural nationalism with its defence of minority language rights and
attempts to reconstruct tradition to better meet the demands of modernity.51

Even so this remains a period of widespread ferment as certain constituent
parts within the grouping struggle with cultural authenticity and
reinvention, and efforts to cultivate a place for the Afrikaner in the new
South Africa and an era of increasing globalisation. Whilst the shape of any
reconfigured linguistic or wider cultural hegemony remains very much in its
infancy, cultural spaces are perceived as being one of the few remaining areas
where Afrikanerdom is intact or can at least be recreated.52

A series of revised cultural projects are taking shape among a younger
generation of activists asserting a ‘post-nationalist’ or ‘new Afrikaner’
identity within the Gauteng-based journal Fragmente,53 on the web pages of
Litnet and within the weekly newspaper Die Vrye Afrikaan, as well as at the
margins amid a growing literary and musical revival represented within the
plethora of Afrikaans festivals which have emerged over the last decade.
These quite different currents are engendering an imperfect if ‘radical
critique of globalisation’ within a grouping associated by ‘accident of their
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language’.54 Some are content to dispense with special protections, believing
that:

‘Afrikaans literature, music and theatre are among the most vibrant
on the continent. The language and its users have been enriched by
their liberation from the shackles of apartheid and previous attempts
at standardisation and entrenchment. The more Afrikaans celebrates
its Africanness, it seems, the more it flourishes. And the more the
language is re-appropriated by groups marginalised in the past, the
more exciting it becomes.’55

But on the other side of the divide a prominent, increasingly vociferous if
motley group of academics, intellectuals, authors and journalists have drawn
their line in the sand about the subtext of minority rights. By and large, this
task has fallen to a range of rejuvenated and new cultural organisations
including the Stigting vir Afrikaans (Foundation for Afrikaans), Afrikaanse
Taal-en Kultuurvereninging (Afrikaans language and culture society), the Group
of 63 and,56 most recently, the Federasie van Afrikaanse Kultuurvereiniginge.
Language has become a more legitimate means of defending these rights so
that a formal defence of group rights and language as cultural survival
within the spirit of the constitution remains the overwhelming priority.
However, the ambivalence of these claims to cultural protection illustrates
an ongoing and complex:

‘shift from racialised claims of supremacy to ethnicised claims to
protection, in so doing deracialising whiteness and reinscribing
difference through the language of culture in the form of the volk.’57

It is a debate that signals an entirely new cultural odyssey driven by a self-
styled culture industry.

With linguistic concerns increasingly central to the feasibility of culture
as a new system of legitimation, Afrikaans has become very much a
language-centred culture, albeit commonly synonymous with race. But
whether or not a cultural movement/s can provide a programmatic axis for a
new group ethos is unclear. The status of the Afrikaans language and the
protection of cultural diversity remain contentious issues. There is no clear
indication as to how different divisions and antagonisms within any
community could be overcome within a new cultural dialogue. Whilst
language and identity may be close political bedfellows, the relationship
invokes a wide spectrum of attachments: language can act as an ethnic
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marker, but similarly a high level of linguistic sentiment does not always
translate to increased ethnic consciousness. Perhaps most problematically in
this regard, there is no singular or widely accepted definition of Afrikanerness
beyond that of language affiliation. The most common definition retains
strong links with race and a European heritage, even whilst a leading
member of the cultural intelligentsia maintains that an Afrikaner is
‘someone who wants to be an Afrikaner’.58

From the earliest decades of the nationalist phenomenon, the manufacture
of an Afrikaans literary culture was a crucial terrain upon which nationalist
ideologies were shaped and normalised.59 And with language once more a
prime focus of Afrikaner identity politics there has been an ‘increased
acceptance of the legitimacy of minority nationalism’.60 The contemporary
debate has many nuances, spanning the range of sympathies from those
advocating an active defence via the mother-tongue educational and
language protections afforded by the constitution and subsequent
legislation,61 to others wanting an emphasis on ‘self-sufficiency’ with the
concern being that ‘the moment you stress only rights, you make your
interests in accordance with those rights’ and undercut your autonomy,62 to
those satisfied with the role of Afrikaans as a literary language and a means
simply of everyday communication whose survival as a vernacular is assured
by its status as the mother-tongue of the growing Afrikaans speaking
coloured community.63 There is genuine disquiet among certain cultural
elites that a ‘strong distinction needs to be made between a culture of rights
and a democratic ethos’ in this environment, with a preference for the non-
reactionary creation of an ethos to create and protect ‘spaces in which the
Afrikaans language can be vibrant’.64 The nature of these spaces is less
certain. Yet the process of linguistic differentiation should be set within
historical and political economic context as an entirely political activity
contingent on both subjective factors and particular political circumstances,
varying widely among individuals and groups depending on ‘the degree to
which we define ourselves by it’.65 Whilst language can be of critical importance
to many ethnic and national groups and certain component parts therein, to
others it is far less significant.

This is nowhere more evident than in regard to expectations of the
government vis-à-vis its responsibilities for language preservation that has
broadly polarised opinion among Afrikaans speakers. Widespread disquiet
over language rights among the white Afrikaans speaking population has
not been so apparent among coloured Afrikaans speakers or other linguistic
populations. Regardless of perceptions of marginalisation, any support for a
mandate as to the official protection of language and cultural interests was
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endorsed only by a few, a trend crosscut by class and religious affiliations.66

Indeed, it has thus far been this most privileged of the minority language
groupings – interest groups among white Afrikaans speakers – who have
campaigned on the language issue, a response which has been described as a
progression ‘from apartheid to multiculturalism in its most conservative
form’.67 This strength of attachment to language and its perceived
importance for the community is most significant where its cultural
significance heralds its political prominence, reflecting the legitimation and
institutionalisation of a particular language by the state, usually to the
detriment of other languages.68 With the institutionalisation of formal
language equality by way of the constitution alongside the hegemony of
English in the public sphere, Afrikaans has been afforded legal protection
alongside a range of other indigenous languages. It is a markedly different
situation from the previous regime of linguistic purity and protection.

Nonetheless, few minority languages diminish where residual and
growing material resources are manifest. There is not necessarily a link
between the maintenance of a minority language and cultural and linguistic
stasis – cultural and linguistic continuity and change are always and
inevitably entangled.69 Given that adaptation and management are central,
the Afrikaans grouping has had something of a head start by way of a healthy
resource base and its African, constructed and readily adaptable linguistic
roots.70 However, the ongoing campaigning for the reaclimatisation of
Afrikaans has done little to advance the more disempowered of South Africa’s
language communities despite this being a commonly stated aim of
empowerment initiatives.71 Nor, despite a number of high-profile public
debates between coloured and white Afrikaans speakers on this very issue,
does die groot Afrikaanse debat (the great Afrikaans debate) appear particularly
representative of the wider Afrikaans grouping. Several prominent coloured
intellectuals including Hein Willemse, Neville Alexander and Jakes Gerwel
have expressed their scepticism about the mobilisation for an Afrikaans
language struggle.72 Indeed, the campaigners themselves are by and large
drawn from a self-appointed intellectual core and their focus is equally
restricted so that many of the nuances of the debate have been sidelined or
lost.

Given the importance of ideology to developing hegemonic and counter
hegemonic projects, the role of an Afrikaans intelligentsia in the articulation
of such projects, the building of a group awareness and the nature of
ideological leadership are key concerns. Yet the depth of antagonisms within
this intelligentsia and the wider grouping are considerable and readily
apparent within a series of long-running, arcane and often vicious contests.
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These range from the so-called Boetman debacle during 2000 whose
inauspicious beginnings were in the book ‘Afrikaners: Kroes, Kras, Kordaat’
by Willem De Klerk,73 an exploratory treatise concerned with the continued
existence of the Afrikaner and the dangers of identity withdrawal,74 which
was roundly condemned on the letters pages of Die Burger, Beeld and
Volksblad and within another book,75 to the furore which surrounded the
awarding of an honorary doctorate by the University of Stellenbosch to the
deceased communist anti-apartheid activist Bram Fischer during 2004. It is
striking that much of this cultural dialogue is now occurring within the
pages of the Afrikaans print media, with various publications including Die
Burger in particular playing a reactionary role ‘protecting Afrikaans for moral
reasons’ as a means of retaining their readership;76 issues of language and
culture have become a lucrative business. Even relatively obscure opinion
pieces on these issues excite considerable and undeserved attention.77

Significantly this dialogue remains far from any community-wide or national
conversation, taking place almost exclusively within narrow intellectual
circles.

One area which does serve both as a rallying point for the vocal Afrikaans
taalstryders (fighters for the Afrikaans language) and a microcosm of the often
vicious antagonisms within this intelligentsia is the taaldebat (language
debate) and associated ‘moral panic’78 which underscores conservative ideas
and interests. In recent years, the debate has taken on a new energy as the
tensions between the necessity of raising diversity through more access in the
higher education section and the survival of Afrikaans as an academic
language with higher functions has overwhelmingly come to centre upon the
University of Stellenbosch as ‘the last, best hope’.79 Whilst the Higher
Education Act of 1997 was intended to promote diversity as well as address
past inequities, the National Plan for Higher Education in South Africa
released in March 2001 stated that Afrikaans continued to ‘act as a barrier
to access’ at some universities.80 At that time, the need for the existence of
at least two predominantly historically Afrikaans universities – Stellenbosch
and Potchefstroom – was recognised within the Plan. Nonetheless, the
government and the then Minister of Education Kader Asmal were
concerned that language should not act as an obstacle to transformation
initiatives.

Under a clear obligation to provide dual medium instruction, the
University of Stellenbosch became a focal point of the growing debate in part
because of the unique population and language demographics of the Western
Cape province, but also because of the arrival of a new rector Chris Brink
during 2002, who chose to strongly advance the cause of diversity. For
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Brink, diversity within the university included not simply a focus on
Afrikaans as the ‘natural language’, but likewise diversity of race, gender and
ideas. Indeed, his attempts to reform initiation ceremonies in the residences
were to pitch the new rector against the full weight of the influential alumni
networks. A new language policy and plan were finalised by a special task
group before December 2002 for implementation during early 2003.81 Keen
to stress a commitment to ‘being language friendly, with Afrikaans as a point
of departure’, the report exhorted that the university should meet this
challenge ‘creatively’ and ‘in keeping with the Constitutional prescription
that practical and positive measures must be used to raise the status of
indigenous languages and to advance the use of these languages’. Afrikaans
was to remain ‘the language medium as well as the primary language of
instruction’, but the university’s language policy and language plan now
explicitly aimed to comply with the National Plan for Higher Education,
particularly in the manner in which it serves transformation.82 Brink’s efforts
to move beyond what he termed a ‘volkstaat of the mind’83 in order to
overcome the essentialism of group rights saw the debate change character
quite considerably, with the latest fracas centring upon the A- and T-options
in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences.84 Perhaps as a parting gesture, the
departing rector requested that a number of his leading opponents conceive
of an alternative language policy. Were a revised language policy to be
agreed, the current date for implementation would be 2008. That said, it is
Russell Botman, the incoming rector appointed during December 2006,
who will decide the fate of Stellenbosch as an Afrikaans university at this
critical juncture.

Perversely, it is the influence of certain constituencies among the cultural
intelligentsia who have exerted considerable influence upon the taaldebat,
with most university academics generally supportive of the proposed
changes. Deep-seated fears about the future of the language and a ‘hidden
[government] agenda’ against Afrikaners led Freedom Front leader Pieter
Mulder to declare ‘a new energy in Afrikaner circles’ at the height of the
diversity debate at Stellenbosch during 2002.85 Among the various self-
appointed guardians of the Afrikaans language and culture, a continuous
stream of initiatives has been launched. In this vein, Die Afrikaanse
Oorlegplatform – a group representing 15 cultural organisations – sent a
document entitled ‘A strategy for an equitable and efficient language and
culture framework for South Africa’ to the then Education Minister Kader
Asmal during March 2001. Leading light Hermann Giliomee sent a similar
plea for the universities at Stellenbosch and Potchefstroom.86 And one of the
most outspoken of their number, Dan Roodt, acknowledged for his very
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public deliberations as to the ‘complete destruction of Afrikaans culture and
the Afrikaner identity’ and similar commentary,87 chose to vilify Asmal to
make his point:

‘To the dismay of Afrikanerdom, an intellectual from Natal, himself a
member of an ethnic minority, but thoroughly anglicised and
inculcated with the universalist spirit of Milnerism, Education
Minister Kader Asmal has been given power of life and death over
Afrikaans culture. No one is more hated today by Afrikaners than
Asmal, who has patiently set about undermining the ultimate
repository of Afrikaner identity: their education system. In the past
weeks, Stellenbosch University has been at the centre of an acrimonious
clash over language policy, but so has every other Afrikaans university.
Once at the centre of South African identity, Afrikaners now find
themselves on the scrapheap, and prone to the same old identity crisis
that used to haunt them throughout the 19th century under British rule,
and which was only resolved by the suffering of the Anglo-Boer war.’88

Much of the public debate tends to be dominated by this self-styled cabal.
What is not so clear is whether these strong sentiments are shared by even a
minority of Afrikaans speakers outside taalstryder circles.

Defending Afrikaans today among the cultural intelligentsia then is
based very much on maintaining the status quo, on working within the
constitution and concomitant global attention to minority rights to
regularise the status of Afrikaans. Yet the authority of the taalstryders to voice
the concerns of Afrikaans speakers and their implicit interpretations of
Afrikanerness are rarely addressed. Consideration of diversity has stretched
barely as far as the coloured community, and often only superficially so that
much of their reasoning is unreflective of the many and contradictory
identifications among contemporary Afrikaans speakers. Thus their concern
at incremental anglicisation and monolingualism has come to be framed so
that the best chance of ‘bridging the gap between white and coloured
Afrikaans speakers is at Stellenbosch’.89 The taaldebat then becomes about
reconciliation, restitution and a ‘responsibility to coloured people who have
acute developmental needs’.90 In this regard, one of the foremost intellectuals
driving the debate favours siphoning funds away from the university’s
research institutes and efforts to build a world-class institution towards
providing for previously disadvantaged coloured students as if both aims are
simultaneously unachievable. Given historical events, this newly discovered
sense of responsibility is an interesting development.
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If certain constituent parts have hijacked the taaldebat it has equally
proved an easy target. Whilst several intellectuals are keen to stress the
historical intellectual tradition of dissent from within Afrikaner nationalism,
‘democratic impulses’ and the ‘republic tradition’ the fewer voices of dissent
have been progressively crowded out. The noted author and academic
Marlene van Niekerk made a courageous stand to exclude activist Dan Roodt
from the Stellenbosch Woordfees during 2005 for which she received little
peer support. Her vision of ‘undogmatic and purely academic endeavours to
construct an avenue for developing and keeping and holding open the ability
of Afrikaans to formulate ideas and critical theoretical work . . . clean of any
nationalist or ethnic legacy’ is resolutely outside mainstream dialogue.91 This
and other dissent within the intelligentsia is vulnerable to the reach of
Afrikaans elite pressure groups, cultural organisations and in particular the
Afrikaans print media. Almost daily, the two principal Afrikaans newspapers
of the Western Cape devote much of their letters pages to the role of
Afrikaans in public life.92 Many intellectuals have availed themselves of these
‘narratives of marginalisation’ so that in the case of Naspers, the company
has been able to cleverly ‘straddle the different strata and transformation
itself . . . whilst retaining the identity past’.93 It comes back to a narrow,
zero-sum understanding of sovereignty fuelling a stifled intellectual debate
that currently has ‘no other recourse to any other notions which could build
a feeling of sovereignty’.94

In other quarters, and most especially among the younger generation, the
elaboration of a new collective sentiment is slowly assuming shape. One of
the catalysts behind this regeneration is the globalisation regime. Whilst
this qualitatively different defence of Afrikaans represents a dramatic
political deviation it is:

‘located firmly in the context of the new South Africa, and takes non-
racial democracy as its explicit starting point. It is explicitly
concerned with the interests of Afrikaans-speakers without regard to
their ethnic background. Second, unlike the initial proposals of the
NP in the constitutional negotiations, it is not concerned with formal
means for securing political power for ethnic and other minorities . . .
Third, the version of Afrikaner culture defended by this politics is
itself far less conformist than that defended in the apartheid era. It
assumes cultural diversity among Afrikaners, and is easily compatible
with elements of Afrikaner life . . . which Afrikaner cultural
authorities previously sought to suppress or exclude. [Finally], it
depends on a new political style – drawn largely from the youth
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culture and new social movements of the West – which opposes
hierarchy and dogma, and encourages delivery of opinion and
spontaneity of expression . . . Its philosophical ideas and idiom are
drawn from the postmodernism of Derrida rather than the neo-
Calvinism of Dooyeweerd.’95

That said, this ‘new collective intellectual project’ adheres to a vernacular
that is barely transgressive of the normative ideology of globalisation,96 so
that their logic has come almost fully about to ‘defend the self-conception
provided by liberal constitutionalism and the capitalist market’.97 The most
salient examples of this intellectual revival are the philosophical journal
Fragmente founded in 1998 and more recently launched newspaper Die Vrye
Afrikaan. Both publications engage critically if selectively with the neo-
liberal project, its logic of ‘cultural homogenisation’, and thereafter a limited
measure of social justice. Indeed, the editor of Die Vrye Afrikaan is keen to
underline the fact that there is ‘a small minority of thinking Afrikaners who
do realise that globalisation is a much bigger challenge to their community
than state-centralism’.98

The nature of this challenge is viewed in terms of the isolation of the
individual by the modern project which ‘redefines him as a consumer’ so that
the ‘concept of community itself is under pressure’.99 This tendency to
individualisation is problematic to certain cultural elites for the reason that
there are increasing numbers of Afrikaners ‘who are withdrawing from
public life to a private existence’ which is most marked in terms of high
consumption and emigration.100 Increasingly, the debate is painted in terms
of a community disintegrating in the face of globalising neo-liberal forces.
This then might explain the situation whereby during regular debates with
other South African intellectuals, representatives of the Federasie van
Afrikaanse Kultuurvereiniginge have met with Jeremy Cronin of the SACP and
Moeletsi Mbeki has invited Rossouw to co-author an article on poverty.
Rossouw himself perceives there to be clear common ground due to the
impossibility of separating ‘the class struggle from the struggle for identity’.101

There is certainly merit in opening new channels of debate and even
tentatively addressing these structural inequalities. Paradoxically, just as this
global regime remains the source of great disquiet within the ranks of the
tripartite alliance, critical Afrikaans constituent parts demonstrate similar
disquiet about the pressures wrought by contemporary globalisation. Goosen
contends that the ‘real engagement with Mbeki and the government is only
happening within this small circle of people’, whereas the closeness between
Afrikaans capital and the ANC only ‘maintains the status quo’.102 However,
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the parameters of these promising dialogues have been hobbled by a steadfast
refusal to critique the role of the neo-liberal variant of globalisation vis-à-
vis the legacy of apartheid, as well as the continued enrichment of Afrikaans
capital and embourgeoisement of an increasingly globalised Afrikaans
middle class. In the other corner the position promoted most vigorously by
Dan Roodt veers closer and closer towards ‘old-style defensive apartheid’.103

Both the narrower, group rights focus and the more progressive frame share
a more or less uncritical understanding of the uncertain consolidation of the
liberal project in a country riven by profound political, economic and social
divisions. As the economist Sampie Terreblanche suggests ‘there are much
larger issues [than Afrikaners]’104 at stake in a post-apartheid South Africa.

Some of the most internecine splits within the grouping rest closer to
home. Grappling with issues of guilt, reconciliation and justice for the
crimes of the apartheid era, tantamount to a re-evaluation of Afrikaner
history,105 has been a central plank of nation-building initiatives that has
impacted on all whites often endorsing a deep-seated sense of alienation and
even betrayal. Rossouw claims that there is a sense that what ‘really bedevils
political progress is [that] the stereotypes of the past are being maintained,
and there is an interest in maintaining them’.106 Yet in the new South Africa,
the defence of Afrikaans ‘more often rests on denying the possibility of
collective responsibility for the past, or on the view that “what is past is done
with.”’107 At the heart of this open sore lies the axiom, promoted by the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), that reconciliation must come
before any real measure of justice in order to inaugurate a united nation,
‘buttress political stability and help engineer a “psycho-social catharsis”’.108

The process has taken on a deeply divisive cast so that:

‘Although white South Africans may be committed to nonracialism
and transformation, their commitment is one based on the abolition
of apartheid practices. To white South Africans the concept of
reparation and reconciliation does not imply accepting some form of
collective guilt and shouldering the financial burdens of compen-
sation. Yet it implies precisely that for many Africanists in the ANC.’109

Numbed by the machinations of the amnesty process, and ambivalent
toward more widespread prosecutions against those who originally refused
amnesty or did not apply, the wider white community has kept largely quiet
in this debate.

Substantive racial divisions continue to mar opinions toward the TRC
and the business of reconciliation.110 Within the Afrikaans grouping in
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particular, this revival of the politics of memory has been traumatic indeed.
Yet here too, a focus on the Afrikaner nation defined by a widespread feeling
that it represents the ‘scapegoat of apartheid’111 ignores many contending
perspectives ranging from moral ambivalence, recalcitrance, to more
laudable sentiments. A number have signed the ‘Home for All’ initiative,
acknowledging the profound damage done by apartheid, the ‘white
community’s responsibility’, and committing themselves to ‘redressing these
wrongs’.112 Among this few number several Afrikaans speakers – Antjie
Krog, Carl Niehaus, Wilhelm Verwoerd – who talk of a large number of
South Africans still ‘battling to find space in the new South Africa’; a
problem put down to denial and the failure to deal properly with ‘the
historical facts of our past’.113 Krog’s commitment to reconciliation is
generally perceived as ‘owning up on their behalf’.114 But these ‘apologists’
or ‘self-denialists’ have largely failed to connect with wider community
sentiments although they have gained some very public praise from
Mbeki.115 More recent acts of atonement have thus far proved similarly
limited in impact even whilst provoking considerable public debate.116 One
former scion of the nationalist establishment is outspoken in his opinion that
‘there is a real need to re-educate the Afrikaners so that those who are
currently uncomfortable can adapt to the changes in South Africa’.117 It is
not a judgement that currently carries much weight outside certain limited
circles.

Whilst it may be possible to speak of a nascent group ethos in some small
quarters of the grouping, it is an ethos that currently lacks any central
programmatic or legitimatory axis. Despite some patently retrogressive
motives, the main thrust of intellectual disenchantment has found its
strongest voice in a movement of the ‘other or new’ Afrikaner; post-
nationalist Afrikaners with a strong if largely uncritical and ahistorical sense
of community. Presciently, it is exactly this divide between proponents of a
post-apartheid minority rights dispensation and a growing number keen to
dispel the impression of a ‘white minority kraal’ or ‘boere laager’, that
continues to ensure the greatest tensions. The early days of the transition
which revealed genuine flux and debate about the meaning of Afrikanerness
vis-à-vis race and historical privilege, perhaps the greatest tests of any new
ethos, are now apparently long past and the label has hardened. Only a few
of these initiatives continue and there is apparently little space in which a
more inclusive refashioning of Afrikanerness can resume. Indeed, in these
times of racialised inequality the failure thus far of the cultural intelligentsia
to build a common project not only with the range of Afrikaans con-
stituencies but also the majority of other South Africans is a failure indeed.
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The rise of a globalised capital consensus

The development of the Afrikaner identity project demonstrates that there
is a distinct, historical union between the structure of capitalism and the
Afrikaner community. Previously various capital factions comprised a crucial
group within pax Afrikaner.118 Today the position of these same elites must
be reanalysed in light of both the dominance of a globalised neo-liberal
hegemonic consensus, and the engagement of elements of an increasingly
globalised middle class with a new globalised division of labour and power
(GDLP). This contemporary restructuring of global capitalism, production
and social relations means a core workforce of highly skilled people able to
take advantage of opportunities afforded by the global economy rest at the
top of this new hierarchy.119 Moreover, the hegemony of neo-liberalism in
terms of policy in contemporary South Africa ensures that certain national,
as well as global, capital elites are able to maintain considerable influence
over state policy.120

It is contended that in contemporary South Africa the inequalities of this
new globalism have exacerbated those of the apartheid era,121 so that many
Afrikaans speakers are among the best positioned to take advantage of the
new GDLP. Despite policies aimed at transformation, contemporary South
African society remains in large part distinguished by these ‘inequalities of
apartheid’ which significantly include those relating to the distribution of
economic power, of property and land, economic, entrepreneurial and
educational opportunities and experience, and the share of income and per
capital income of the different population groups.122 The foundations of this
position were laid during the apartheid era when a new post-industrial
middle class with high levels of education and a strong skills base was born
within a unique racial-capitalist context. Even whilst the education system
has changed quite markedly, it remains ‘a story of the reconfiguration of
dominance in relation to race, class, gender and language dominance’.123

School performance is highly variable with disparities closely mirroring
economic position and race,124 most especially in the key arenas of science
and mathematics. Indeed, the impact of this apartheid legacy is such that
there remains a strong correlation between being postmodern and being part
of the country’s highly skilled, most white or Indian (professional, managerial,
information and financial) post-Fordist sector.125

With the loss of political control, it has become evident that many
Afrikaans speakers are now ‘concentrating their efforts on business’ most
especially within sectors of the new economy including information
technology and electronics.126 Elsewhere the presence of Afrikaners on the
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JSE is most evident in the IT sector: 42 per cent of listed companies were
headed by Afrikaans speakers in 1999.127 Indeed, with the launch of the
Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa (AsgiSA) during
July 2005, and with government reviews of black economic empowerment
(BEE) and protective labour legislation in an attempt to implement this
accelerated growth plan, the position of these skilled workers at home and
abroad has been strengthened. Coupled with the persistence of racial
differences in human capital attributes and the possible continuation of
discriminatory practices within employment, it means that the racial wage
hierarchy will remain and may yet worsen,128 especially as skills shortages
inevitably result in pay pressures. Certain capital constituent parts including
‘Afrikaner captains of industry’ and a younger generation of entrepreneurs
have been able to optimise their position within the new capital consensus,129

replacing a division of capital most closely associated with the ethnic pact
with a different stratum that owes comparatively little or no allegiance to
any nationalist economic coalition. Although individualistic materialism
and consumerism are raised time and time again as genuine concerns by a
range of Afrikaans commentators,130 there has been little backlash against
social concerns including widening intragroup inequality which is coming
to define the post-apartheid consensus. Currently only a few organisations
such as the trade union Solidarity are attempting to address the needs of
working class Afrikaans speakers.

Paradoxically then, neo-liberal globalisation and the post-apartheid
capital consensus have afforded the white middle class opportunities to
participate in the globalised economy which were not conceivable during the
apartheid era. The most visible indication of the strength of these oppor-
tunities is the number of largely white South Africans working overseas
within the United Kingdom on a working holiday visa,131 as well as the
white professionals, managers and graduates who have emigrated on a
permanent or indeterminate basis.132 Whilst there has certainly been a
dramatic increase in white poverty and unemployment levels since 1994,133

so too has there been an enrichment of the white middle and upper classes.134

Among both these beneficiaries and the more marginalised of the past 12
years there are strong perceptions of disillusionment and dissatisfaction vis-
à-vis legislative initiatives such as affirmative action which has contributed
to the changing racial composition of the workforce, particularly at its
highest reaches and within the previously white-dominated public sector.
Nonetheless neither affirmative action nor BEE has significantly altered the
overall patterns of income distribution,135 which depend more on the broad
growth path of the economy, shifts in the labour movement and patterns of
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social expenditure.136 It is these and continuities from the ancien régime
including the structural inequalities of education and privileged access to the
labour market which continue to afford these opportunities to the white
racial group.

What is not so obvious, given the elevation in capital circles of a
hegemonical commonsense understanding of the role South Africa is to play
in the new global order, is how cohesive Afrikaans capital has been in
positioning itself to take advantage of these material openings. This
consensus has certainly afforded capital elites a voice and genuine leverage
in economic policies and practices. There is widespread recognition within
elite circles, including many from within the business community of which
an ‘increasingly internationalised Afrikaner elite’ is indelibly a part, that the
ANC’s agenda of social transformation has been curtailed by the financial
markets.137 White capital has not proved to be as vulnerable as was initially
suggested, and many of these elites have understood the need to make
‘fundamental adaptations’ in order to continue to operate successfully under
majority rule.138 However, tentative moves towards an industrial policy
driven by an interventionist, developmental state would provide a new set
of challenges for capital, which has shown itself to be increasingly com-
fortable with investing overseas, in Britain, the rest of Europe, the United
States and also in Africa.139

Thus far the terms of this engagement have been conducted largely
within the parameters of the neo-liberal economic consensus. Mbeki was
quick to commit his government to substantial and ongoing dialogue with
the business sector of the Afrikaner community which has been touted as
nothing less than the ‘reconsolidation of the Afrikaner establishment’.140

There is little evidence of any attempts by Afrikaner capital to reintroduce
any remotely dirigiste direction or innovative, counter-hegemonic strategies
that might in any way tamper with or transcend this consensus. In fact, the
evidence points quite to the contrary. The Executive Director of the
Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut (AHI), Jacob de Villiers, the only chamber of
commerce in South Africa directly associated with Afrikaner capital, has
emphasised that despite areas of difference, in general he believes that:

The support of the Afrikaner capital elites for the government’s
macro-economic policies is widespread and runs deep. There is a
genuine appreciation and enthusiasm for the economic cluster’s
approach to adhere to strengthening the market drivenness of South
Africa. Yet, when government spokespersons do not understand the
impact of short sightedness, regarding for example redistribution, the
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impact of costs/levies on profitability or the brittleness of confidence
in the economy, it blunts open support and creates cynicism. Any
interventionist action of government, which harms the free market, is
suspect and creates doubts. However, we are here for the duration, so
we can agree to disagree on some issues. The joint intention is to
promote growth and development and our acceptance of each other’s
integrity, bring us together again and again.141

De Villiers contends that the AHI’s approach to the government is one of
‘constructive engagement’ which is very much ‘valued’ by his counterparts
in government. Indeed, in keeping with the hegemonical commonsense
understanding of the relations between government and capital, the AHI has
devoted its energies towards the goal of allowing ‘the economy the scope to
build its competitive ability and to maintain the confidence of investors’, at
the same time as securing the best environment for members to participate
constructively in the economy.

A historically high degree of concentration of both ownership and
activities has favoured big business in particular since the transition. In its
aftermath, the major policy-related influences on corporate restructuring
comprised the liberalisation of tariffs and exchange controls, privatisation
and black economic empowerment.142 According to the economist Sampie
Terreblanche, capital has survived a variety of storms since the advent of
ANC government ‘by adapting like a chameleon’.143 Indeed, these restruc-
turing patterns have not unseated corporate performance or effected dramatic
changes but rather consolidated certain trends. For example, the most
successful Afrikaans group Rembrandt has flourished by maintaining
interests in different sectors of the national economy, consolidating inter-
national interests and ‘engaging earlier and in a more integrated way with
major BEE players’.144 It is similar story at the biggest Afrikaans media
empire Naspers, formerly Nasionale Pers, where developments have
similarly been driven largely upon their own terms. Restructuring was far
more muted among the Afrikaans media and the shareholding base remains
smaller so that Naspers was able to consolidate by diversifying its varied
media interests both locally and increasingly globally.145 The main responses
of this media can be grouped into three processes – mobilisation, privat-
isation and ideological repositioning – whereby the sector:

‘played a paradoxical role in this refashioning of identity and cultural
citizenship. While on the one hand drawing on international
discourses of group rights in multicultural societies and an insistence
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on acknowledgement of minority cultural rights on the level of the
state, Afrikaans media also embarked on an increased commercial-
isation where culture was privatised and commodified, within reach
of those that are able to pay for it.’146

These adroit balancing acts between a strong material position and
distinctive cultural legacy typifies the means by which certain Afrikaans
capital elites have capitalised on the liberalisation of the domestic economy
to reposition themselves in the new dispensation.

With a strong reliance on capital investment to drive economic growth,
the terms of this tacit bargain show no signs of abating despite the
government’s publicly expressed belief that there has been no ‘quid pro quo’
from business in the form of increased investment and job creation.147

Whilst capital has been quick to counter any government proposals that
might restrict profit margins or political influence, it has been careful to
hedge its bets. Indeed, legislative initiatives serve as a useful example of the
continuing efforts of Afrikaans speaking and white capital elites to cement
their historically advantageous position. Ironically, it was the Afrikaans
insurance conglomerate SANLAM and Anglo-American who first
cooperated to create formal opportunities for black business.148 Black
economic empowerment remains the principal policy for the sustained
transformation of the domestic economy, vesting the African capitalist class
with a key role in the ‘uneven deracialisation of inequality’.149 Levels of
compliance have been influenced by the shift from a largely voluntary
process between big business and black entrepreneurs to a more ‘inter-
ventionist posture’ following the Black Economic Empowerment Commission
(BEEC) Report of April 2001.150 At present, however, it would seem that
capital elites are discussing more ‘the details of implementation’ as opposed
to ‘expressing total opposition’ to the strategy itself.151

Historically the record has been mixed. Early empowerment initiatives
focused on co-opting black investors, effectively as investment trusts, using
special purpose vehicles, a strategy which ran foul of a troubled domestic and
global economic climate.152  Until early 2001 then, the government took a
more restrained role, apparently content with the enrichment of a small
number of individuals and demonstrating very real ambiguity at disturbing
the terms of the hegemonic consensus. In the aftermath of the BEEC Report,
however, a more assertive version of empowerment has begun to take shape.
Building on the report’s recommendations, a new strategy founded upon a
broad-based approach to the empowerment project taking in a growth
accord between business, government and labour, as well as targets for the
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public and private sectors under the auspices of the Broad-Based Black
Empowerment Act (53 of 2003). The onus has been placed squarely on all
sectors of the economy in this regard, including the key mining and financial
services sectors. Whilst different empowerment codes are still being drafted,
a number of transnationals and larger corporates, including Old Mutual,
Absa and most recently De Beers, have announced empowerment deals.

To date, it has been suggested that progress has been ‘uneven and difficult
to quantify’.153 Empowerment initiatives have done little to change the
market capitalisation share of black-controlled companies on the JSE which
totalled only 3 per cent as of December 2003,154 whilst 98 per cent of
executive director positions of JSE-listed companies in 2002 remained in
white hands.155 At the same time, a very public spat between Mbeki and
Archbishop Desmond Tutu over criticisms that empowerment appeared to
benefit only a small ‘recycled’ elite surfaced during late 2004. For the most
part, however, reaction from business itself has been muted. Reddy and
Ritchken have suggested that:

‘While business and government are in agreement that a process of
integrated historically disadvantaged people in the mainstream
economy is essential for the sustainability of both our democratic
system and a market economy, there is much debate as to how to
achieve this goal. Central to this debate is the issue of ownership – in
particular, the question of how to facilitate a sustainable transfer or
redistribution of the ownership of the economy without destroying
the basic incentive that drives a market economy – the ability to make
profits for shareholders and accumulate personal wealth.’156

Prior to the legislative changes, reaction was limited to those of economic
expediency, poaching and the widespread practice of fronting in particular –
the ‘price of doing business’ according to one prominent businessman157 –
as well as sustained pressure against the redistributive ethos of legislation
including the controversial Mineral Development Bill. This was despite the
fact that the majority were agreed that black ownership should be
encouraged and state licensing had become inevitable.158

Just how far the terms of this consensus vis-à-vis the government’s
economic transformation policy will alter is unclear, more so because of new
speculation about a revised industrial policy driven by an interventionist,
developmental state. More visible and global corporations have taken the
initiative in empowerment deals,159 at the same time as mining companies
are expanding overseas operations with the likelihood of disinvestment in
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South Africa over the longer term.160 In fact, disinvestments occurred largely
in the mining sector and grew to more than R34bn during 2006.161

Nonetheless, it has been contended that ‘white capital is beginning to wake
up to black empowerment as a political and economic imperative’.162 Mbeki
recently praised the empowerment initiatives pursued by Old Mutual and
Anglo American, although ANC spokesman Smuts Ngonyama maintained
that there are concerns about the ‘division between the political and business
leadership’ which is undermining the ‘capability of the developmental state’
in South Africa.163 At the same time, according to Reg Rumney of
BusinessMap, the revolving door between government and business in
empowerment deals is ‘unpreventable’.164 By publicly supporting these
policies, white capital has enhanced its position and continues to exert
considerable leverage within government circles and the boundaries of a
globalised neo-liberal consensus. It remains to be seen what shape corporate
innovations and a growing strategic awareness will take, but all the
indications are that the influx of global as well as domestic capital will
continue to adapt to a transformed playing field.

It is too early to identify fully the extent of the transformation that is
occurring among Afrikaans speakers as a result of this consensus. What is
clear is that a metamorphosis of sorts is underway. The reconfiguration of
power associated with contemporary globalisation has driven particular
political, social, cultural, ecological and gender outcomes.165 This brief focus
on the emergence of an increasingly globalised middle class, as well as the
participation of capital elites in the prevailing hegemonic consensus, has
demonstrated that ethnic and other affiliations which previously assumed
great significance are being eroded as other, different affiliations such as class
are growing in importance. Whether this is a continuation of the conflict
within Afrikanerdom as a whole on the merits of economic growth begun in
the 1970s remains to be seen. Playing the government at their own
economic game has proved a considerable achievement for certain sections
of white and Afrikaans capital in South Africa. However, it is highly
questionable whether the latter represents any longer the old-style ethnic
business grouping per se. What this means for the salience of ethnic feeling
within the wider grouping must, for the present, be a moot point.
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5

THE ‘LOGIC OF THE LOCAL’
IN CONTEMPORARY AFRIKANER

IDENTITY POLITICS

The local level has proved one of the most enduring components of Afrikaner
identity politics. At this level of analysis, Afrikaans speakers in contem-
porary South Africa exhibit the greatest variety of identification or absence
thereof, to the extent that it is necessary to examine not only how local actors
respond to global and hegemonic forces, but also how these responses differ
depending on local circumstances. Introducing a subjective element of group
identification makes it possible to address the increasing plurality of
constructions of Afrikanerness. For whilst a pervasive sense of ‘being Afrikaans’
exists, habitually expressed in terms of language and less commonly descent,
the meanings and significance attached to this self-understanding are so
varied, at the local level in particular, that it is problematic to speak of an
Afrikaner nation or ethnic group in any formal sense. This careful balance
between the subjective and objective elements of identification does not
imply a distinct, bounded group or exclusive identity. Instead it accepts that
there are major discrepancies among Afrikaans speakers in South Africa
today which are part of a historical legacy and structural change that
continue to be very much a contemporary reality.1 Within this study, the
local logics of geographic location, generation and provincial politics assume
significance when explaining these broad variations.

By looking to substantive developments at the local level, the increasing
salience of both historical and contemporary subnational forces within
popular cultural developments and the process of identity adjustment will
be explored. It is argued that the richness and variation in identification are
influenced by a complex number of factors that include not only ethnic
descent and culture, but also multilevel structural change. The question to
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be answered is the extent to which, if at all, the process of identity
adjustment has renewed these identifications on the local level on the basis
of consensus in the common pursuit of material, cultural and political
interests? This chapter begins by briefly analysing the tenacious provin-
cialism that has dictated the historical and continued importance of the local
tradition in Afrikaner nationalist politics. Diversity will be tackled firstly on
a cultural level by tracing new directions and dialogue at the literary and
artistic edges of the culture industry. Here the emergence of a burgeoning if
as yet fragile Afrikaans pop culture among the younger generation takes
precedence. To end, the outline of politics at the provincial level and the
possible resurrection of a nationalist agenda is investigated to determine
whether institutional shifts have endorsed a new, cohesive group politics, or
rather represent the best means of maintaining material security. By using
the local prism, each theme is meant to raise awareness of the huge diversity
in identification among Afrikaans speakers and its implications for the
future of any grouping and communal ethos.

The local tradition in Afrikaner nationalist politics

Although the years between 1910 and 1948 laid the foundations of a new
Afrikaner nationalism and national consciousness, substantive work was
required before the highly polished political ideology that surfaced during
the Verwoerd era was properly finished. Regionalism or a persistent provin-
cialism has proved an important factor in the continued evolution of
Afrikaner nationalist politics. From the start, communities in each of the
three principal regional Afrikaner groupings – the Cape, Transvaal and
Orange Free State (OFS) – matured at very different speeds as economic
development, migration, unification and quasi-proletarianisation all took
their toll.2 Uneven economic and industrial development, as well as the
unequal returns drawn from NP rule by different Afrikaner constituencies,
served only to intensify regional (and class) differentiation among Afrikaans
speakers.3 During the middle years of high apartheid, fierce internal conflicts
raged about the true definition of Afrikanerdom, its constituent forces and
agenda; much of this conflict took the shape of regional discord.

Over the course of the last century provincial tensions ebbed and flowed.
Within the NP conflicts flourished within a sectarian political atmosphere
where provincialism prevailed. Comprised of four, relatively autonomous
party structures, the federal party was riven by an innate inclination towards
provincial competition, scheming and intransigence. The persistence of this
regionalism made a strong federal structure a troublesome proposition.
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Moreover, these tensions – most prominent within the body of the Cape and
Transvaal parties, initially verligte and verkrampte respectively – worsened
dependent upon the provincial pedigree of the national leader. Verwoerd was
a case in point. Rising to power without preset provincial allegiances, he was
forced to build bridges to bring the unruly provinces into line.4 It was a
tendency that remained throughout successive NP governments, comprising
a troubled inheritance for an increasingly besieged nationalist coalition.

Indeed, the electoral triumph of 1948 revealed the very different social
bases of the provincial wings of the NP. The winning class alliance, albeit
with distinct ethnic appeal, was constructed about the Cape, Transvaal and
OFS farmers, certain categories of white labour, the Afrikaner petty bourgeoisie
and the rising financial and commercial capitalists of the reddingsdaad
movement,5 all cemented by a nationalist ideology and more pragmatic
material concerns. Yet, the election was won for the most part in the
Transvaal where the NP broke out of its petty bourgeoisie straitjacket to win
the support of two constituencies – Transvaal maize farmers and Afrikaner
workers on the Witswatersrand – who had previously voted for Smuts’
coalition.6 Prior to the victory, vicious internal contests had dictated the
shape of Transvaal nationalism as the NP, Ossewa Brandwag and a number of
smaller nationalist organisations fought for ideological supremacy. Later an
immensely influential Broederbond, although proclaiming neutrality
throughout these early broedertwis, came to exert supremacy over the
Transvaal nationalist apparatus by stressing a ‘rigid “Christian-national”
vision of the Afrikaner volk, stressing its “anti-imperialism” and the interests
of the Afrikaner “small man” against what were seen as the “imperialist-
orientated” monopolies which dominated the economy’.7

It was a very different story in the Cape where the NP machinery was
patently uneasy with the ‘anti-capitalist rhetoric’ of the north; the Broederbond
never carried the same clout in Cape circles. Indeed, the social base and
content of Cape nationalism:

‘had long rested on an economic and political alliance between the
wealthier capitalist farmers, particularly of the Western Cape, on the
one hand, and a small group of financial capitalists in the SANLAM
(and later, Rembrandt) companies on the other. The moving spirits in
Sanlam had in fact themselves formed the Cape NP in 1915. They
dominated the party machinery and controlled its press. What can be
called the nationalist Cape establishment was composed of Sanlam and
Nasionale Pers, complemented by bigger wine farmers and the NP
leadership and party machinery.’8
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This more liberal nationalism was also eschewed in turn by the NP
apparatus in the OFS where, like its northern counterpart, the petty
bourgeoisie and rural capitalists comprised the most consequential social
forces. Here too the Broederbond played an important role, although this was
tempered by the size of the province.

Perhaps the most visible aspect of these regional struggles was the rancour
between the regional NP leaders which frequently reached the federal stage.
This similarly reflected the very different (personal and provincial)
interpretations of the nationalist project that also beset the NP; indeed, the
‘gesuiwerde (purified) and herenigde (reunified) brands of Afrikaner nationalism
had always been marked by sharp provincial tensions’.9 Even the much
eulogised 1948 watershed came at the expense of huge animosity between the
Transvaal leader, J G Strydom, and the NP Hoofleier, D F Malan, that was to
become a running political sore upon the event of Malan’s retirement. As
successive leadership contests demonstrated, provincialism was to set the tone
of the struggle for nationalist hegemony until Verwoerd finally brought the
more unruly elements into line during the early 1960s. By which time, deeply
held conceptions of Afrikaner nationalism had pulled all three major provinces
and nationalist organisations,10 including various Broederbond and party
apparatuses, into the mêlée and scarred the cause of unity irrevocably.

The broedertwis of the late 1960s and early 1980s proved the point.
Ideological battles for predominance of the NP spilled over into virtually all
the organisations of Afrikaner nationalism.11 Whilst the character of the volk
and that of the nationalist alliance formed the core of the debate, the strains
of provincialism added another dimension and considerable fuel to the fire.
For the verligte and verkrampte wings of the NP were broadly represented by
each of the warring ‘liberal’ Cape and ‘conservative’ Transvaal provinces
respectively. Although the issues remained largely similar, by the time of the
second and more profound round of broedertwis, the old provincial tensions
were more or less represented within the Transvaal NP and the Broederbond:
those organisations where Andries Treurnicht did command solid support.
An intra-regional brand of ideological warfare had surfaced:

‘The overwhelming majority of the MPs and MPCs close to Treurnicht
were Transvalers representing rural constituencies (particularly in the
Northern Transvaal), or those urban areas populated by state officials
and/or Afrikaner workers. Their complaints with the ‘liberal’ P W
Botha reflected those of their constituents who generally made up those
strata of the Afrikaner population which had not shared in the
thoroughgoing embourgeoisement of their urban Afrikaner confreres.’12
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Not only did it recreate the old and familiar quarrels within a new and local
paradigm, it also signalled, during the 1981 general election, the start of the
right wing as a significant force in mainstream Afrikaner politics.13

The end of nationalist government did not, however, signal an end to
these deeply entrenched traditions. The history of the Afrikaner nationalist
project and its hegemonic project is characterised by the changing com-
position of the volk and the social transformation occurring within
Afrikanerdom’s relatively short-lived social coalitions.14 Here a regional
prism will be used to introduce shifts in each of the material, symbolic and
institutional realms of Afrikaner nationalist politics from a local angle.
There is no question that ‘large numbers of Afrikaner workers, farmers and
civil servants in the lower-income groups [became] disaffected’15 by the
systematic fragmentation of the nationalist alliance. But what is deserving
of further attention is how, behind this hard-won consensus, all manner of
conflicting national, provincial, rural and urban interests fed into the
manifold ideological and institutional alignments that today have made
reclaiming any genuine unity beyond the local level a tough proposition
indeed.

At this level, the economic element of nationalism’s hegemonic project
had been very much a mixed blessing in so far as the material security of the
farming sector and Afrikaner workers were concerned. Economic upliftment
favoured different constituencies in very different ways. On the one hand,
there was a massive increase in the numbers of an urbanised managerial
middle class and Afrikaner financial and commercial entrepreneurs. On the
other, Afrikaner workers and farmers bore the brunt of these remarkable
economic developments as their star within the nationalist alliance faded
fast. Rapid socio-political change during the 1980s had a real and detri-
mental impact on wage levels, the unemployment rate and bankruptcies
among the white population. Most markedly:

‘the “protective racial shell” which apartheid structures had main-
tained around urban whites broke down as state controls on African
mobility dissipated . . . exacerbating white fears about physical and
economic security.’16

The state was in the process of retrenching, pulling back from Afrikaner
interests per se in its efforts to deracialise and expand its support base and
concerns.

No one group was worse hit by these uncertainties than the farming
sector. The national economic emergency was only exacerbated by natural
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factors including drought as profits fluctuated dramatically during the early
1980s. Indeed:

‘Farmers became increasingly reliant on borrowed capital and by 1984
an estimated 22 700 farmers (33 per cent of the total) had over-
whelming debt burdens. Most of these were in the Orange Free State
and Transvaal, and many were younger farmers. At the same time, the
government, under budgetary pressure, began to cut back on state
support to smaller and poorer white farmers. In the 1980s it shifted
agricultural policy towards a greater market orientation. Prices rose,
subsidies and credit facilities for farmers became scanter and scarcer,
and the interest charges on farmers’ debt escalated.’17

The government’s efforts at economic liberalisation and a change in budget
priorities which included increased spending on security and black education
had obvious consequences in the agricultural sector.18 Disillusionment set in,
and those most disaffected by the reforms deserted the NP in droves. In
many respects, the unthinkable had occurred: a former mainstay of the 1948
nationalist alliance had jumped ship. The electoral achievements of the CP
in the rural areas of northern and western Transvaal and OFS were ample
testimony to a burgeoning sense of alienation among these voters.19

Similar tensions in the cultural and institutional realms were mani-
fested as Afrikanerdom’s ideological compass came gradually unstuck. No
bastion was immune with even the guardian of Afrikanerdom’s spiritual
values, the Dutch Reformed Church, falling victim to these schisms; the
Afrikaanse Protestante Kerk was established by conservative dissidents
during 1987. In this way politics was also roughly cast on a local level as
establishment ideologies were challenged and steadily dismantled by the
growth of an intellectual and popular activism. In the Cape, the publication
of Die Suid Afrikaan by a group of liberal Afrikaner intellectuals ‘promoted
not only a more open polity but also a more flexible and de-politicised
understanding of Afrikaner identity which could extract Afrikaner culture
from its entanglements with state and race’.20 Similar sentiments were
echoed by the populist and Transvaal-based weekly newspaper Die Vrye
Weekblad. More localised if short-lived initiatives were appearing all the
time: a small, iconoclastic counter-cultural musical movement led by
Johannes Kerkorrel and the Gereformeerde Blues Band emerged in the rural
Transvaal. But each association was as much circumscribed as sustained by
its local origins and the irregular liberalisation of mass opinion; longevity
and unanimity proved all but impossible.
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The real winners during this tumultuous period were the plethora of
right wing groups who emerged to take advantage of these stirrings of
discontent. In the period immediately following the 1982 NP split, this new
political culture was variously represented by the HNP, CP and NP. The first
was something of a Calvinist throwback, ‘unashamedly and exclusively an
Afrikaner party whose programme insisted that Afrikaans should be the sole
official language, [it] personified the anti-monopoly and anti-English strand
of labour-orientated Afrikaner nationalism’.21 In contrast, the CP sought to
draw upon the support of all lower income whites, and ‘owed more to the
openly petty-bourgeois strand of Transvaal Afrikaner nationalism . . . [and]
represented instead the more conservative middle groups of Afrikaner rural
and urban communities’.22 Despite these somewhat eclectic political
messages, however, neither party made their mark on the national scene,
support being primarily concentrated among poorer rural and urban
constituencies in the northern provinces.

What this small-scale political renaissance demonstrated was that, despite
the many inconsistencies of the right wing, there remains a gap for an
identity-based politics of a sort. Local elections during the 1980s and early
1990s confirmed this resurrection, despite the limited appeal of mobilisation
based upon security concerns and later, confused notions of self-determination.
The movement mobilised:

‘through a grass-roots strategy which exploited the organisational
weaknesses of a NP now more pre-occupied with state power, and which
fostered a sense of cultural betrayal within “traditional” community
organisations based on a perception that the state was no longer theirs.’23

Indeed, the last apartheid election of September 1989 was a highpoint for the
right wing which won a majority of Afrikaner votes in the Transvaal and OFS.
Bekker and Grobbelaar convincingly argue that, post-1987, Afrikaner
nationalism laid the foundations of a new political, social and geographical
home in these northern provinces.24 Joining and sustaining the link between
material interests and cultural politics has become the very real dilemma for
this new, locally orientated political movement that draws on a wide range of
influences.

An alternative Afrikanerdom?

The nature of the link between (national and provincial) politics and culture
– the definition and very essence of Afrikanerdom – was a cardinal issue of
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Afrikaner nationalism. Today it remains at the centre of the debate regarding
the interpretation and defence of Afrikaans language and culture in the new
South Africa. There can be no question of the dense and profound con-
nections between these spheres during NP rule, inasmuch as the ‘protection
and advancement of the Afrikaans language was perhaps the most important
raison d’être for the NP’s existence’.25 Although culture was nominally the
domain of civil society, the Broederbond and other nationalist organisations in
fact very closely regulated cultural issues. The real consequence of this
symbiosis was brought into the open during the cultural wars of the 1960s,
and in the intellectual ferment and popular debate that gathered pace in the
decades which followed. In the rigid, traditional version of Afrikaner
nationalism, political power was viewed as indispensable to the conservation,
advancement and durability of Afrikaans language and culture. The
nationalist establishment thus was seen to provide the sole and authentic
voice of the Afrikaner community.

In practice, this veneer shielded a cornucopia of expressions of Afrikanerness
and a diversity of cultural forms and identifications that continue to flourish.
As Figes has remarked of Russia, Afrikanerdom was too complex, too socially
divided, too politically diverse, too ill-defined geographically, and perhaps
too big, for a single culture to be passed off as the national or group
heritage.26 Yet the character of the link between culture and both national
and provincial politics – and the significance of political power (and its loss)
to this link – continues to exercise the minds of many of the best and
brightest among Afrikaans speakers. The role of an intellectual elite and
cultural activists in a new cycle of identity politics within the auspices of the
constitutional settlement and a majoritarian democratic system has been
concerned with the rights of a minority community inside a new national
consensus which stresses unity and inclusivity; one scholar has described it
as nothing less than the ‘constitutionalisation of ethnic politics’.27 In
contrast, at the local level there is some evidence of the development of an
alternative Afrikanerdom; the development of novel, divergent and manifold
cultural agendas that variously promote liberal, postmodern, non-hegemonic
and multiple forms of identification outside any reconsolidated Afrikaner
establishment or community. Perhaps even outside any identification with
Afrikaans as an identity marker whatsoever.

The local logics of generation, geographic location and provincial politics
are pivotal in establishing the lack of any fundamental homogeneity among
non-elite Afrikaans speakers. Identification is formed by the three global,
national and local logics, extending along a highly mobile spectrum that
runs from verloopte (walked away) Afrikaners to white Afrikaans speakers who
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identify strongly with their ethnic group, and all colour (including black
and coloured Afrikaans speakers), shape, and manner of identifications in
between. The younger generation is very much a case in point. From among
their number, perhaps the ‘most lively, focused and sustained’ collective
intellectual project in the new South Africa has taken shape.28 They might
be heavily politicised, but their politics is frequently highly skeptical of
nationalist or group values as the anti-authoritarian agenda of the
independent satirical comic magazine Bitterkomix demonstrates. From
tackling many of the taboos of Christian nationalism and ridiculing
Afrikaner stereotypes, today the founders admit to a changed publication
that aims to consider the ‘many issues [which] are difficult to address within
our political context’.29

Generation then comprises one of a number of key concepts necessary for
an understanding of identifications among contemporary Afrikaans speakers.
Although internal dissent has long been an integral part of Afrikanerdom,
it has maintained a relatively restrictive focus. Any sense of an albeit
fractured counterculture over the decades has been particularly strong
amongst the young. Heterogeneity among Afrikaans speakers should be
understood not only in historical context, but also in terms of social and
economic change. Generation is of significance here in conceptualising
changes in identification, as a marker of broader and changing patterns of
employment, roles and responsibilities, mobility and new patterns of
inequality in the restructuring of social relations. Alongside the logics of
geographic location and provision politics, the dimension of time is crucial
in that it presents a means of better investigating the processes that shape
shifts in identification.

The Gramscian frame used in this study has made it possible to trace the
rival interpretations of both Afrikaner nationalism and its hegemonic project
within the ranks of Afrikanerdom in each of the material, institutional and
symbolic realms. It has demonstrated that ‘the very notion of ‘Afrikanerdom’
was always an ideological construct’,30 always in a state of becoming. What
is also evident is that for so much of NP rule, and most markedly during the
1960s and 1980s, struggles over ideology and what O’Meara has termed the
‘desperate search for eie’,31 overwhelmed the Afrikaner cultural pantheon. By
the early 1990s, any sense of a collective ethnic identity had disintegrated
along with most remnants of an official culture. What remains are hugely
diverse sentiments and identifications expressed by former anti-apartheid
dissidents, proponents of Afrikaner group self-determination, capital elites,
and a younger generation freed of the political and intellectual constraints
of apartheid amongst others.32 A generation that is increasingly different
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from their parents not merely in terms of material well-being, but also their
willingness to engage with their moral inheritance.

Making sense of these identifications requires looking carefully at each of
the cultural, economic and political spheres. Identity is meaningful in terms
of how it manifests itself in behaviour so that:

‘What makes up a culture is not simply works of art (or literary
discourse), but the unwritten codes, the rituals and gestures, and the
common attitudes that fix the public meaning of these works and
organise the inner life of a society.’33

As many a cultural history of Afrikanerdom has demonstrated, ‘authentic
Afrikaner cultural values’ have long been at the heart of internal divisions.
Prior to the watershed Silbersteins incident:

‘the overwhelming majority of Afrikaner writers had always identified
with the political struggle of their volk – whatever their sometimes
acute personal struggles of conscience and retrospective horror at some
of the policy turns of Afrikaner nationalist politics and ideology. Much
of the mainstream writing until the 1960s grappled with issues of the
individual and collective identity, with the struggle of the new
language to establish itself, with the perceived history of oppression
by the British and with the devastating impact of urbanisation. With
a few exceptions, mainstream Afrikaans literature had become
particularly sterile by the 1950s, provoking frequent calls for its
renewal.’34

In its aftermath, seeking cultural authenticity came to involve a certain
activism against the face of the traditional nationalist establishment. This
rich history of internal dissent was begun by the Sestiger (Sixty-ite) writers
during the 1960s – Andre Brink, Breyten Breytenbach, Jan Rabie, Ingrid
Jonker and Bartho Smit were among their number – who were ‘revolted by
the smug, provincial materialism of the newly emerging Afrikaner urban
middle class’.35 Indeed, the remains of the decade witnessed nothing less
than open warfare for the eie of Afrikanerdom and its cultural institutions.

The Sestiger’s riposte to the establishment was echoed during the mid-
1980s in the contempt of the more radical Voëlvry (Feel free) music move-
ment, grensliteratuur (border literature) and cultural activism against the
politics, ideology, language and identity of Afrikanerdom itself; in short,
‘perhaps the most eloquent statement of the historical failure of the once-
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sacred ethnic mission’.36 What is most evident is that this relentless barrage
of ridicule, disillusionment, malaise and creativity was,37 and in many
respects continues to be, virtually an entirely internal affair, part and parcel
of the grouping’s broad cultural pantheism. Any idea of an official Afrikaner
culture was very firmly laid to rest during these critical decades. Expressions
of dissent became far more open, even as the dissenters themselves were
embraced in part by the very establishment they derided. Indeed, a tradition
of dissident activism was entrenched that not only borrowed from
Afrikanerdom’s recent past,38 but also, by tampering with and stretching the
Afrikaans language, elevated its resonance as an instrument and expression
of this activism in political and cultural circles.

As disillusionment and dissent intensified, the cultural crisis deepened
and debate reached more mainstream circles so that the importance of
dissident critics of apartheid in this development became undeniable.
Figures such as Breytenbach, Brink and Van Zyl Slabbert became prominent
household names, at once fêted and reviled by their audience. But amid this
dissension, the ‘tradition of dissident solidarity’ was in many respects very
narrow. That is, it produced a fiercely critical quantity of publications and
activity on the grounds of resistance to Afrikaner nationalism and the
privileges it wrought. Yet it did not develop an especially creative or
constructive intellectual project despite the onset of such rumblings on the
campuses and in certain literary works and papers. Although non-white
communities did sometimes enter the equation – Degenaar tied the
liberation of Afrikaans with that of South Africa’s black and coloured
population, and Breytenbach’s lecture to the UCT Summer school during
1973 likewise referred to this project of liberation in order to ‘speak
Afrikaans: one of the many languages of Africa’ – the model of capitalism
and its inequalities venerated by apartheid and the global hegemonic system
did not. Analysis of Degenaar’s argument reveals that it is:

‘conducted strictly at a normative level. That is, it proposes a single
norm for “the Afrikaner”, regardless of whether that norm should be
adopted by all Afrikaners, or by none, or some number in between.
The argument never reflects on the likelihood that Afrikaners differ
with one another on apartheid, or on the need to preserve political
power. It does not consider the differing ways in which Afrikaners (or
others) could align themselves with the aspirations of the oppressed
majority, nor how the meaning of their political choices may change
over time. It takes no account of how Afrikaans culture and language
has been formed by the context of racial domination, nor of how this
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legacy would be contested in a post-apartheid context. Within this
perspective, the burden of the past could be shaken off through a
simple normative choice. The “sins of the fathers” would not be
visited upon the generations to come.’39

Nonetheless, the project did open the way towards an acceptance of different
philosophical and moral themes in Afrikaner political and intellectual life.

The price of this conformity has exacted a high toll of the ‘new politics of
Afrikaans’. It is coloured by a ‘peculiarly selective continuity’ with these
Afrikaner dissidents:

‘It derives its legitimacy partly from the record of Afrikaner critics of
apartheid and its association with them. At the same time, it brushes
aside a theme which was essential to their critique of apartheid: that
of the need for Afrikaners to demonstrate their solidarity with the
majority of oppressed South Africans by upholding common
principles and values.’40

This became evident in a letter signed by several dissidents to Die Burger on
20 March 1999 that disputed any ‘reconsolidation’ of the establishment
which might settle Afrikaner identifications firmly in the apartheid past. At
the same time, however, the message of these same figures is ambiguous.
Most prominently Breytenbach has come almost full circle from preaching
indifference to the fate of Afrikaans, to speaking out strongly in its defence.
It is claimed that he has identified himself with ‘arguments which quite
uncritically assume the framework of global capitalism and liberal con-
stitutionalism, and turn a blind eye to the inequalities created by apartheid
and now perpetuated by a non-racial capitalist order’.41 Yet this dissident
old-guard continue to carry considerable and perhaps disproportionate clout
in the very public debate about ‘the Afrikaner’.

To understand the significance of these contradictions it is necessary to
revisit the parameters of this debate. In the media and official circles it
centres broadly upon language and identity issues, as well as the symptoms
of so-called Afrikaner alienation. There is a fundamental assumption con-
cerning the homogeneity of the Afrikaner or Afrikanerdom. One prominent
commentator has spoken of ‘the current sense of crisis among Afrikaners’
which is ‘compounded by crime, farmer murders, affirmative action and
Asmal’s anglicisation policies’;42 the ‘only way the Afrikaner will escape the
destruction of the ANC’s revolution is by launching a counter-revolution of
its own’.43 These issues are then addressed wholly in this context as Afrikaner
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problems: that is, economic, political and cultural forms of marginalisation
that are to be found only within the Afrikaner community. Certainly this is
reflected in the efforts of the ANC government to confer with a range of
Afrikaner organisations that perhaps reached a high point prior to the 1999
parliamentary debate about Afrikaners. It continues to a lesser extent with
Mbeki’s overtures to Afrikaans business and academic leaders. The question
of who has the (moral) authority to speak on behalf of Afrikaners, as well as
a fitting definition of ‘who or what the Afrikaner is’44 is far from resolved.
Nonetheless, the defence of Afrikaans culture and language in the new South
Africa has, for the most part, fallen to a number of cultural and nationalist
organisations – the culture industry – as well as the same band of dissidents
who spoke out against the ancien regime.

At the margins of this debate are important groups of non-elite Afrikaans
speakers who do not identify, or identify only in a very limited manner, with
the language and/or group as a category of identification. It is difficult to
conceptualise the broad variety of identification among these groups without
considering the local logics of generation and geographical location in
particular.45 For here, outside the constitutional settlement and establish-
ment circles, a novel politics and new agendas are slowly taking shape. The
influence of postmodernism has been a vital development in this plurality
among the younger generation. On the ideological plane, it has opened up a
space for the contemplation of multiple identities that reaches beyond the
corruption of race that characterised modernity in South Africa. During the
1990s, postmodernism was most pronounced in Afrikaner literary and
cultural life where it:

‘played two main roles: first, it provided a world-historical framework
within which arguments for pluralist politics could be developed and
extended; second, it provided a challenge to conservative ideologies –
particularly within the sphere of culture – which were either resistant
to modernity, or at best ambiguous about it.’46

Latterly, it has been absorbed into an embryonic post-nationalist identity that
is potentially more tolerant, plural and porous than its earlier, nationalist
counterpart. It represents the climax of a process begun as a ‘coming of age’
(mondigwording)47 that has culminated in a political and philosophical outlook
that seeks to protect Afrikaner cultural values and minority rights.

Although it represents a break with the ideology of Afrikaner nationalism
as a means of ensuring the survival of Afrikaans language and culture, it
nonetheless operates squarely within the hegemonic ideology of the neo-
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liberal global capitalist system. Certainly it is committed to ‘pluralism in
politics, culture and religion’, albeit one that is ‘never developed into a larger
programme of social change, nor engages in any sustained way with actual
historical struggles’.48 What this means is that although the connections
between politics and culture today might be somewhat more oblique,
hegemonic and global forces still play a critical role in the alternative project
offered by postmodernism and its commitment to pluralism. All the same,
the ‘local and particularistic character’ and generation feature of this
alternative is evident as an intellectual current within the journal Fragmente
(Tydskrif vir Filosofie en Kultuurkritiek) and more recently the weekly
newspaper Die Vrye Afrikaan which are based in Gauteng and the Western
Cape respectively.

The historical context against which this project is set is highly significant.
It seeks to protect ‘cultural diversity and local forms of community against the
homogenising pressures of capitalist globalisation’, and to defend ‘local forms
of autonomy’49 in order to create an ‘anti-hegemonic position against the powers
that be’.50 Only certain forms of community and political marginalisation are
addressed. In this way, its concerns are narrow and limited to a defence
primarily of marginal cultural values and language, and without a wider
agenda or outlook it has most appeal within localised pockets or groupings.
Its targets might appear extravagant to the majority of South Africans – for
example, a future Afrikaans university – but it is all about ‘creating spaces in
which the Afrikaans language can be vibrant’, ‘re-imaging ourselves along
radical democratic terms’ and thus ‘linking with democratic impulses in our
past’.51 A local framework is a readily acceptable means of assuring a future for
Afrikaans language and culture within a democratic South Africa and
emergent consensus. Fragmente’s first editorial explained its purpose as being
‘to lend a voice to the unique and exceptional’.52 It offers the perfect platform
for an elevation and celebration of the peripheral.

A similar bias and contradictions are to be found in the Pretoria-based trade
union Solidarity, an offshoot of the whites-only Mineworkers Union, which has
approximately 100 000 blue- and white-collar predominantly white members.
The agenda here typically assumes the shape of a dialogue against state policies
regarding not only language, but most prominently affirmative action
(variously described as racism and new discrimination)53 and empowerment
initiatives. General Secretary Flip Buys denies that the union is racist:

‘We are open to all races, but for historical reasons we have mainly
Afrikaans members. Whites have joined because of job insecurity, they
are not protected by the labour legislation any more. They are feeling
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alienated . . . About affirmative action we say inequalities must be
rectified but this mustn’t lead to new inequalities.’54

Nonetheless, the union has gained in popularity among the large numbers
of non-elite Afrikaans speakers who exist outside the political mainstream
but who cling to their version of the Afrikaner ‘ideal’, by consistently
campaigning against policies such as affirmative action.55 In recent years, the
dialogue has broadened to encompass an end to rugby quotas,56 jointly
launching the Come Home Campaign during 2003 due to concerns about
skills shortages, protests against crime, and a international tour during
January and February 2006 which took in Belgium, the Netherlands and the
United States where the delegation was fêted by a range of free market
institutions and groups generally considered hostile to trade unionism.57

Apart from a number of shared cultural concerns and a distaste for selective
aspects of neo-liberal capitalism, however, there is as yet little common
ground in the programmes promoted by the younger generation of cultural
activists and the Solidarity trade unionists.

All the same, the development of strong sub-national identities is not a
new phenomenon in South Africa. During the apartheid era ethnic and racial
identities were institutionalised by various government organisations and
legislation, an event no less marked in a post-apartheid South Africa where
the local logic of geographic location in the elaboration of certain contem-
porary identities remains important.58 An invigorated regionalist (Western
Cape) coloured identity surfaced in the lead-up to the 1994 national
elections, partly as a result of National Party tactics to spread tensions
between Africans and coloureds.59 Indeed, Cornelissen and Horstmeier
contend that aside from their role as administrative regions, ‘the provinces
of South Africa can also be said to be territorial microcosms of the identity and
legitimacy problematique represented by the nation-building endeavour’.60

In this regard the Western Cape, with its political traditions, provincial
power sharing and racial demographics, is somewhat unique in the country.
Although the ANC is the dominant partner in a coalition government in the
province with the Democratic Alliance (DA), closely fought local government
elections during March 2006 saw DA candidate, Helen Zille, elected as
major of Cape Town. Despite these political upheavals, the convoluted
history and degree of dislocation between federal and provincial policies
suggests that ‘Cape politics’ will continue to influence patterns of
identification in the region. Whether the current solidarity between the
national and provincial governments will weaken or strengthen such
localism remains unclear.
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As to the nature and extent of this connection, much rests with an
interpretation of the political scene today. Historically, the then Cape
Province was the largest of the four apartheid-era provinces. With the
redrawing of provincial borders during 1993, the new Western Cape
retained much of its distinctive character by dint of these boundaries. It is
the best-developed province with a population which is highly urbanised (89
per cent) as compared to the national average level. The 2001 national census
confirmed that the coloured population group is in a majority (61.1 per
cent), preceded by the white population (19.4 per cent), and then the black
African group (3.4 per cent).61 It follows then that Afrikaans is the dominant
home language within the Western Cape, spoken by 55.3 per cent of the
population, with English (19.3 per cent) and IsiXhosa (23.7 per cent)
considerably less popular; both Afrikaans and English speakers have fallen
as a proportion of the population since 1996. Nonetheless, the character and
significance of sub-national identifications under the new dispensation is
largely unsettled.62 For example, there is a suggestion that the reason why
the New National Party (NNP) and DA were able to garner support during
the 1994 and 1999 national elections was because there is ‘a strong affinity
between the coloured [population] and Afrikaans speaking white people,
centred on notions of a common culture and value system, of which
Afrikaans is one element’.63 In contrast, a number of surveys of electoral
motivation among different communities in the Cape demonstrate that
language and population dynamics have but a very modest influence upon
voting behaviour. Nonetheless, the coincidence of race and class in voting
patterns remains unexplored in the scholarship even whilst it is touted as a
likely explanation for the ‘continuing racial polarisation of party politics’.64

Recent changes in the political landscape appear set to complicate this
politics and the maturity of a distinct local identity and emergent sub-
national identities in the region. Much has been made of the fact that up
until November 2001 the Western Cape government was comprised of the
NNP and, after December 2000, a merger with the DA. The coalition’s
ignominious slide into oblivion followed by the electoral collapse and then
dissolution of the NNP during 2004 saw the ANC extending control over
much of the province. With the DA currently governing the unicity in a
multiparty coalition whilst the ANC controls the province, the ‘decided
activism’ on the part of the former Western Cape government to use ‘the
leeway provided for in the national Constitution to enhance province-specific
features’, and to ‘acquire more political power and independence’, has surely
faded.65 Nonetheless, the 2006 local government elections and a subsequent
by-election in Tafelsig in particular demonstrated the divisions within the
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coloured vote.66 The winning candidate in the latter campaign, who defected
to the DA in protest at the Independent Democrats’ informal cooperation
pact with the ANC in the Cape Town metropolitan council, declared:

‘I’m not a racist, but under the whites we suffered and our people are
still suffering. We’re still not getting jobs; our voices are still not
heard. I’m a coloured and we’re marginalised – how can we align
ourselves with a political party who will continue to disregard us?’67

It is clear there remains an overt concern among key provincial communities
that certain national policies are affecting their economic opportunities.

Prior to the collapse of the alliance, an empirical investigation into an
autonomous process of identity construction linked to the Western Cape
showed that there were two ‘contiguous flows’ of identity formation, namely:
‘identity construction as this is exercised by political actors who occupy
positions of power (identity construction from above); and identity con-
struction as it occurs within and among social groupings (identity
construction from below).’68 A series of unstructured and structured interviews
with firstly provincial opinion-makers of political leaders and, secondly,
community focus groups comprised the two stages of the research project.
The findings are considered to be highly pertinent to this study. On the part
of the opinion-makers, there was a ‘concrete view’ that there is a Western
Cape identity that is ‘historically grown, reinforced by natural elements,
cosmopolitan, almost completely Afrikaans-speaking, constituted of ‘whites’
and ‘coloureds’, different from the rest of South Africa, economically
stronger, and mainly rugby-playing’.69

This same conception of a definite provincial identity was not however
reflected among the community focus groups.70 Instead, they stated an
‘overtly local orientation’, often to their ‘immediate dwellings or sur-
roundings’. This translated into a ‘powerful and pervasive dissatisfaction
with local government and municipality structures that stretched across the
province, and occurred in different types of residential areas’.71 The subject
of most antagonism was ‘economic opportunities’ relating to perceptions of
being handicapped vis-à-vis affirmative action legislation. This meant that
the concept of race surfaced significantly and suggests that race remains a
‘principal identifier’ for people so that:

‘the investigation of identity among Western Cape residents shows a
much clearer conception and acceptance of local or sub-provincial,
rather than provincial or national, identities. These identities are
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based on a loyalty to, and acquaintance with, residents’ immediate
surroundings or spaces. Where a conception of political territory
does exist among residents, it is in relation to the old borders of the
former Cape Province, or those of South Africa as a whole. This,
along with the fact that residents lack awareness of newer political
institutions, and that they choose to orient themselves to their local
environments and local municipalities (even when asked about the
Western Cape province), suggests that residents shape their iden-
tities around factors that are most familiar to them. Alternatively
put, residents draw on long-founded bases of cognition in order to
make sense of their own existence. The identities of Western Cape
residents therefore seem to be a continuance of older identities. This
explains the often starkly defined racial and class identities that
coincided with residents’ local identities. The fact that most people
still reside in racially divided residential areas, secondly accounts for
the strong racialised identities picked up during the focus group
interviews. The separated spaces among the population groups
perpetuate ignorance about ‘the others’ and maintain the category
‘race’ in the foreground.’72

Certainly, the shifting coloured vote demonstrates the complexity of a
population delineated by a range of important cleavages that may be
‘regional, religious, class-orientated, linguistic, ethnic or gendered, with
shifting combinations of these at different moments’.73

Striking a balance between the diversity of concerns and identifications
represented within this variety of Afrikaans constituencies has occasioned
some eclectic and even regressive agendas. Indeed, unity has been a delicate
issue and language has historically proved the most effective means of raising
group sentiment and awareness among Afrikaans speakers. Much of the
intellectual and popular activism in this quarter is motivated by national
policies that are most visibly tackled as local and rights issues. But local
spaces have yielded diffuse themes which, despite some common threads,
have no singular ethos and have not translated well to the political stage.
The deliberations as to the uneven consolidation of the neo-liberal project
within organisations such as the FAK and Solidarity amply illustrate these
contradictions, as well as the continued salience of class and other divisions
including race. With the loss of political power, progress beyond
Afrikanerdom demands a conformity that has so far proved elusive and
demonstrates the very real limits to the safeguarding of an Afrikaans
language and culture today.
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Recreating the cultural: New visions of Afrikaans

A more telling evocation of new directions rests within the literary and
artistic wings of the culture industry, and the spectre of a thriving alternative
or counter culture. Its ambit is far wider, its content more innovative, and
its outline far less settled than that sought by the more traditional cultural
organisations. Moreover, these individuals are exploring ‘an explicitly
antiauthoritarian identity with fluid boundaries, open to all kinds of global as
well as local influences’.74 At the nexus between the local and the global, this
broadly drawn and diverse constituency is articulating very different patterns
of cultural identification. Members of the younger generation have
historically been perhaps the most visible proponents of this new tradition.
During the mid-1980s, whilst their elders and Afrikaner society as a whole
were seized by a deep ‘sense of malaise and self-doubt’, younger Afrikaners
‘rejoiced in a new anarchistic, angry and satirical Afrikaner punk rock music
and poetry’.75 Their rejection of many of the sacrosanct pillars of apartheid
and the nationalist establishment so revered by their parents was blunt: ‘We
realise that many of the country’s problems over the last 40 years must be
laid at the door of the National Party and us Afrikaners. But we are angry
about this. We are furious because our parents have fucked up everything.’76

It was tantamount to a declaration of war from the Afrikaner campuses:

‘The names adopted by some of these self-described ‘Children of
Verwoerd’ systematically mocked all of the holiest cows of the
nationalist culture and sacred history. Much of their work was a direct
and deliberate desecration of the Afrikaner civil religion . . . These
artists set out to change the outlook (and politics) of the Afrikaner
youth.’77

In these heady days nothing was immune from censure or ridicule. My nooi
is in ‘n nartjie, My ma vrees elke kommunis, My oom het ‘n jacuzzi, En ek weet nie
wie de fok ek is (My girl is in a tangerine; My mother dreads every communist;
My uncle has a jacuzzi; And I don’t know who the fuck I am) runs the final
stanza of Andre Letoit’s poem ‘Curriculum vitae.’ Few could have anticipated
the intensity or depth of this wholesale rejection of Afrikaner hegemony and
identity amongst the young.

Plays by Breyten Breytenbach (Die Toneelstuk) and Pieter Fourie (Boetman
is die Bliksem in!) angrily chart the ways in which ‘a once tightly controlled
cultural and political Afrikaner elite – organised for so long on avowedly
ethnic lines – is buckling under the strain of memory, of a past increasingly
unpalatable to a younger, more open-minded generation’.78 Younger artists
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are asking questions of this identity and the political situation in futuristic,
satirical performances and even cabaret (Skroothonde, Terre’blanche and
Swartskaap) so that little remains sacred. Nash is confident that for this
generation:

‘whose political and intellectual formation took place largely after
apartheid had entered its terminal crisis, or after negotiations with the
unbanned ANC had begun – the issues at stake have been very
different. Too young to have a consistent and publicly-acknowledged
record of opposition to apartheid during its darkest days, but
associated with its atrocities through the accident of their language,
this generation has to establish a “moral place to stand” in the new
South Africa. Renouncing apartheid has no cost any longer, and no
principle is served by disowning Afrikaans – except perhaps that of
self-advancement. Among Afrikaners of this generation a collective
intellectual project has taken shape, drawing much of its inspiration
from postmodernism, which is perhaps the most lively, focused and
sustained to have emerged in the new South Africa.’79

If the issues are distinct from those which confronted even their immediate
forebears, the nature of the dialogue and directions within this age group is
varied indeed. Nonconformity today does not entail seeking cultural
authenticity. It does not denote any linear development, comprehensive or
coherent agenda. Language remains unquestionably the focal point of
cultural activities and identifications, but there is little common ground
between individuals as to the significance of what singing, writing or
performing in Afrikaans might mean.

Different Afrikaans speakers have responded very differently to the fate
of the Afrikaans language and the younger age group is not dissimilar in this
respect. Their identifications are similarly moulded by various patterns of
integration within the three global, national and local logics. Indeed, the
generation gap is most telling again of a local celebration against what are
generally perceived as the homogenising tendencies of globalisation. Only
within these circles, the local is more strongly associated with ‘African
influences’80 and the ‘Africanness implied by the very name of their mother
tongue’.81 Undoubtedly there are huge distances still between young black
and white South Africans upon the legacy of the past, reconciliation,
minority rights and economic imbalances. But there is certainly a high
degree of awareness of being Afrikaans and a solid sense of Afrikanerness
among young Afrikaans speakers that is to varying degrees far removed from
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traditional conceptions. Despite this contemporary cultural flowering,
marked by a range of lineages and concerns which are indicative of difference
as much as commonalities, there are as yet very few signs either of the
emergence of a definitive subculture or of collective identity.

After almost a decade of stagnation following the high point of the 1988
Voëlvry Tour, and the advent of Afrikaans musical trailblazers including Anton
Goosen, Koos Kombuis and Johannes Kerkorrel, a new Afrikaans rock music
movement is gathering momentum. Once again young pioneers are using a
far from suiwer (pure) Afrikaans in a profusion of different sounds that include
metal, hip-hop, popular Afrikaner songs and African music. This resurgence
does not so much challenge the establishment as celebrate their country and
the language itself: this is a ‘new generation of South Africans who believe local
is lekker (best). They have disposed of their hang-ups about identity and
language, in particular being Afrikaans. They speak it, they write it and they
rock ‘n roll in it.’82 Consequently, there has been a move to ‘more personal
lyrics’ among young Afrikaans bands that are not simply ‘trying to write songs
for a generation’.83 Thus Paul Riekert of battery9 can comment that: ‘The
music is accidentally Afrikaans. We are Afrikaans speaking – at least half my
day is. If we were Polish we would have sung in Polish. I love Afrikaans, but I
am not on a [language] mission.’ Similarly, Ryk Benade says ‘. . . we do not
consider the language thing too much; in fact, not at all.’84 Whilst these same
artists might not wish to take up the gauntlet laid down by the taalstryders,
they are fully aware of the artists who preceded them: ‘Afrikaans volk heroes
that broke down the doors of conservative crap.’85

Politics does play some role in their music in the sense that ‘Afrikaans
rock is about South Africa. It is unconditionally local, and it is uninten-
tionally political.’86 Bok van Blerk’s elegy to Koos de la Rey, a song that
became a popular if controversial national sensation during 2007, is not
precisely apolitical. But nor is it indicative of any new or distinctive cultural
shift or a longing for the past. The singer himself admits:

‘The song wasn’t written for [a political] reason. I’m a singer not a
politician. I wanted to create something for people to be proud of. It’s
like “Flower of Scotland”. There’s a warm feeling inside and it’s got
that feel to it. My generation of Afrikaners wants to be proud of who
we are, and where we come from, and our language, this whole
Afrikaans things. We grew up with the guilt of apartheid, being told,
“You are wrong – apartheid is on your heads.” We don’t want to say
sorry any more. This is a democratic South Africa and we have moved
on. We keep on being told that if we have a white skin, we can’t get a
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job. You walk into an interview and are told, “Sorry.” People are fed
up. The younger generation says “enough”.’87

Whilst the innovation and creativity among this music is particularly
marked, the space opened up by the establishment of DStv’s MK89, the first
Afrikaans music channel, as well as a burgeoning market for music in
Afrikaans, has cemented this revival. Any political or social commentary is
largely drowned out by themes including ‘babes, booze and the places they
love’, a ‘natural progression’ from the protest lyrics of the 1980s, love songs
of the early 1990s, to the songs about ‘day-to-day’ living in South Africa
today. The De La Ray phenomenon is just one small part of the revival and
Francois Blom asserts that this ‘hand on the heart and brandy glass in the
air’ trip is not so much driven by his peers as the ‘older people [who are]
looking for identity’.88 Indeed, this generation does not fit the iconoclastic
cast of their predecessors, nor are they part of the musical mainstream.
Instead, a unique voice is emerging which resonates with both local and
global tensions: the lyrics of Fokofpolisiekar ‘infuse the international punk
sound with a local relevance and create hybrid anthems out of the Afrikaans
suburban South African experience’.89 Karen Zoid has in part reshaped the
Afrikaans music scene with her overt political focus.90 Although their
audience base is increasingly diverse, there is little evidence to suggest that
they are capable or even perhaps inclined towards disrupting the politico-
economic status quo, or joining with wider national or even provincial
concerns. Instead their remit is narrow if at times nonconformist and
eclectic. Cultural currents flow both ways: the music of Pretoria-based Pieter
Smit harks back to more halcyon and traditional themes, whilst the
internationally acclaimed Springbok Nude Girls perform so-called ‘macabre
rock’ – ‘a dark and fantastic rip-off act of everyone and everything once
considered holy in Afrikaans music.’91

Nowhere is this incipient diversity more apparent than upon a growing
festival scene that has provided a platform for many such artists. A large
number of these festivals developed from comparatively humble origins to
annual events which have incited a new wave of arts festivals, appealing to a
wider crossover audience of both Afrikaans and English speakers. Yet there
is no one true centre of gravity to this renaissance which climaxes annually
in the form of the Klein Karoo Nasionale Kunstefees in Oudtshoorn and which
has deliberately tried to position itself as ‘Africa’s largest arts festival’. A
fixture within a flourishing Afrikaans cultural scene, the festival has run for
over ten years and draws more than 130 000 visitors annually. On only a
slightly smaller scale, a myriad of local Afrikaans festivals are upstaging
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more traditional arts festivals to foster an increasingly inclusive, innovative
and vibrant culture.92 Once again the Afrikaans language is pivotal, with
regional differences and local connections increasingly celebrated. Moreover,
the local character of these festivals is starting to win through so that whilst
attendance may remain resolutely white and largely Afrikaans, there is little
question of the beginning of a genuine sea change in cultural identifications.

At the same time, the ‘festivalisation of Afrikanerdom’ also represents a
changing consciousness about the meaning of Afrikanerness in post-
apartheid South Africa. It represents a clear assertion of ‘ethnic nesting’
where ‘time is in suspension’ and Afrikaans speakers can ‘step outside their
everyday rituals’.93 Perceptions of marginalisation and the language being
under threat drive these overwhelmingly middle class festivals where
creativity and originality in the form of visual arts, dance, classical music,
theatre and even the intellectual debates which initially excited much
comment are increasingly being sidelined for popular music.94 Instead
creativity is viewed in ‘market terms’ and as ‘a form of interior decoration’,95

whereby the heavy influence of corporate sponsorship seeks to comfort that
‘cultural sense of loss’ which is so prevalent among the older generation.96

Certainly there has been massive growth in the festivals sector, but it has
been a growth in part driven by various business interests such as Naspers
who are keen to fan the language debate and ‘retain an audience’,97 even
though their influence has been scaled back since the earliest days of the
Klein Karoo Nasionale Kunstefees.

This crossover between a deep sense of marginalisation and the
polarisation which disfigures the grouping is readily apparent in the new
wave of radicalism among contemporary Afrikaans writers who are
aggressively reinventing this cultural commentary. Hall’s argument that
globalisation brings the margins ‘into representation’, and into the very
centre of cultural life holds considerable weight here.98 Literature has long
stood at the pinnacle of Afrikaans culture, with the community’s favourite
sons and daughters an inestimable part of this tradition. A key protagonist
in this burgeoning and multitudinous cultural commentary is the poet and
author, Antjie Krog. She dates the ‘traumatic and dishonourable’ Afrikaner
narrative back to the days of the Boer War: the ‘commando mentality’.99 Her
painful testimony to this tortured history comprises a seminal event in
Afrikaans literature, an agonised questioning of an ethos and exclusivity that
she attempts to reconcile with her beloved country and language:

‘Was apartheid the product of some horrific shortcoming in Afrikaner
culture? Could one find the key in Afrikaner songs and literature, in
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beer and braaivleis? How do I live with the fact that all the words used
to humiliate, all the orders given to kill, belonged to the language of
my heart?’100

The responsibility of speech, assuming a culture ‘to support the weight of a
civilisation’,101 is not a responsibility taken lightly by a new generation of
authors and poets keen to transgress traditional linguistic and ethnic
boundaries.

There have long been suggestions of a new Afrikaans literary genre. The
so-called ‘post-apartheid novel’ is concerned with the margins of
Afrikanerdom: white trash and drop-outs in Marlene van Niekerk’s anti-epic
‘Triomf’ and a reinvention of the farm novel in ‘Agaat’; misfits and shattered
illusions in Tom Dreyer’s ‘Stinkafrikaners’ and ‘Equatoria’. Changing the face
of Afrikanerdom thus may thus have invented a new form for the Afrikaans
novel; not so much magic realism as something closer to ‘marijuana
realism’.102 Among their number, Dreyer is adamant however that his fiction
is ‘apolitical’, lacking an ‘ideological framework’ or any ‘moral compass’. He
talks explicitly of confronting ‘a void’ and feeling ‘very little sense of
community’. Nonetheless, he asserts that being Afrikaans is ‘still very
important to me’. Whilst the older generation confronted the Afrikaner
establishment, the challenge for this generation is positioning itself within
a ‘shared moral framework’. All the same, he sees a considerable gap between
the intellectuals who confront why ‘being Afrikaans matters’ and the masses
who want ‘nothing whatsoever’ to do with the past, and are typically
ambitious and money-orientated: he senses a strong ‘economic dimension’ to
the ‘whole Afrikaans thing’.103

Whether this new generation is willing to become ‘the voices of con-
science’ is far from assured. The notion of an ‘organised community’ no
longer holds much appeal, and Dreyer is dubious about the ‘sense of
communion among the new millennium writers’. But then Afrikaner
literature has become a ‘concoction’ that subsists within a postmodern frame:
a theme common in Afrikaans writing is that the peoples of south Africa are
a family under the skin, ‘one people’ linked in a long and brilliant narrative
of voices.104 At the same time, this fiction has become Afrikaans fiction.
Even whilst there is a growing trend to seek new readers and larger markets
by publishing in English,105 it is expedient to publish in Afrikaans because
the publishing industry is independent and far more vibrant. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that the wealth of new local authors is matched by
Afrikaans readers whose numbers have grown such that Afrikaans literature
now sells better than English literature.106 Stephen Johnson, the Head of
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Random House SA, commented that there is nothing in the English media
to compare with the ‘space for book reviews in Afrikaans newspapers and on
radio’.107 These developments do not suggest the beginnings of a new, formal
movement or any willingness to rebuild a culturally-based ethos, but
indicate that Afrikaans as a medium of cultural expression is gaining in
popularity. Whilst these margins may well represent ‘part of the future’,108

it is early days and it would appear that there is no resolution here as yet to
the many contradictions that beset similar initiatives among contemporary
Afrikaans speakers.

Reorienting the local: Politics at the provincial level

The exact form and content of a local Afrikaner politics, as well as the
possibility of a nationalist revival, is difficult to discern. There are few signs
at present that these conservative political parties and fringe groupings
display any more tangible cohesion or conformity than other group-based
initiatives among Afrikaans speakers. Contrary to the popular image of a
resilient and stable nationalist politics,109 Afrikaner nationalism has yet to
recover from the traumatic transition years and ‘a political-cultural split
which gave the right wing a massive presence on the political landscape
despite its political unity and incoherence’.110 Munro contends that:

‘An analysis of shifts in the cultural politics of Afrikaner nationalism
shows how the pivotal issue in Afrikaner group politics was the
relationship of Afrikaner culture to the state and to state power. As a
consequence of intensifying tensions between a race-based nationalist
ideology, its institutional vehicle (the National Party), and its raison
d’être (state power), political shifts in the 1980s came to be
interpreted by Afrikaner conservatives as cultural betrayal and the
very bases of group identity politics were thrown into disarray. Seen
in this light, it becomes apparent that the emergence of a broad
Afrikaner nationalist social movement in the mid-1980s has not
reconstituted the basis for group politics but opened a new territory
on which cultural politics will be played out. No-one yet dominates
that territory.’111

Historically, a more conservative nationalism within the northern provinces
was pitted against the more liberal brand of Cape nationalism. Whilst these
geographical traditions remain, other local logics as well as various global
and national forces also come into play in the shape of a resurgent nationalist
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politics, rejuvenating identifications in the common pursuit of group-based
material and cultural interests.

The right’s agenda is broadly phrased in terms of Afrikaner problems
including issues of marginalisation and the objective of self-determination
that have considerable appeal for a sizeable tract of lower-middle and
working class, and even unemployed Afrikaans speakers. Parties and organ-
isations continue to build upon a potent sense of betrayal and a common
enemy, perceptions of alienation and a very real if fluid sense of disillusionment
among their by and large non-elite membership. The Freedom Front Plus
(FF+) is perhaps the political mainstay of the right wing. Under the leader-
ship of Pieter Mulder, elected during 2001 following Constand Viljoen’s
retirement, the FF+ has moved inexorably closer to a new policy of ‘more
than just opposition’, sold as ‘a home to Afrikaners who love South Africa
and who love its people, but who would like to see that democracy is
entrenched to such an extent that South Africa will be seen as a community
of communities, that offers a home and a place for all in the sun’.112 Their
platform is to represent the ‘natural home’ for those who desire to be modern
and up-to-date and who think accordingly; cherish Afrikaans and wish to
promote and protect the language; say crime must be tackled and corruption
eradicated; aspire towards economic prosperity and progress; are proud of
their Afrikaans identity and who work towards protecting their own culture,
education and values; work towards a society based on true Christian values;
and, promote regional autonomy for all communities claiming that right.113

Although somewhat diffuse, there is little doubt that the crux of this
programme centres upon ‘self-determination and minority rights for those
who want it [as] part of the South African political solution [which] must
include cultural and territorial self-determination’.114

In terms of mainstream electoral politics, the Front’s platform has yielded
some very mixed outcomes. Balancing the volkstaat ideal, which first
emerged as the defining principle of the right during Viljoen’s tenure, with
a constitutionally acceptable definition of self-determination, meant a great
deal of indeterminacy in the ‘new nationalism’s’ early political direction.115

Nonetheless, the party won 2.17 per cent (424 000 votes) during the 1994
election to gain nine national seats in the northern provinces including Free
State and Gauteng. Subsequent national elections have demonstrated that
securing the votes of key constituencies requires a more expansive agenda.
At the polls, the Front’s share of the vote declined by nearly two thirds to
hover at approximately 0.8 per cent of the electorate (127 217 votes) and
0.89 per cent (139 465 votes) during the 1999 and 2004 elections respec-
tively. Again support was concentrated in the northern provinces, primarily
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Free State, North West, Northern Cape, and Gauteng with increased
support in the Western Cape during 2004.116 Most pointedly the Front has
come to place increased emphasis on minority rights. It now seeks to
improve the ‘prospects of minorities’ with a drive to source skilled un-
employed or underemployed citizens to ease the country’s skills shortage, as
well as addressing sound economic management and widespread concerns
including the crime rate and other issues of marginalisation.

On a local scale the restrictions of such an agenda are readily apparent.
Mulder himself is aware that the FF+ must effectively position itself so as to
distance itself from the ‘traditional image’ of the ‘white right’, and take
advantage of the fallout in the DA,117 if his party is not to come unstuck
entirely. There are some few signs that the political right is becoming
crowded with Leon accusing the ANC of a ‘waging a silent but determined
war against minorities’ whilst cautioning that his ‘is not the politics of the
ethnic cul-de-sac of the kind offered by parties like the Freedom Front Plus
and the Minority Front’.118 But there are indications that this new strategy
is paying limited electoral dividends. The FF+ contested the 2006 local
elections in all nine provinces and six metropoles, as well as approximately
141 municipalities in the hope of holding the balance of power in tightly
contested seats. By winning only 1 per cent of the popular vote however,
despite a record 79 councillors being elected, the party has not come to
satisfying Mulder’s earlier prediction that ‘the Afrikaner’s temporary
flirtation with the DA is busy coming to its end’.119 It is far from clear
whether such a manifesto can endorse a new and cohesive ethno-nationalist
politics. In voting terms the FF+ is undoubtedly the most consistent per-
former on the right and among many non-elite Afrikaans speakers, but the
scramble for popular appeal means contending with the changing social
profile of their key constituencies. Afrikaans youth in particular are
concerned that the ‘laager mentality’ and ‘an uncompromising objective of
Afrikaner self-determination’ simply represent ‘pie in the sky’.120 Right wing
parties are widely perceived as being ‘too divided to act as an electoral force’,
so that if ‘we throw our eggs in their basket, we lose everything’.

A microcosm of this variety in observable behaviours, and the contra-
dictory tendencies which continue to afflict any group politics or identifications,
is to be found within the Afrikaans farming sector. Under siege from violent
crime including a decade-long wave of farm murders,121 a probe by the
Human Rights Commission into human rights abuses in farming commu-
nities,122 the renewed urgency of government efforts to meet land-reform
deadlines to absorb greater numbers of the unemployed and unskilled,123 as
well as the economic pressures of state deregulation in 1992, rising debt and
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shrinking margins, there is a huge heterogeneity of political opinion within
this community. Farming organisations including the provincial Agricultural
Unions, Agri SA and the Agricultural Business Chamber represent this
sector. Whilst there is some evidence that would suggest many white
farmers have abandoned public or political activity of any sort,124 recent years
have seen an increase in tensions over ‘artificial pressures’ on land, language,
culture and arms.125 Agriculture has become far more competitive in the
wake of deregulation, and farmers have had to reposition themselves as
business-driven competitors in a free market that is far more volatile. Many
will not survive this aggressive business environment and the new agribusiness
model, suggesting that the fears within this community, previously a
stalwart of nationalist politics, are as much economic as cultural or group-
based.

This certainly seems to be the case in the town of Cullinan where more
than one thousand white farmers, many of whom were members of the then
FF, joined the ANC during May 2000. Many followed two prominent Front
councillors believing that joining the ANC would ‘help ward off the threat
of Zimbabwe-style land invasions’. One of this pair became chair of the
ANC’s new interim branch in Roodeplaat and recalled his first overtures to
the ANC in June 1999:

‘There was a big fear among the white farmers following the
propaganda by some parties that the country was going the way of
[Zimbabwe]. There still is fear. Now we find out there is no such
thing. It took us a few months to decide and we realised that the ANC
was the only party which could hold the nation together.’126

To these farmers, the ANC’s provincial structure was able to provide
reassurance that there ‘are no plans to invade your farms’. The biggest
farming organisation Agri SA is working with the government to resolve
land reform and other issues,127 and there is certainly a growing pragmatism
in the sector reflected in a series of land reform summits, bridge-building
sessions initiated by provincial governments,128 and plans by Afrikaans
business to launch a top-level empowerment initiative for black farmers.129

In economic terms, many local farmers have adopted well to the free market.
Johan Van Rooyen of the Agricultural Business Chamber argues that for
those farmers able to ‘embrace the new agribusiness model quickly, there are
even better opportunities than ever before to make money in SA agriculture
and in the global economy’.130 President Mbeki himself is keen to see
agribusinesses flourish – the Trade and Industry Department (DTI) pays out
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money to agribusinesses for its incentive schemes – whilst improving the
sector’s global competitiveness and boosting black empowerment. Many
signs point only to an increase in coordination between agribusinesses and
the government, although the AgriBEE Charter may yet throw up some
challenges most especially to the smaller and less profitable commercial
farmers.131 Even whilst there is a very considerable sense of alienation in
certain farming quarters, deregulation has meant the more successful
commercial farmers have become integrated into the dynamics of the neo-
liberal global market, enthusiastic if circumspect advocates of the ANC’s
macroeconomic policies.

For those largely non-elite Afrikaans speakers who remain on the
traditional right, fringe groups would appear to offer one of the only
remaining political avenues. During October 2003, the CP and the Afrikaner
Eenheidsbeweging (AEB) were absorbed by the FF+, although the latter retains
its brand and image intact. Yet with the FF+ only slowly amassing voter
support in preparation for a new style of political opposition, the options in
mainstream politics remain to be seen. The spectre of a right-wing plot to
recapture South Africa has loomed since the early 1990s, raising its ugly
head once more during late 2002 in the shape of a plot by white militant
extremists based in the northern provinces that was thwarted by the police.
But these extremists represent a tiny minority and even staunch defenders
of the volkstaat ideal have been swayed by the promise of constitutional
safeguards.

In the traditional heartlands, the ideal of Afrikanerdom is still strong, if
tempered by the widespread understanding that ‘cultural or territorial self-
determination can succeed only as the outcome of an internal settlement
with the government that conforms to the constitution’.132 The idea of a
successful, sustainable volkstaat remains little more than exactly that; Orania
is a prototype of Afrikaner self-determination that has only just got off the
ground on a local level. The political ambiguities that flourish among
contemporary non-elite Afrikaans speakers, reinforced by a variety of local,
national and global logics, are such that the likelihood of any one political
party being able to straddle such divisions is extremely low. Recent years
have seen a number of issues which have cut across some divisions such as
the widespread disquiet and protests over the controversial nation-wide
campaign to change place names, even whilst here too a pragmatism is
readily apparent with one march organiser claiming we are ‘not protesting
against the proposed name but the process behind it’.133 Nonetheless, many
of the policy changes of the last decade appear to have entrenched a deep
sense of polarisation among certain Afrikaans constituencies. They have lent
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weight to the increasingly widespread language of minority rights centring
upon affirmative action, economic empowerment and multiculturalism that
has been borrowed by certain political organisations.134 Despite these
developments, the current versions of so-called nationalist politics resemble
a messy and shallow compromise which does not stretch to any singular
political agenda, and remains beset by class, generational and regional
differences.

Incoherence remains perhaps the defining feature of the character of
identifications among contemporary Afrikaans speakers. From Aardklop to
Oppikoppi, a hitherto unprecedented exotic, local and African tinge is
colouring expressions of Afrikanerness. Certain Afrikaans speakers are
proving more adept at conversing with the historical Other. Different
factions have found a different stage in multilingualism and a campaign
against a revived Other: the ‘Anglicising neo-imperialism’ contained within
the globalisation paradigm is pulling many local concerns and communities
together. 135 Language then is the easy shibboleth which pulls the greatest
number of Afrikaans speakers together, even whilst sentiments as to the
interpretation and defence of this language and culture remain very diverse.
Exactly who or what constitutes an Afrikaner is itself a highly contentious
issue: inclusivity in some quarters stretches as far as coloured and even black
Afrikaans speakers; in others, it does not. 136 Disillusionment and perceptions
of marginalisation might be widespread, but there is no one organisation or
grouping which is not still wrestling with a definitive definition of the eie of
Afrikanerdom.

The lines of division which define these extremities are exactly those same
global, national and local logics that dissect the entire spectrum of Afrikaans
speakers from verloopte Afrikaners to their taalstryder brethren. Certainly the
continued success of an increasingly globalised Afrikaans middle class has
driven a wedge through much of what once represented the traditional
Afrikaner electorate. The most vocal and visible proponents of an Afrikaner
identity are these guardians of the language or cultural mafia for whom the
nature of the link between politics and culture remains key. Many of these
figures are prominent in more than one of the plethora of cultural and
political organisations suggesting that linkages here are relatively deep.137 As
historical experience illustrates, the idea of a common enemy or threat has
real purchase and is manipulated in order to right the propensity towards
internal differences. Once this was the British imperialists, then swaartgevaar,
and now not such much the ANC government and its neo-liberal turn as
policies including affirmative action and empowerment, and a few select
pillars of the global regime such as the English language and threat of
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cultural homogeneity. Outside these populist circles, there is greater
emphasis upon the development of new and manifold cultural agendas
which simultaneously advance a cornucopia of identifications beyond any
renovated Afrikaner establishment or identification with Afrikaans
whatsoever. It is early days as yet, but the character of any solidarity here is
so rich, varied and malleable that it should be considered fragile if it is
manifest at all.
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6

RENEWING THE CONSENSUS IN
A POST-APARTHEID ERA?

During the last decade, and to a lesser extent those preceding it, there has
been a paradigm shift in the political economic context of identifications
among Afrikaans speakers in South Africa. A wide range of factors informs
contemporary Afrikaner identifications. The subjective experience of
identity varies considerably in relation to the position of the constituency
vis-à-vis the prevailing structure of power relations, and any objective
reference has been dislocated by the many differences including class and
race that divide contemporary Afrikaans speakers. Certainly the once sound
link between an Afrikaner nationalist identity, regime and state which
characterised the years of apartheid government, and that sustained a
delicate balance of ethnic, racial and class forces, has been irretrievably
damaged. Whether or not contemporary Afrikaans social identities can be
described as derived solely from ethnic affiliations has been a central
question of this work. For whilst a pervasive sense of ‘being Afrikaner’ exists,
characteristically expressed in terms of cultural attributes and less frequently
descent, the significance attached to this self-understanding varies
considerably.

First and foremost, this book has attempted to understand the dynamics
of the process of identity adjustment among an Afrikaans grouping, as
various elite and non-elite constituencies have adapted to the loss of political
power that has occurred in tandem with a rise in economic influence. The
paradigm that has dominated much of the previous scholarship has insisted
upon an autonomous ethnic dynamic. The scenario anticipated by this line
of analysis – a bleak future for Afrikanerdom under an ANC government
broadly opposed to Afrikaner interests – has not materialised. The com-
plexity of the Afrikaner population, its changing social composition and
internal stratification, is clear, as this book confirms. The shrinking
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population is beset by all manner of tensions and antagonisms that stretch
far beyond any single ethnic, nationalist or other agenda,1 even whilst such
an agenda remains key to both the national economy and success of the
government’s empowerment initiatives.2

The principal aim of this work has been to evaluate the shifts within the
globalised economy that have served to constrict or empower different
Afrikaans constituent parts by analysing their responses to these wider
structural renovations on a national and sub-national level. By looking at the
opening up of spaces on the level of ideas and of material forces upon the
local, national and global stages, the study has sought to discover new
opportunities for a contemporary process of identity adjustment. The global
character of the current world order has had a major effect on the political
economy of post-apartheid Afrikaans identifications with the uneven
consolidation of the liberal project in contemporary South Africa. Identity
is both a structural and subjective condition determined by historic forces
and the prevailing structure of power relations. What this means is that only
by reaching a balance between these interconnected structural and subjective
dimensions can a proper comprehension of post-apartheid identity politics
be sought.

To this end, the critical insights of Antonio Gramsci were aligned with a
global political economy perspective. This framework made it possible to
address the link between ethnicities and related phenomena, and the
reconfiguration of power associated with contemporary globalisation which
has driven particular political, social, cultural and gender outcomes.3

Employing this conceptual vocabulary demonstrated that the Afrikaner
identity project has undergone several transitions. Here both the domestic
and global hegemonic orders, as well as the so-called local logics, provide
certain opportunities which impact on the process of identity adjustment.
Rethinking the notion of difference so as to conceptualise a ‘positional,
conditional and conjunctural’ politics recognises that social associations are,
in effect, historically produced and intersect with specific and local contexts.4

The concept of community cannot be accepted unproblematically. Through
its recognition of power relations and the structures of inequality within
social formations (both on interconnected material and symbolic levels)
Gramscian theory relates diversity to contemporary conditions. Identifications
encompass both a political economic and cultural dimension: ethnic (or
nationalist) bonds may be rejected by members of the putative group; the
essential characteristics of the group may be the subject of (political)
contestation between dominant and subordinate members; and ethnic
unanimity may be the result not the cause of historical process.5 These wider
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tensions afflict the uneven process of identity adjustment. What matters
then is linking community to context, for the ‘political economy that links
diversity [the conditions of locality production in a global era] to contexts is
thus both methodologically and historically complex’.6

This work has emphasised the global political economy and closely
associated ideology of globalisation as a major catalyst for change in
Afrikaans identifications. Wider structural shifts were related to changes in
identification within elements of the grouping by analysing connections
between social forces in South Africa and the globalised economy. In this
instance, the historical context of the transition and the uneven consoli-
dation of the liberal project were evaluated. Since 1994, an economic
hegemony that panders to the welfare of local and global capital has been in
the ascendant. What has transpired is a class-orientated and superficially
non-racial economic coalition that broadly fits within the neo-liberal genus
of global capitalism. In this analysis, different connections between diverse
local and global structures and agents prescribe a particular ideological
consensus and directly influence the pattern of Afrikaans identifications.
There are certain contradictions but ‘[the historic bloc] has to be equipped
with an elasticity that allows subordinate classes to align themselves to the
hegemonic project – and benefit from it’.7 Not only does this mean that the
affinities of white elites are complicated,8 but that these inconsistencies can
be exploited by certain elements within the bloc itself. The nature of the
alliances at the heart of the ANC’s hegemonic project and its global counter-
part are of considerable importance in this account of the dynamics of
identity adjustment.

The issue then was to address the openings that have anchored particular
and historically important elements of Afrikanerdom within this historic
bloc, typically to the detriment of any new system of legitimation or group
ethos. More simply, this has required probing how power and consensus are
reproduced in contemporary South Africa. The nature of consensus, how
compliance was manufactured, as well as the ambiguities of consent, all
comprised important issues. For Hall, the triumph of the global neo-liberal
economic regime and its adjunct liberal democracy is about the ‘remaking
of common sense’,9 although it does not preclude parallel ideological,
institutional and cultural agendas. A Gramscian frame made it possible to
evaluate the openings for certain elements of Afrikanerdom in real historical
conditions by focusing upon the level of hegemony (the character of the post-
apartheid class-based consensus comprising ideas, institutions and material
factors that materialised from the connections between local, national and
global structures of social forces) as an empirical issue. Across each of these
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levels, the consensus that coloured the historic settlement was sought vis-à-
vis prominent constituent parts such as capital elites and a cultural
intelligentsia.

It was contended that among these critical constituent parts the dirigiste
direction of traditional Afrikanerdom has been overtaken by a hegemonical
commonsense understanding of the role South Africa should play in the new
global order. Most significantly, these constituent parts have proved to be
empowered to varying extents by the character of the transition and the neo-
liberal turn which has followed. In this way, a significant number have been
able to engage proactively with the ANC government so as to genuinely
alter the character not only of particular policies, but also that of the
hegemonic project itself, due to their privileged position within or access to
the prevailing historic bloc. Indeed, despite recent government concerns
about the nature of its relationship with big business, there is little sign of
these close relations fading although ANC spokesmen Smuts Ngonyama
maintains: ‘It doesn’t mean because we are meeting business people that they
are going to influence us.’10 The true measure of their influence is hard to
estimate but, as has been shown, alongside their global counterparts, they
have thus far proved a counterweight to particular (redistributory) tendencies
within the ANC government.

Whether or not the acceptance of this neo-liberal consensus in the
domestic realm has defeated the ethnic slant of the social coalitions that
previously sustained Afrikaner solidarity, or rather signifies a new round of
identity politics was the primary focus of the empirical chapters of this
study. History suggests that these same social coalitions were persistently
reformed so as to enhance Afrikaner material and cultural interests in chorus.
More philosophical and intellectual disputes concerned with perceptions of
marginalisation, entitlement and belonging, together with frequently
parochial quarrels regarding institutional and symbolic power, have become
increasingly prominent. A concentration upon the status of the Afrikaans
language and closely associated contention of cultural space has bestowed an
agenda beset by contradictions. On the one hand, a solid but narrow core
among the intelligentsia is wholly committed to a narrow, linguistic and
local focus that retains some ethnic undertones in spite of protestations to
the contrary. At the same time, this is countered by another, patently more
progressive, framework. In contrast to Afrikaner nationalism, the ‘new
politics of Afrikaans’ aims:

‘to ensure a vital and viable future for Afrikaans, which does not
depend on white racial domination or Afrikaner political power. At
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the same time, it seeks to prevent Afrikaners from disowning their
lingual or cultural identity, or abandoning the sphere of the political
in the new South Africa. It seeks instead to defend cultural diversity
and local forms of community against the homogenising pressures of
capitalist globalisation.’11

What it is impossible to ignore is that both share an uncritical under-
standing of the current milieu. Neither properly acknowledges the highly
salient fact that the grouping today represents a minority that still retains a
sizeable material and cultural inheritance, an aspect of apartheid’s historical
legacy that has only been reinforced by contemporary structural change.

It has been suggested here that there is a distinct, historical union
between the structure of capitalism and an Afrikaner community. Applying
a Gramscian frame it was argued that the uncertain consolidation of the
project of globalised liberalism in South Africa mirrors the global hegemonic
correspondence between international institutions and ideas where the
ideology of neo-liberal globalisation is in the ascendant. Among these
material forces, Afrikaans capital elites have a singular relationship with
capitalism in the new South Africa. Indeed, the director of the AHI admits
that the support of these elites for the government’s macro-economic policies
is ‘widespread and runs deep’.12 By very publicly supporting these macro-
economic policies, capital has improved its position and equipped itself with
considerable leverage within government circles. Nonetheless, since the
severance of wholly ethnic linkages between big business and other divisions
of Afrikaner capital under the NP government, a new group that has little
or no obligation to a nationalist ethnic coalition is becoming increasingly
prominent. How else to explain the scramble for Africanism – ‘the price of
doing business’ according to one prominent businessman –13 that has deter-
mined (white) capital’s stance towards empowerment initiatives? Similarly,
the continued enrichment of an increasingly globalised Afrikaans middle
class prospering within a post-apartheid South Africa and the new global
division of labour and power should be contrasted with the growing and
largely unaddressed issue of white poverty.14 Class and race are becoming
ever more significant divisions within the Afrikaans grouping.

Where there is most enthusiasm in the form of a new politico-cultural
dialogue is within the ranks of a flourishing cultural sector. There is
certainly considerable empirical evidence as to the emergence and nature of
a new cultural politics on the level of ideas that is involved in the
preservation of an evolving Afrikaans language and culture. However, this
new cultural campaign likewise reveals the tensions within the grouping, as
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well as the many and frequently diverse agendas contained therein.15 Within
the culture industry, engagement with the prevailing global consensus has
been subdued both by these antagonisms and also the skewed reasoning that
dictates recognition for minority cultural rights despite or because of a
privileged material position. Although cognisant of the historic and
contemporary rewards of a capitalist system which has long favoured the
white minority in South Africa, few of this cultural intelligentsia have gone
beyond symbolic attempts to tackle the broader ramifications of globalisation
for all South African communities, and thereby afford themselves a
legitimacy with which to begin to address a more lasting, non-formal
promotion of an Afrikaans language and culture. The culture debate is
countenanced largely within the intelligentsia and has made few inroads into
the wider public domain. Without a distinctive break with the moribund
cultural agenda of the past and a more appropriate and globalised perspec-
tive, it is not a progression that bodes well for the future of an Afrikaans
community in post-apartheid South Africa.

It is then at the local level where diversity and a high degree of vibrancy
among contemporary non-elite Afrikaans speakers are most apparent. The
defence of Afrikaans language and culture might underwrite the most
cohesive initiatives here as elsewhere, but the local logics of geographic
location, generation and provincial politics carry substantial explanatory
weight in accounting for the lack of any fundamental homogeneity. The
language issue has provided a comfortable and stable core, but several
initiatives have also rallied about more localised concerns including crime,
material security, affirmative action and the nation-wide campaign to change
place names. What is apparent is that the singular nationalist discourse of
the past has all but disappeared as a new Other assumes shape. The
traditional tendency for Afrikaans speakers to rally together as a community,
ignoring their divisions against a common threat is more problematic
because the nature of the threat is now far more complex. Solidarity remains
imperfect even upon the local stage with diversity reinforced by all the
global, national and local logics.

Even so, perceptions of marginalisation and alienation are coming to
characterise an increasingly marked shift as many whites including Afrikaans
speakers continue to withdraw from public life. This retreat takes many
forms. Perhaps the most common comprises the ‘stepping outside everyday
rituals’ or ‘ethnic nesting’ which is typified by the ‘festivalisation of
Afrikanerdom’ and rise of consumerism.16 Equally marked is the ‘semi-
gration’ whereby whites give up their citizenship and withdraw to the gated
communities now spread across the country.17 But perhaps most stark is the
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loss of the white skills base and young professionals with rising emigration
representing the key driving force behind the declining white population.18

This ‘huge cry of insecurity’ is perhaps so profound because for many white
Afrikaans speakers sovereignty is understood narrowly ‘in terms of power
and territory’,19 and the sense of loss – cultural and otherwise – remains
acute. However, the manner in which different Afrikaans constituent parts
have reacted to both the opportunities and challenges presented by neo-
liberal globalisation has become the most significant catalyst in determining
the process of identity adjustment among the grouping. For it is against the
structural backdrop of the global economy and closely associated ideology of
globalisation that the dynamics of identity politics and Afrikanerness can
now be best understood.

On the basis of the conceptual analysis and empirical exploration within
this book, it is not possible to suggest the presence of any broad-based
communal dialogue or programmatic axis that would give impetus to an
Afrikaans community as a whole. Certainly the beginnings of a new round
of identity politics are apparent. But progress away from an exclusive
identity towards even a heterogeneous but cohesive group identity has been
gradual thus far. Whilst the formal minority grouping is protected to some
extent within the ambit of the constitution, the complexity of the
population suggests that it represents a far looser and overwhelmingly non-
ethnic community. Indeed, there is a plurality of subjective meanings of
Afrikanerness and ‘being Afrikaans’ no longer simply refers to a purely
ethnic or even group-based identity. It has been shown that the acceptance
of the global neo-liberal consensus in the domestic realm has overwhelmed
and largely destroyed the ethnic slant of the social coalitions and sentiments
that previously buoyed up Afrikaner solidarity. It comprises an echo of the
class divisions which have afflicted the community since the 1960s. So
whilst language might be the bottom line for many in this very heterodox
community, even here initiatives have been circumscribed as much as
sustained by their local origins.

It has become increasingly evident that the salience of ethnicity in the
national political sphere has not been matched in ordinary life; that ‘some
forms of ethnic identity in fact represent, not the hardening but the
weakening of ethnic boundaries’.20 So whilst ethnicity is not disappearing –
there are distinctive signs of what is termed a ‘persisting subjective attach-
ment to ethnicity’21 – the concept of ‘symbolic ethnicity represents ‘a far
better fit to the emerging nature of ethnic identity – essentially in the desire
to retain a sense of being ethnic, but without any deep commitment to
ethnic social ties or behaviours’.22 Among Afrikaans speakers in South Africa
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today then, ethnicity is rather being pushed into the background by
distinctions including most prominently class and race. This is the result of
the changing structure of opportunities that must be set against the
structural backdrop of globalisation and the character of the hegemonic
project itself. Indeed, ethnic politics is unique in the manner in which it
imparts a sense of belonging, loyalty, community and identity, whilst
simultaneously being connected to the structure of power relations contained
within the globalised economy.

There are certainly hints that a postmodern Afrikaans identity might yet
emerge. That is, an identity that can forgo its hegemonic content, align its
resources to appropriate subnational, national and supranational levels, and
forge alliances in the common pursuit of economic, cultural and social
interests.23 Just how plausible this development might be is as yet a moot
point. Some form of counter-hegemony would need to be assembled in order
to overcome the ‘sub-imperialist’ consensus compiled by the ANC govern-
ment, its hegemonic allies and connected global social forces. But contesting
any hegemonic form of politics would require the participation of key
Afrikaans speaking elites who presently form a critical part of this politics.
Renewing the consensus need not mean a renewed process of ethnicisation.
There can be no suggestion of any renegotiated pax Afrikaner, but the
wideness of the spectrum suggested by that same label now encompasses the
rudiments of more alternative if localised and perhaps even diasporic visions
as well. What began life as a minority nationalist movement has come full
circle, with political dominance exchanged for economic advantage and
series of culturally-based and localised revivals in a new, globalised chapter
of history. The challenge then surely is to build a degree of rapprochement
not merely between these diverse Afrikaans constituencies, but also with the
majority of South Africans.
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english/Manifesto2004.htm

135 ‘Moving beyond the yawn on Afrikaans’ The Sunday Independent 22 April 2001.
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136 During a debate in the National Assembly on 24 March 1999, the then leader
of the NNP Marthinus van Schalkwyk argued that: ‘We in the New NP say
there are no colour or political requirements to be an Afrikaner. It is an
inclusive concept based on only one criterion: language.’

137 For example, Flip Buys is General Secretary of Solidarity and was a founding
member of the Group of 63.
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